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CHAPTER I

I NT:.tODUCTION
This t hesis is a report of a study of the residence
counselor ~rogxam i n the seconde.ry school s of ] he Lutheran
Chu7.'ch--ia ssour:1. Syno d .

N'ecessi ty of the S t;l1.dy
The nee d f o:i:o t his s·tudy st.ems from ·the fa.ct that f ifteen

y ears have passed since a statement recommending a residence

cov.nselor proc;:ro.m uas ado"9ted by Synod.

The recommendation

1. That t h e Board f or Higher Education be dlrected to
aut hori ze t he a.p~ointment at the i nstructor level of
Re e:1 dent S·ta,1dent· Counselors on any campus ,-;here the need
is i n dice.tec1 end irhere staff and administra.t:ton give
evidence of sympe:the ·t;:1.c approval of t he '.)rinciples and
purpo ses described i n the proposal here presented.
2. That the Boe.rel for Hieher Educ ation be directed to
authorize Local Boards of Control to call Resident Counselors after an ap9ropriate perio~ of satis~actory servi ce to a.~ associate professorshi ~ upon the request of
·the local. Board of Control and trnon the nresentation
of satisfactory evidence of the eligibility of t h e personnel involved and the desirability of s1.1ch action. 1
To date no t horough study has been made of the i mplementa-

tion of this policy statement.
1The Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 Synod, Proceedinr;s of the
Fortieth Rerrnlar. Convention, 1947 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1947), p. 210, s.nd Of. Appendix A.

J
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It is understandable that a considerable period of time
was needed before some study and evaluation of t he program
could be made.

A statement in the recommendation recognized

this fact.

Accordingly, it is also necessary that considerable
patience be exerc1sed in t he early evaluation of re. sults; since the susgested pr~cess of infiltration
will reouire a substantial amount of time to achieve
readily -observable re·s ults. 2
A considerable period of time has elapsed and an eval-

uati1Jn is necessary.
are t he :f.'oll01·Ting:

Some questions t hat should be answered
Has the residence counselor program

been carried out in the schools of the .i:vI 1ssouri Synod?
How has it been i mplemented on the various campuses?
successful has t h e program been?

How

What type. of personnel

was employed in t lle program? How closely has the program
followed t he recommendations

0:f

the Boa.rd for Higher Edu-

cation ~o t he 1947 convention concerning qualifications
of the residence counselor, his house and office space,
- "'3
his faculty status, and his responsibilit;y ·: ,

who administer the program evaluate it?

Hou do ti'lose

What have been the

shortcomings of the residence counselor :program and what
he.ve been its strong points:

What is the future of the

program on the campuses?
2The Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 Synod, Reports~ Memorials, 1947 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1947T
p. 166, hereinafter cited as Reports and Memorials.

3cr.
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Objectives of the Study
This study is o.n at·temp-c -Go present e. cur rent pictu.re

of' t he resi dence counselors i n t he men,·s <lorra1 tori es on
t he c umpLl.ses of the preperetor:.r schools of t he iUssour1
Syn.ad.

I,1o:re specifically t !l.is study will attemp t to pre-

EJent the current atti tv.des on t!1e various cerJpuses concernin:; t he responsl 'hD.i ...,ies, status:- a ctivities,

a.na.

f acil.i-

ties of t he residence counselor. ·
It. is not t h e objeot1:ve of t his paper to attempt to
eva.11.1.a.te t he total program i n terms of s uccess or failure,
but to 12.y gI?ound·N·orlt for such fu.ture evaluation by pre-

senting t h e current situation in the light of t he original
recommendat i o~s .

The ob jective is not to pre s ent t he con-

f ll c.ti:q,; views of the res i dence counselor program on t:.1e

varlous caT.pusess, but simply to eive an overview of the
program as it he.s been i mplemented t hroughout t he synodi-

cal preparatory schools 111 general.

No ~ttempt uill be

made to evaluate t he program on any on e campus.

For thet

reason t he names of t he campuses will, for the most part,
be omitted.

Definition of Terms

The term "preparatory schools" in this study refers
to the ten schools u nder tlle direct cont rol of the :Soard
for Higher Educat1.on of 'nhe Lutheran Church--£,.I1ssour1 Synod.
These schools are designed primarily to prepare young men

4

and young women for transfer 1nto an advanced teaching or
ministerial institution.

Nine of the ten preparatory schools

consist of a four-year high school and a two-year 3un1or college.
Eight of these nine schools are co-educationa11n either
the high school or college• or in both divisions.
The only
preparatory school which does not have a junior college as
part of its program is a four-year high school located on
the campus of a four-year teacher's college.
The ministerial graduates of t he junior colleges proceed
to a "se11ior m1nister1a1 college" to complete their college
program. This senior college is located in Ft. Wayne, Indiana,
and consists of the junior and s.e n1or college years.

The

graduates of this senior college enter a seminary in St. Louis,
Missouri, to complete their training.
The teacher graduates of the preparatory schools proceed
to either one of the two !our-year teacher training institutions (located at River Forest, Illinois, and Seward, Nebraska),
to complete their college training.

A student at a prepara-

tory school 1s eligible to apply for entrance into one of
the teacher training institutions at any point follolring his
graduation. from
. high school.
.
'

'

The Board for Higher Education of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod supervises the ten preparatory schools, the
senior m1n1ster1a1 college, the two four-year teacher training
eolleges and two seminaries.
The term "administrators" as used in the study refers

5

only to the deans and principals of the various preparatory
schools.
Scope of the Study
This study restricts itself in scope to the hizb. school
and

junior college men's dormitories of the synodical prepara-

tory schools.

A

more thorough study than this would also in-

clude the program of the residence counselors in the girls'
dormitories of the preparatory schools and terminal teachers'
colleges as well as the programs at the senior ministerial
colle 1" c and the seminaries.

Tl1e original r0commendation of

the residence counselor program. requested that the experiment
first be tri0d in the high schools on the various campuses. 4

This program, however, spread rapidly to all of the schools
of Synod.
The scope of this study includes only the present per-

sonnel worlcers act! vely engaged in counseling in the men• s
dormitories.

A more thorough study would explore the think-

ing of all those on the various campuses, students, faculty,
and staff, who in various 1-reys have expressed opinions about

the residence counseling program,

A

more thorough study would

also include the opinions of all taose who have been deans,
principals, or counselors since the program's inception fifteen
yea.rs a.go.
4.aeports ~ 1·1 emor1als, 1947, P. 166 •

a
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As the questionnaire will ehow, the study from the administrator's point of view 1s, 1n the main, limited to theory.
The questions addressed to them set up a hypothetical "ideal
residence counselor. 11

The administrators were to limit them-

selves to what they would consider within their present situation an ideal counselor.

The residence counselors were to

limit themselves to the current situation on their cam.puses
relative to their position.
This study limits itself in scope to the preparatory
schools where residence counselors are college graduates and
in the employ of the institution.

This includes all of the

preparatory schools with one exception, namely, Concordia
College and Hi gh School in lJlilwau!cee, Wisconsin.

The system

at this institution centers around a core of hand-picked college
sophomore residence proctors.

After experience with both

prof essional residence counselors and student proctors, the
dean of students at Milwaukee feels this present program is
more adequate than the pro.gram suggested 1n the original policy
statement.

The dean did return a questionnaire relative to

his position on this subject and this material will be included
in the study.

However, because of this single divergent pro-

gram it was felt the questionnaires, designed for professional
residence counselors, ltould not be sent to the Milwaukee student
proctors.

A copy of the program employed at this institution

may be found in Appendix D.
The scope of this study includes only what might be term~~

7

the "practical structure" of the residence counselor pro~ra.m.
Such things as the qualifications of a counselor, the facilities for the counsclort the status of the counselor, and the
campus and class schedule of the counselor are studied.

How-

ever, the techniques and theories of the oounselin6 procedure .
itself are omitted.
Limits of the Study

Th~ study of the current status of the residence counselor is limited by the lack of objective information obtained~
The questionnaires allowed a purely subjective treatment of
t he subject in many areas.

Only a personal contact with each

of the counselors and administrators would give the depth of

their thinlcing .
The space allowed for answering a.n:y question on the questionnaire was limited.

Some of the answers should have been

allowed a number of pages to be complete.
The majority of the present administrators and counselors
have been in their present positions for only a few years.
The residence counselors, for example, averaged only slightly
over one year of tenure in their positions.

This will, of

course, limit the findings of this study.
The results of this study are further limited by the
lack of one hundred per cent participation of all the deans,
principals and counselors.

However, a ninty-three per cent

return seems to establish some validity to the report.

8

Some of the questionnaires which were returned lacked
complete answers.
of words.

A few kept their ans,·rers to a bare minimum

However, the vast majority of questionnaires were

answered in a most complete manner, and all of tlle questionnaires were usable.
Overview of the Methodology

Two types of questionnaires were developed as information gathering devices.

The questionnaires were sent to all

of t he people involved during the Christmas holidays, 1961.
A reque s ted deadline was o.ne month later,

January 25, 1962.

The majority of the questionnaires 't'rere returned i·rell i n advance

of that date.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The Lutheran Ohurch--M1ssouri Synod from its inception
in the first half of the nineteenth century recognized the
need to prepare young men and young women for the teaclling
and preaching ministries.

As the synod began to g~o'W and

spread, school after school was started a.t various locations
in the United States, Canada, and other forei gn countries.
The educational system now includes two · seminaries, two fouryear teacher training colleges, one two-year senior ministerial
college, and ten preparatory schools.

The enrollments of

the preparatory schools in 1961-62 vary from one hundred and
twenty to slightly under six hundred students. 1
The preparatory schools draw their students from both
the local community and surrounding statea. 2 The students
who travel to the cam9uses from outlying communities obligate
the schools to develop housing facilities.
The growth of dormitories on the campuses solved the
need for housing , but in the process, created many other problems such as capital expenditures and maintenance.

-

Moreover,

111 ~.assouri Synod seminaries and Colleges in North America,"

The Lutheran Witness, LXXX (October 17, 1961), 505.
2The Lutheran Ohurch--Missour1 · synod 1 Reports and :Memorials, 1959 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House°;-T959) P·
103, hereinafter citaQ as Re~orts and Me~orials.
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on-campus -housing meant more problems involving adequate care
and supervision of the students.
How should the dormi tor1es be controlled?

i'lho should

be responsible for the discipline and upkeep of the dormi-

tories?

What are the objectives of dormitory life on the

Christian Ca!llpus?

These and other questions were asked by

campus administrators.

The problems of. e:ny community are manifold.

The problems

developing in an artifical situation, such as a dormitory
in which the family unit is laclcing t are even more com:pli-

ca.tecl and intriguing .

c.

Gilbert Urenn points to this con-

cern when he states:
The college dormitory, co~operative house, or fraternity
or sorority is the college substitute for the family
group. The influence of these colleg e groups upon social
and emotional development is enormous. Anyone who recognizes the importance of the home in social and character
development must at once be concerned over how the student lives when away from home.3
The problems compouncr themselves when young men ranging in
a ge through the full spectrum o:f the
this living situation.

11

teens 11 are placed into

If one adds to this the variety of

environments and background from 11hich these students emerged,
the picture of a male dormitory of one of the preparatory schools
is one of numerous living problems to gether 1i'ith tremendous
potentials.
The potentials of dormitory life lie in the educational

3c.

Gilbert Wrenn and Reginald Bell, Student Personnel
Farrar and Rinehart, Inc. 191+1), P• 154f ~.

Pl'obJ.ems {New York:

11
concept of the total person·.

For many years educatio.nal insti-

tutions in this country concentrated their sole attention on
the classroom life of a s~~dent.

Outside of the classroom

1 t was felt that the student was on his 01m a.'Yl.d whatever he

did had very little application to his academic life.

Student

personnel worl;: on the part of the administration of the sonool
was almost unheard, especially when it went beyond the area
of discipline. 4 In recent years, however, schools have become far more aware of the individual both in and out of class.
Student personnel ·worlc has been on the upsurge.

Hew personnel

and guidance organizations and periodicals are continually

appearing .

The accent of school life

t he "twenty-four hour" indi vldual.

is

now slanted toward

Harold iia.nd points to t.he

i mportance of this accent:
Ranking over an::, other factor in college learning is
the twenty-four-hours-a day influence of the student
living group. A student's adjustment to society, his
scholarship, his attitudes, and his mental a..~d physical
health are as a whole largely determined by where and
how he lives.5
·
The Commission on student Personnel Services of the Missouri · ·

Synod recently showed the importance of student personnel
work for the total 1nd1vi dual ,;,rhen it developed the following

statement of objectives:
A synodical school maintains student personnel services
with adequate staff to help the student:

4 c, Gilbert Wrenn, Student Personnel~!!! Oollege (New
York: The Ronald Press Co,, 1951}, P• 111.
51ia,rold Hand, editor, Campus Act1vi ties (Nevr York:
Hill Book Co. ~ 1958), P• 147.

HcGra:w
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1 • To gr.on as a Christian person "t"tho becoi!les 1ncreas1n~ly aware of his debt to God, 1n his need of God, and of
his status as a ch ild of God; 1-rho experiences 1ncreas1nel .}' m·m.re of his 01-m service potential to God in camuus
c o .:·~11.mi ty and i :!l. t ne world at la.rec; and who experiences
an increasing drive to realize h1s service potential in
pres ~nt servlce and 1n preparation for future service.
2. To make sure of his life goals as a grateful child

of God.

3. To deter:aine wh~ther or -to wh at degree the s ynod:lca.l
sch ool and "'Ghe related school s in the s ynodi cal system
will aid r..1m most efi'ectively in achieving these goals.
To concur ui t.h. the school's decisions; relat1 vo to
hi s er.mission or refection 0 his iri thdre.we.l, or re t en"Gion,

1:.•

a~d in re3erd to curricular, cocurricular, and ndministret:l. ve policie8 e.ffecttng him.

5. 'l'o find his place for co-opera.ti ve acticn in an organ:1. zed c an1pus commu.ni ty which, through 1 ts Chr1stie.n. 1.;;ay
of 1:1.J?e and it.s concern for him. stimulates him to spiritual grow·th and to sp1r1 tual goals, as well as to present
and future response of witness o.nd service.

6. To o~gaee responsibly in a selected a nd balanced proi:;:ra:m. of c.:!.mpus, chu.rch and community acti vi t.1es and appropri~.t.e to h5. G needs and ta.len·t;s.
7 . To an i '..'ltiellectv.a.l grol,th

~\rhich increases .hls conscious
gratitude to God and his capacity ·to express his gratit 1clc ~~i'lrou gh measured academic a chievement, as well as
in wor1c and service.

8 . Toe sense of emotional well-being and to a social con~
fi d ence which free hi m increa.s.ingl y for h elpful approaches
to his fellow men.
9. To a cultural gro,;-rth. which enables ·him to distinguish
good from evil, the true from the false, the beautiful
from the shabby and the ugly, and the genuine from the
simulated; and to velue in his appreciations and in his
choices uhat is good and true, beautiful, and genuine,
in things, in people, a.~d in ideas.
10. To eJ:ercise appropria~,:;,e financial responsibility.
to achieve economic competence, and to manage persona~

a.?ld campus e.nd other coI1'-,IIH~n1 ty property as a stewardsnip.

----111111111
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11. To establish and practice wholesome habits and personal and community health and hygiene for the protection and promotion of his phys ical and mental well-being.
12. To develop and maintain a cumulative record of his
abilities , achievements, and activities as the basis
for personal a nd vocational evaluation and planning.
13. To find i ncreasing competence in professional skills
and judgment and to develop appropriate attitudes and
habits of professional service.6
The emphasis on the development of the total personality
and life of the students takes on a far greater importance
in a dormitory s itua tion , as Harold Hand ~oin t ed out previously.
Our attitudes toward student housing reflect our attitudes t o·ward hi gher education. If we would hold that the
f unction of colleges and universitie s i s t o train a Mind
(apart f r om the body , spelled i:·rit h a capital) then what
goes on in dormitories will not particularly concern us
so long as it does not interfere with classroom performance. I f ·we believe that education means optimum growth
then we must recognize that what happens m the dormitory is an ess ential part of higher education.7
The few hours a day a student spends in the classroom
are an important aspect of a school's guidance syst em, but
the hours s pent outside of the classroom and particularly
in a dormitory situation are moment s which cannot be disregarded.

The repor t of the Board f or Hi gher Educ~tion to the

1947 Synodical Convention points this out:
The cloistered atmosphere which surrounds s tudent life
is an unfortunate heritage oi the past which still persists on many campuses today. 1fi thin the last few years
it has been less conspicuous in pu blic schools, but is
strong and tenacious in private residence institutions.
6 The Lutheran Ohurch--1·iissouri Synod, Reports

!:GS. ?-!emorials, 1959 (St. Louis: Concordia ru blishing House, 1 9 ~
p. 112, hereinafter cited as Reuor ts ~ Memorials.
7Ruth Mccarn, 11 The Housing of Students," Student :Personnel
Services in Colleges and Universities. Edited by John Dale
Russell (Chicago: The'lJ'niversity of Ohicago ~ress, 1941), P• 201.

____
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School life divorced from reality to the extent that it
precludes practical contact nith the problems and responsibilities of community life manifestly increases the
need for guidance.8
Only in recent years has the dormitory been considered
more than a place to live and exist.

For many years the empha-

sis in residence living on a c am:9us was placed on the "protection" and "health" areas of a student's well being .

Wrenn

refers to this subject in his work on studen t personnel problems.

His references are to 1-r~men' s residence halls, but

the facts can easily be applied to all dormitory life.
The three current concepts of campus living arrangements
emphasize the "protective, 0 the "health," and t h e "social
develo pm0nt 11 aspects respectively. The first named is
by far the oldest and the most prevalent. W
omen students
must be 11 protected, 11 hence the common situation of ai11ple
dormitory and supervised living arrangements for women
on a. campus, with f ew for men.9
This concept of the "protected" life is especially amplified
on a campus where hi gh school boys a.re housed.

Parents are

deepl y concerned that their boys are closely 1·ratched at all
times.

And Wren.n continues by saying , "The protective func-

tion of the dormitory is legitimate, although somewhat archaic
in 1 ts emphasis • • • •1110

The "health" function of the dormitory is also important,
but it is an aspect which has often been overemphasized.
8Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, The, Reports~~-

r l ~ls Synodical Convention 1947 (St. Louis:
Ing1i'ouse, 1947), p. 165.
9wrenn and Bell, 9l!.•
10

~ . p . 1'65.

.211•,

P• 155.

Concordia Publish-
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"The next concept, 11 rlrenn continues,
that of concern for the physical health·of t he student,

is translated into good rooms to sleep i n and carefully

supervised food arrangements, but little attention to
the social or psychological side of the student's experience in the dormitory.11

It is particularly the "social and psychological side"
of student 11 ving 1·1 hich has received t he major accent 1n student :personnel worlt during1he past decade.

The whole gamut

of personnel 1·10rk today points to the development of the
total individual.
The Missouri Synod is qulte cognizant of this emphasis.
The people i nvolved in ca.m11us worlt expressed this concern

through t he Board for Higher Education 1-1hen it made 1 ts 1947
recomrrie adation to the effect t hat all campuses ~-, ere in need

o! residence counselors.

The administrators ·were awe.re that

t he total individual had been neglected in t he past and readily
accepted t h e recommendation.

The complete recommendation for

residence counselors on the campuses of its s chools showed
the i1nportance 1.: .1iven to the development of the total individual.

11.L_bid.,
P• 15r.::)e

CHAPTER III
THE HISTORY OF THE RESIDENCE COUNSELOR
A capsule picture of the ten preparatory school campuses
wl th 't'1hich the study deals together with the history of resi-

dence counseling on those campuses would set the report in
its context.

The enrollment data is for the 1961-62 school

year as recorded i n ~ Lutheran W1tness. 1

The dates of found1n~ are recorded in the 12.22 Renorts ~ t·iemorials. 2
Concordia College at Austin, Texa~ was founded in 1926
as a his h school.

In 1951 a junior college department for

men was started and in 1955 the junior college department
beca.'ile

c.oeduoational.

The present eri.rollment is 199,

The

sixty-three high .s chool students are housed in Kilian Hall
in which a residence counselor resides.

The seven~y-three

college men a.re hc~~ed in Behnken Hall, ~hich hall includes
a.n apartmen·t for a residence counselor.

In this case the

residence. counselor began his residence duty in this dormitory in 1953 according to an elderly faculty member.
duties included counseling, coaching , and teaching.

The
The coun-

selor has always been a college graduate with an average

1 "Yrl.ssour1 Synod Seminaries and Colleges in North .America,"
The Lu.t heran Witness, LXY-X ( October 17, 1961}, 505.

-

2The Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 Synod, Reports and Memorials, 1959 (St, Louis: Concordia. Publishing House";-19'S9J
p. 130; hereinafter cited as Reports~ Memo.rials.
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counseling tenure of three years.
Concordia Colle5iate Institute, Bronxville, New York,
was founded in 1881.
178.

Its current high school enrollment is

There are 209 college and high school men studying for

the preachi:ng and teachin~ ministries.
of the school 1s currently 484.

The total enrollment

The assistant dean from

this school was unable to relate the residence counselor's
history on this cam.pus.

The acting high school principal

stated that such an arrangement has been in effect for over
twenty-five years.
St. Paul's Colleee, Concordia, Missouri, ~es organized

in 1884.

The current enrollment is three hundred.

The one

hundred and seventeen high school boys live in 3iltz Hall in
which space is provided fore. reside:n,ce counselor.

The ninety

colleee men live in a new dormitory which yrovides an apartment for the residence counselor.

The residence counseling

idea, according to tlle questionnaires, began in the "forties."
The first residence counselors were nothing more than faculty
supervisors.

Later the emphasis changed to a. counseling role

with the advent of student government.
Concordia. College, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, was .founded
in 1921.

Its present enrollment is 120 of ttl11ch 96 are in

the his h school and twenty-four in the junior college.

Forty

seven of the college and high school total a.re studying for
the preaching and teaching ministries.

The residence coun-

selor program beean in September, 1959. after "recommendations
of Dean of Students, recommendations of Student Life Committee
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of the faculty, faculty recommendat1o.n, and finally, the Board
of Control authorized apartment construction."

The first coun-

selor remained in his position for a year e.n.d a half.

He then

accepted a post of director of youth and religious education
in another city.

The present man has held his position for

fourteen months.
Concordia College, 1-iilwaukee, ;-r1sconsin, was founded
in 1881.

The total enrollment, all male, is 565.

Three

hundred and fifty men of this total are in the high school
and t1"ro hundred and fifteen are in the college.

Housm,g :f.'or

the students is spread throughout several permanent dormitories
and some temporary housing on the perimeter of the campus.
Residence counseling was first attempted in the middle 1950's.
After a trial period of two years the program was discarded
in favor of a student proctor system.

This system is working

effectively, , according to the de~n, and will remain in effect.
California Concordia College: Oakland, California., was
founded in 1906.

The present enrollment is 219 of which 132

are in the h1eh school.

This coeducatiO!l.al school has 121

men studying for the teachin3 and preaching ministries.
residence counseling proeram started

11

The

about. t ·e n years ago."

The impetus for the counselor was supplied by the Board for
Higher Education which authorized such a staffing procedure.
The first counselor resided on the campus for six years before
entering the parish mi111stry.

Presently Oakland has "two

counselors in the men's dorm, one for the college and one
for the high school."

There 1s also a residence counselor
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in each of the two girl's dormitories.
Concordia Oollege, Portland, Oregon , was founded in 1905.
The enrollment for the 1961-62 sohool year is 203.
male high schpol department numbers 101.

The all

There is a total of

135 men, both high school and college, studying for the pre~ohing and teaching ministries.

Present facilities on the cam-

pus allow the school to house 102 high school and college men.
Professor Arthur G. Wahlers ·was the first residence counselor
on the campus.

He arrived in Portland in 1946 and is now

principal of the high school.
college l i ving units separated.

Recently the high school and
The college department now

has no residence counselors while the high sch ool has one.
The reason gi ven for no residence counselor in the college
is that there "is no room for him to live."

Since Professor

Wahlers left his position of r esid ence counselor he states
that the average tenn of office for the high school counselor
has been "two or three years."

He.lf of the high school faculty,

he adds, are or have been residence counselors.
most of. them are teaching f ull time.
educational for the past eight years.

How, however,

The school has been colfhen this program was

added to the curriculum of the school the pre mnt Dean of Homen
was appointed who also aerved as residence counselor.
Concordia College, st. Paul, Minnesota, was organized
in 1893.

There are 569 students presently enrolled a t the

school.

One hundred and sixty-two of these students are in

the co-educational high school and . 334 men of the high school
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and junior college are preparing for the preaching and teaching ministries.

The first residence couns elor began his duties

on this campus soon after the Chicago convention in 1947.

The

president of the institution, following the recommendation
of the Board f or Hi gher Education of Synod, installed the
11

f irst counselor

e.bout fif teen years ago. 11

At first the coun-

selor program was limite d to t he hi gh school division.

When

coeducation was approved for t he college, counselors were
a dded to t he girls' dormitories.

The first residence coun-

s elors i n the college men's dormitories took office
f ive y ears a 6 o."

11

about

The first co tmselors in t he hi sh school

dormitor ies were members of the teaching staff 1·rho alternated
stayi ng over ni ~h t and acting as counselors.

~I'a en t his system

lJr oved unsatisfactory a pastor's widow was used, strictly as
a housemother.

No questionnaire was received from t he hi gh

s chool division of St. Paul Concordia, so the present status
of t h e program 1n t hat particular area will be left an open
question.

There are pre s ently seven counselors in t he college

division, four women and three men.

Th e dean states:

a t times the men's dormitory counselors have served part
time on the teaching staf'f. Presently they are not involved in the academic program. The number of counselors
grew as the student population increased and new campus
facilities were added.
The average stenure·oof t he women counselors to date has been
five years, while the :nen served on an averas e of only one
to two years.

The majority of these men were recent graduates

of one of the terminal institutions of Synod and, t herefore,

----..
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were placed in the parish ministry, teaching

and preaching,

by Synod's placement committee.
St. John's College, Winfield, Kansas, was founded in

1893.

The current enrollment of 305 includes 62 in the co-

educational high school.

There is a total of 102 men in both

the high school and college atudyi~g for the teaching and
preaching ministries.

According to the dean of students of

the college t:'le b.1~to~7 cf 0.:,u:usi,;;.lors in the dormi tor1es begins
in 1945 when a number of colleg e graduate students were nlaced
in residence to supervise the control of the dormitories.
residence counseling concept began in 1955.

The

The dean states:

About 1945 the school began using Seminary graduates
and vicars both in its instructional program and as
dormitory supervisors. The men were all single. This
kind of dormitory supervision prevailed until 1955 when
two residence counselors, one for the high school and
one for the college, were hired. Since that time there
have been no additions to the counseling staff. These
counselors are in complete charge of dormitory life and
responsible to the high school principal and dean of
students respectively. They are also members of the
instructional staff teachi11.3 a "limited number of class
hours," usually six to eight hours a 1-reek.
The averas e tenure of counselors on this campus has been three
years.

Of the residence counselors employed during the past

yea:rs one has entered a secular occupation, two are presently
teaching full time, two have entered the parish ministry, and
one has become the dean of students at the institution.
Concordia High School, Seward, Nebraska, is on the same
campus with Concordia College, a four-year teacher training
college.
of

It is only such structure in the synodical complex

schools.

The high school is coeducational and has a current
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enrollment of 159.

The school was founded in 1894.

There

has only been one residence counselor in the men's dormitory
and he is still 1n that position.

Previous to the present

counselor college students proctored the dormitories.

How~

ever, when a teachin~ position opened on the staff in 1958
it was decided that a seminary student should be given the
opportunity to initiate a program of counseling in the men's
dormitory.

The e irls' dormitories on this campus continue

to use female colles e students as house counselors.

CHAPTER IV
PREVIOUS STUDIES
This is the first. study attempted in the area of residence counseling since the inception of the program on a
synodical basis in 1947.

Some of the schools have made in-

dividual studies on their own campuses of the program; however,
there are no written reports of t hese studies available.

Some

schools have also produced outlines of manuals for the residence counselors on t heir campuses.

T·wo of these guides are

r eproduced in the appendix of this study.

Generally speak-

ing, t here have been no previous studies of t he current status
of the r esidence countielor program within t he ?1iss ouri Synod.
Guidance and counseling literature is replete today with
articles, programs, repo r ts, and studies of numerous phases
of the counseling pro gram on cai~puses of all educational 1nst1tu tions.

The worlcs available 1-rould be too numerous to mention.

--__ Journal,
The Personnel ---and _____
Guidance
..._

a monthly publication of

the American ~ersonnal and Guidance Association , is, perhaps,
the le:idi!lB publication of current studies in this area.
The majority of studies available in the counselin0 field
do not direct themselves to a residence counseling program and
are, thus, not relevant for this study.

The articles and

studies presently available are, of course, important to the
total program of the residence counselor, for t hey are necessary background for his main work in the dormitory ·which
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is counseling.

Ifoi·, ever, studies dealing particularly ·w1 t h

the sta t u s and responsibility of t he rcsi denc . counselor a.re
very sparse and, for the most part, too imcomplete.

No single

mono graph covers t h e topic thoroughly.
A

number of articles which present studies in t h e area

of the r esidence counselor possess some interesting and 1nformet1ve insigh ts.

Ruth Mccarn, in a paper delivered to t h e

Institu te for Administrative Officers of Hi gher Education
o f 19l~O, set dm·m some of the guiding principles for the

housine of students.

I n rather revolutiona ry terms for the

d2y nh e stre s sed t he i mportance of the total individual on
e

campus, and she r ecommended residence counselors to serve

t hi s ca.u s e 1n t he dormitories. 1
The most ·widely noted authority on student personne1 work
is

c.

Gilbert Ure:nn, Professor of Educational Psychology at t h e

University of ~-I1nx1esota.

Wrenn does mak e note of t he oppor-

tunity for ~u1dance 1n t he housi ng f acilitie s of a school.
In his book Student Perso!'lllel
chapter to the subject.

~

1a College he. devoted a

Ruth Strong , a leader in the field

of group experi ence, 'l·rrote this chapter entitled
periences Through Housing and Dining P.ac111ties."

0

Group ExIn this

section Fro i essor Strong presents criteria f0r t he selection
1Ruth Mccarn,

11 The Housing of Students,"
Student Per. sonnel Servicee 1!l Colleges~ Universities. ·Edited b~
John Dale Russell (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1941), P• 201.
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and responsibility ofthe "heads of halls. 112

This chapter

is one of the most specific sections found in any work avail-

able relative to the residence counselor and his activities.
Another work by a. G. Wrenn and Re ginald Bell entitled
Student Personnel Problems has a small section, "The Establishment of Student Personnel Procedures Designed to Meet the
Adjustment Needs of New Students," which stresses t he importance of the dormitory in t he educational process.

Very little

1s said about the residence counselor.3
The lone mono graph available which treats the reside.nee
counselor in a most complete manner is Counseling
Halls by Rhoda Orme.

la

Residence

The accent in this work is mainly on the

counseling aspects; however, it is a most practical handbook

for residence counselors.

Professor Orme has had experience

as counselor in a junior college and a four-year college women's
dormitory. 4
In 1938 Professor Lloyd-Jones of Columbia University and
Professor Smith, Director of Personnel for Women at Northwest
Missouri State Teacher's College, published a most comprehensive
study on a college student personnel program.

This 1tork briefly

2Ruth Strong , "Group Experience Through Housing and Dining
Facilities," Student Personnel~ la Colle 13e , by ~. Wrenn
( New York: The Ronald Press co., 1951), PP• 293-319.

3c. Gilbert i'lrenn and Reginald Bell,
Problems (New York: Farrar and Rinehart,
4Rhoda Orme, counseling,!!! Residence
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
1950).

Student Personnel
Inc., 1941), PP• 141-158.
Halls ( New York:
Columbia University,
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mentions the need for a. trained director of personnel 1n a
dormitory .

The statements are quite ~enoral, but for its

day, t h e uor1c is quite re.dica.1. 5
The remainder of studies eva11able on the subject of
the residence counselor arc articles in periodicals and jourIndividually they c1eal ,·71 t h certain aspects of t h e

nals.

coQnseline progr am; tocether they present interesting ramifications on the subject of t he residence counselor.

The

ert:lcles f olloir.
Robert Oe.llis ln a study entitled, "Th e Relations of
Counseli ng to Personnel Hork in Residence Halls," preGents
nine policy sts.temen t,s developed at t h e Uni vers1 ty of .Missouri

to r;overn relation s of the personnel i"ror}ter s ui t h other campuc a gencies. Of pert1cu1ar s1 gnifica.~ce are the statements
tfai c h cJ.eal u1 th conf'1c1ential data accumulated. by t he residence

counselor a.~d ·with t he counselor's relo:cionshi p u:t th professi onal psycholoB1sts. 6
A study of residence halls for uomen (by the Nationa.J.

Association of Deans of Women) presents qualifications for
residence counselors in dormitories.

?he main thesis f or the

report is tn.at residence counselors s~ould no longer be res arded
c:::

:)Esther-Lloyd-Jones and Margaret Smith, A Student Pezsonnel Pro17>ram £2£ Hiejher Education (New York: ,.,1cGraw Hill
Boole Company) pp. 190-207.
6Robert Callis "The Relations of Counselhle; to Personnel
0

Uork in Residence Halls," Counselin~ end the College Program,
edited by Ralph F. Berdie (Universi y ~ Minnesota Press,
Minneapolis, 1954), pp. 33-43.
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es " good dtsciplinarians 11 or "nice women," but ·~rained coun-

selors. 7
i'~ erle M. Ohlsen 't'Trote a short but informe.t:1 ve article

in 1950 called "Developments in Residence Hall Counseling ,"
in t.hlEJ. article he stated some of the objectives and accom-

plishments of the progxa~ as it was used at Washingtoa Stete
His 1- st includes some of tlle qua.lifica.t1ona necessar y f or a good hall coirn.s e1or. 8

College.

Gilbert D. Moore ln an article

11

An Investigation of

Certain Aspects of e. Gu:1c1ance Program" all.u des to the resi-

dence hall program, but his commen~s are Qost brief on t~e
subject.9
"Th e Ple.ce of the Residence Hall OrGa!l. .izat1on in the
s~.:;udeut Personnel J?ro r;ram" is a short stuc1y re9ortcd by Preston

B. Albr-l cb,t.

Th e ~ain theme of this ~rticle is that more dormi-

tory organization be t1.nderta:.;:,e n .

! t is felt by the author

that too many responsibilities a.re put in the personnel area

·which belong elsewhere such ae in tl1e business office a."'ld

7Harr1et Hayes, editor, Residence Halls .f9.!: Women §.Eldents, ( Washin::;l~on, D.C.: National Association of Deans of
Women, 191~7) • p. 12f.
8 Merle M. Ohl.sen, "Developments in Residence Hall Coun.
seling," Educational and Psychological r.feasurement, X (Autumn
1950)~ pp. 455-460---

9Gilbert D. r.toore, "An Investigation of Certain Aspects
of a Guidance Program," Personnel ~ Guidance Journal, (Feb.,
1960), pp. 359-63.

A report of an in-service training ~1ro1·:r·am for residence
counselors io given by r-1erle X-i . Ohlsen in ".An In-Ser·nce '£ra1n1ng ·Pro~r am for Dormitory Counselors. 11

Professor Ohlsen is

reportin13 an effort attempted under his direction in e. context o~ numm."ous counselors in which the counselor s train
t her.iselves ..~hrcugh mutual confel"ences anc. projects. 11
Pro fes sor Ohlsen repol ·i;EHl au attempted evaluation pro-

gram of the uoik of h is residence counselors in a.n a.rticl.e
enti tlGd ·11 tY~lv.et:i.on of Dormitory Counselors' Services."

The author as~0d members of his counseling staff to eval~ate
one ano'i.;hcr' s work . 12
!I. f :...:ncl

ar~.;icle i·ihich should be me:a:~ioned is one by Jo

Anne J ohnson in which she studied a survey which asked counselors 'G o l "&.11.k sJiiuden·i; problem_s ·which ,·iere voluntarily broLtgat

"co their attention.

The major problems voluntarily taken to

couitselors ·were t l1ose ooncernin5 ":housing qr-f, dormi ..liory information, eca demic information, and inte~personal adjustment

in t ~e halls; least frequently mentioned were problems in
10Preston :a . Albright, "The Place of Residence Hall. Organization in the Student Personnel Program," Educational~ Psycilolo~ical. MeasuI·emen·t XI (No. 4; Winter, 1961), pp. 700-703.
11 ue1·le M. Ohlsen, "An In-Service •rre.inine; Program for
Dormitoi--y Counselors," in Ocgupa.tions XXIV (Hercil, 1951),
pp.

531-543.
121-ie:fle M.. Ohlsen, "Evaluation of' Dorm1 tory Counselors'

Services," Educational Psycho1og10al i,it)asurement XI ( .Autumn,
19 51 ) , pp. 419 , 2~26.
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family relationships and health." 13
From this survey of previous studies 1n the area of
residence counselors one can easily see that there is little
available literature.

Callis calls it "the meae er literature
concerning personnel .-rork in residence halls. • • !' 14 Not
only is there little available but there 1s no continuity
to the published articles.

The studies seem to report on

many limited and minor phases of a residence counseling problem.

Very few worlcs attempted to cover the total area and

none do a thorough. job.

This leaves t he field wide open.

Much more work is necessary in this important area of our
educat i onal pro gr am.

1 3Jo A1u1e J ohnson, "Problems Voluntarily Taken by Stu-

dents to Residence Hall counselors," Personnel.~ Guidance
Journal XXXVII (No. 4; Dec., 1958), p. 196f.
14

Callis, ~· cit., P• 39.

CHAPTER V
METHODOLOGY
Construction of the Instrument
The prevloLtS section of thls study, entitled "Overviei·T
of t he Methoclology," already presented some of the material
relevant to the total picture of the methodolo3y.

This sec-

tion of ·the s ·tudy ·will deal particularly wl th the questionnaire, 't-Thich i'Tas the core of the method for eatherin3 information.
Various methods i·iere considered to ~ather the data for
this study.

The campuses could be visited and a thorou1h

analysis could be made by means of personal intervielrs of
the administration, students, counselors, and faculty.

This

method, i'Th ich is no doubt the best 9 ·would have involved a
considerable expense of both time and money.

Another method

would involve a study of all previot.tsly published materials
on the subject of the residence counselor 1Tithin the complex
of the preparatory schools.

This method ·mas voided ·when it

was discovered that there are practically no materials available which deal with an evaluation or study of the residence
counselor project.

It was decided that a method which required

questionnair~s would be most acceptable.

Though this method

negates the personal factor and involves many other shortcomings, it -was felt that the desired results could be obtained
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by means of such an instrument.
The method which was used involved two types of questionnaires which were sent to the deans and residence counselors
on the ten different campuses.

One type of questionnaire

went to the admin1strator most closely connected "l·ri th the
student personnel program on the campus, and another type
went to the present residenoe counselors in both the junior
college and high school divisions.
Sixteen ad.rninistrators were contacted for this study.
Of these thirteen, or 81 per cent, returned usable questionnaires.

Ten of the sixteen were deans and six were high school

principals, or acting high. school :principals.

Sixty-six per

cent of the principals returned questionnaires and 90 per
cent of the deans did likewise.

Fifteen residence counselors

were contacted for the study and all of them, 100 per ce:.."lt,
returned the questionnaires.

Overall, twenty-eight out of

thirty returned mater1al for a return of 93 per cent.

A break-

down of the returns oa.n be noted in Table I.
The questionnaire itself was constructed in such a way
as to derive the greatest possible in.formation in the shortest
possible space;

The desire was to allow as much opportunity

for personal interpretation and discussion as possible within
reasonable limits.

The questionnaire, therefore; was constructed

as an essay-type instrument.

K copy of

P.Rn~

type of instru-

ment, one for the administrator·s and one for the residence
counselors, can be seen in Appendix Band Appendix O of this
study •
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TABLE I
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRES

Returns of
Dean or
I 1rincipal

Returns of
Residence
Counselor

School

Division

Austin, Texas

~
H_i~g~h.....
S_c1_1_0_01
_________Dean*----------..::.o=n-e_______
Oollege

Bronxville,
New York

High School
Coliee,e

Principal
Dean

two

Concor dia,
iUssouri

High School
College

Principal
Dean

one
one

Edmonton,
Alberta

~
li_i~
gh~S.c~h_o_o_l_________Dean--------------------College
one

Mil'l·raukee,
Wisconsin

~H_i~
3h=---S_c_h_o_o_1________Dean-----------------------College

Oakland,
California

H
~ i~
g~h__S_c_h_o_o_l:.....------Dean-------------o_n_e_______
College
one

Portland,
Oregon

Hi p.,h Schoel

Colle c- e

Prin(.;ipal
Dean

one

St. :Paul,
Minnesota

High School
College

{no reply)
Dean

three

Winfield,
Kansas

School
Co lege

Hifi

(no reply)
Dean

one
one

s·eward,

High School

Principal

one

---

---

Nebraska
TOTAL

10 (schools contacted)

13 (81 ,i
return)

15 (100%
return)

*When "Dean" is noted in this manner he is re garded as the
personnel off icer for both the h~gh school a:..~ the junior
college. Questionnaires were sent only to the chief personnel officers of the campus,
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Content Divisions of the Questionnaires
The questionnaire sent to the administrators, deans or
principals, ~as divided into three areas.

The areas were

(1) dormitory control, (2) history of t he program, and (3)

the "idea.1 11 residence counselor.
The first section dealt ~nth dormitory control.

It

was realized that a thorough treatment of this subject by
t !1e administrators coulcl cover pages.

However, t he i dea

behind this first pa.rt of the questionnaire was to arrive
at the foundation upon i-ih1ch the residence counselor :program
lies.

The theories of dormitory control involve areas of

discipline, administration, end supervision, which are at
the center of the counselor's proeram.
The second section of the questionnaire dealt ·with the
history of the residence counselor pro gram. · This part of
the questionnaire has already been discussed in a p,:-evious
section of this study.
The biggest single item in the questionnaire sent to ·
the administrators 1-ras that dealing ,d. th an "ideal" residence
counselor.

The dean or principal was a.slced to answer ques-

tions on the basis .of his de~ires for the program.

If the

administrator would have the opportunity to place just the
"right" type of counselor into just the "right" situation,
how '\'rould he picture the "ideal'' program.

The administra-

tor ,ia.s asked to stay as much within the bounds of reality
and possibility as a current picture on his campus situation
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would allow.
Content Areas of the Questionnaire
The areas of considerat~on of the "ideal" residence counselor were as follows:
A. Baclcgr.ound

n.

Character

o.

Facilities (housing

and

office}

D. Counseling

E. Status
.I!1 •

Extra-counseling duties

G, Orientation to his job.

Th e questionnaires addressed to the current residence
counselors follo,red the same general categories.
tions were, hm·rever, a 11 ttle more detailed.

The ques-

The residence

counselors' questions called f or facts and were quite personal
while the questions to the administrators dealt wlth a more
impersonal and hypothetical situation.

The categories for

the counselors' queotionnaire were the following:

A. Background
B. Image of the individual

c.

Facilities (housing and office}

D, Counseling

E. Discipline
F. Status
G. Extra-counseling duties
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H. Orientation to your work
Limits of the Instrument
The problems oonneoted with the construction of a suitable questionnaire are manifold.

It is particularly diffi-

cult to determine whether or not the instrument used measured
what it was intended to measure.

This difficulty can be traced

to the subjective character of t he majority of the answers.
In an attempt to arrive at both a wealth of material and the
mood of t he individual, an essay type questionnaire was used.
In order to receive as many returns as possible, the space
allowed for answers was strictly limited.
The problem of limiting the areas of investigation is
also evident.

Some very significant areas and questions were

omitted in an attempt to condense the material as much as
possible.

CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Objectives of Dormitory Living
The complete program of the residence counselor rests
upon the theories and objectives of dormitory living as formulated by the administration of each particular campus.

The

first section of the questionnaire sent to the deans and principals dealt directly with these bases.

The importance and

place of the residence counselor in each dormitory can already
be seen in the first part of the study.

The deans of the various colleges and the principals of
the high schools presented only slight variations 1n their
answers to the Question relating to their theories and objectives of dormitory life and its control on their campuses.
The statement of one dean sets the pattern:

"To provide op-

timum conditions for spiritual, mental, and physical growth
~Tith students and administration working to gether to accomplish that goal."

Another dean is more eX1)l1cit when he states:

The educational process involved the whole student for
his entire time on campus. The housing of students is,
therefore, an appropriate college function because o~
its educational value. The residence hall provided the
most natural unit a campus affords for an individual to
learn to be one of the group; to be considerate of the
needs, the desires, and the wishes of others; and to
be able to subject his own wants to the greater good
of the greater number. Through participation in student
government the individual man may learn democracy by
direct eXDerienoe in action and by example. Living together in.groups always involves some responsibility
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of the individual to the whole group. There are certain
standards of living which all mu.st abide by in order to
live ,nth one another peacefully and happily. To follow
Christians, one in the body of Christ, many of those
sta.~dards are self evident. But so many people live
together in the college dormitory. it is necessary to
agree upon certain and specific policies in order that
the rights, pr1vile3es, and comforts, and general welfare of all students might be protected. The interest
of Synod and of parents must also be considered.
The majority of the answers were expressed in terms of

a liv1ng Christian family unit.

One man stated it this way:

A place to 11ve ·where the atmosphere of the home is re-

tained as much as possible with every opportunity for
those living away from home to learn to assume responsibility for their conduct. This is especially important for freshmen students, many of them having the responsibility for care of upkeep of clothing for the first
time. It is a good practice ground for improving the
life of Christ with an opportunity to become more aware
of your fello,-1 members in the Body of Christ and all
the various ways in which love and concern for others .
can be expressed. It is also a goo d. place to test one's
ability to get along with others, especially if personalities are not very compatible. In my opinion, the
main objective is to weld the members into a close knit
group - of practicing Christians •
.Another accented the theory . that dormitory life is a

substi t ·. .it~ fo:r: home life and the objective of that "artificial life 11 should be stated with this in mind:
Dormitory life is a substitute for the home and family
life. This home life at its best; is the ideal adolescent environment, but the school substitute is necessitated by the facts of commune.l. school life and geographic
distance.
A high school principal views his objectives both in
the light of the family situation and in relation to the i'uture
professic:>n of the students involved:
Dormitory life should be as close to normal home living
as possible, and yet the individual must be more independent of help and must be able to get along with a
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·wide variety of different individuals. Donni tory 11v1ng
should come as close to regular living encountered in
the profession one is choosing.
Christian Living and Dormitory Life
The concept of Christian. living is evident 1n every theory
expressed by the administrators.

The Christian's example

of life and love by means of personal devotion and mutual
edi f ication is t he undergirding principle and objective of
dormitory life especially on a campus where future teachers
and preachers are trained.

This important aspect is expressed

by one dean i n the f ollowing words;

To help the student unfold his :potentialities as a servant in the Lord's kin6 dom. Through 11vinz in a dormit or-/ situation, and through school guidance, t he student
should be led to good stewardship of available time.
By comparisons and by personal experience to understand
his abilities, interests, and other personal characteristics. Dormitory living on Synodical campuses should
aim toward a state of mature "self guidance" as the student develops, strengthens, and applies those interests,
abilities, and personal characteristics.
Stated more in the . terms of a group, another dean writes:
"To provide a setting for group 11ving and a settin,g in whi ~h

problems of Ohristia.n living can be solved Scripturally and
cooperatively."

A high school principal expressed one of

his objectives in this Christian community in the same way:

"To assist the student in e;row1ng in his relationship to his
Lord in an atmosphere which is· Christ-dominated and centered."
With thi.s :primary objective of developing Christian growth
through Christian group living the administrators become more
specific ,~1th their objectives.

One principal is quite explicit
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as he enumerates his objectives in the light of the foregoing
statements:
1. To assist the student in the growth of his ability
to live with, and deal ·with his peers in the various
s1 tuations which he comes into contact "ffi th in his day
to day living ,
2. To assist the student in the develonment of his feel-

i ng of responsib111 ty toward his fello;:r students.

3. To assist the student in developing his feeling of
responsibility of dey to day living , such as room--cleanliness, neatness of appearance, and other considerations.
4. To assist the student 1n the growth of self discipline
and self control of the fear of God.
1

Another principal expresses these objectives in the follo·w ing
terms:

"Teach mutual respect of persons in authority.

2)

Teach reapec-t of property. 3) ~.ea.ch d.1gn1fie-d taste and action,
deed, and physical surroundings."

The theories o-£ dormitory

control are inherent in these same Christian principles of
living .

The theories, as stated by the administration, build

on the same foundations as the total program of the school.
Proper control of dormitory living can be achieved only through
the involvement of evangelical principles instilled and exhibited by students and faculty.

One dean points to the im-

portance of the faculty involvement in this situation when
he states:

"Control is achieved by policies adopted by the

faculty and approved by the Board of Oontrol. 11

To conclude

the section concerning the objectives of dormitory life and
its control a summary statement of the current situation in
the preparatory school miGht be as follows:

To develop a

Ohristia.n family community in which every member learns to
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inculcate into his character the dynamics of Christian living.
Means to Reach Objectives of Dormitory Life and Oontrol
The second question asked the administrators to describe
the means which they saw most effective to reach these objectives. 'The t,·ro most frequently expressed means ,rere a residence counselor and student government.
"The close, evangelical; sympathetic supervision, which
is required as one means of implementing the stated objective

can be best achieved by a residence counselor."

One dean

states:
The school recognizes the responsibilities for direction
and guidance in student dormitory life by providing residence hall counselors in the dormitory. These staff
members are responsible to the Dean of Students, who
is 1n turn responsible to the President for the general
supervision of student housing.
Another administrator points to this same aspect as a means
when he states:

nA residence counselor who has love for,

interest in, and concern for the total life of the individual
student."

Another states that a counselor is necessary to

provide adult guidance.
While an "interesting and competent counselor is necessary on the individual level, the use of student government
under sollool guidance is an effective means on the group level."
To set the tone for the importance of student involvement
as a means to reach the eaals of dormitory life one dean says:
The school recogn1z~s that in s.,,udent housing "~e:::-e are
~reat opportunities for student growth in training and
in leadership. The studen'ts themselves, therefore, participate in the government of the dormitory through the

£1· 1

duly-elected stude11t reside:.'.lce counselors. These student leaders have a part in estabJ.1sh1ng the policies
for the dormitories and in applyine them to student life.
Other con.i.m.ents conce~ning the :neans of student gover-.amel'lt inclu.de tl~ese:

Democratic inclusion of students 1n formulation and adm11:i :.:;tration of policies •
council a.nu/er proctor system in which the student will be given the assistance in becoming concerned
fellow-Christians concerned about their fellow st,lJ.dents
total lif $: spiritual, social, educational, and emotional.

.A dorm

A room bunk system in which seniors are not only gi7en
a responsibility but also . the guidance to do the type
of job :required. • • '~benevolen·t overseer. 11
Ano-th.er school used the follow1ng ,system of self govern"!lent:

Th0 upper (junior and senior) classes utilize t he system
of self-government. A residence counselor is housed in
t he dormitory to assist in counse1ing these students
on a group and individual level. The underclassmen are
under a very modi:fic<l system of self-government under
the supervision of t hree or four care!ully chosen college
sophomores.
There are other means vj~ich are mentioned by the administrators to reach their objectives of Christian community
living • . The personal an~ group devotional program is frequent-

ly mentioned.

One principal. says:

"The strong ·w orship (wor-

ship 1n its widest possible sense) :program in which every

student is given instruction, encouragement, and inspiration
to do the job required (?f o:ne who 11:3 close to his Lord."
Another points to the value of this means when he states:

·we also try to hel"O the students use their room devotions

to loolc at their daily behavior on the basis of Scripture,
so tnat their conduct is more closely related to the
Christian principles they can so quickly learn to inteliectualize and even compartmentalize. The tone for all
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our living on campus is set by more formal morning and
evening chapel services.
One dean points to the importance in the physical facilities as a means toward reaching the stated objectives of
dormitory living:
Physical facilities which adequately meet the 6 rowth
needs of students are stated in the objectives. Emnhasis would, of course, have to be placed on certain basic
physical needs: a place to sleep, a place to study,
adequate toilet facilities; ,!:ru! certain important supplemental needs: need for privacy, need for basic social
contact.
A "sol..!,nd and simple policy" of dormitory livi n5 together
w"i. th "prompt fair disciplinary action when required" is another

area of means.

Th e "careful and consistent applications of

rule" is noted by one principal as an important means toward
his objectives.

A statement to summarize the area of means

toward reaching t he stated goal of dormitory living might
be given 1n the words of an administrator:
Primarily, the school must have set up the general rules,
curricular and extra-curricular, these to be broad enough
to meet the demands of the Church and the individual.
To guidance and provision for self-growth, the school
is to encourage and help the student 1n specific personal
goals. The use of student government under school guidance is an effective means on the group level, but an
intert:is·iieci. and competent counselor is necessary on the
individual level.
The Place of the Residence Counselor 1n Dormitory Life and Control
The administrators were next asked on the questionnaire
to state the part which the~r residence counselor played in
the theory of dormitory life and control on their campuses.
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This very important question gives a compendium of current
thought by the administrators concerning the importance of'
their residence counselor.

In general, ell of them stated

that he is a "ltey man" in their total program of dorm! tory
life and. control.

Some indications of just how important

he is ancl to wha.t e::tent he is to play in dormitory lii'e
can be sea~ in these replies.
A represente:~:i.ve l is t of the ans,;-;ers of principals is

as f ollo~·r s:
T11.e re~1.dence counselor is a very lcey person in this
( dormitory) pro gram. By precept, and example, he must

b e t h e embodiment of all that we have se.1d before. This
is little more than our Lord expects of His people and
t.hus becomes a goal for· the residence counselor also.
h e co-ordinates all activity 1n the dormitory end works
1·rl t '.:1 t h e dean of students. It is taken :for granted
t hat h e is given some 11 berty to operate in this area
1·r.l t hout t he constant he.rrassment a.nd edVioe f rom his
superiors . At the same .,~ime, there 1s regular consultation, 't"li t h the d.e~, and there is a greement i n policy.
Interpretation of policy may vary, but the previous
statement indicates that disparity is discussed, but
re.rely, if ever, countermanded. The residence counselor
worlcs "t-11 t h students in leadership positions to help
them be a. good leaven. He worlcs with all students to
help them recognize their Christian resDonsibility.

He is most directly in charge of a...~d responsible i'or the
total dormitory program. He meets wit~ h i s college assistants wee_:::l y to discuss problems and special cases. He
and I mee~ regularly for the ·same reason and to evaluate
progress. ~He is (unavoide~ly , ~I am afraid) both a counselor and a supervisor to a certain degree. Although
this :ls not desirable from a counseling :point of view,
1-,e have been u.nable tc define his role ·1n any other uay
·1,rhicll seems m,.ire £\~tisfacto~r,.

Other principals state that the part of t_~e residence counselor ·1n their theory of dormitory life is to "ect as t h e
head of t h e dormitory family," and

0

assume direct responsibility
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for administration of the dormitory life of the student."
The deans, under whose

responsibility the junior college

department also falls. state the impo:r,tance of the residence
counselor in their program in similar terms.
I believe that on the junior college level, there should
be the 1m.~ed1ate influence of an adult resident to whom
students can turn in an emergency. This resident should
also be held responsible for the physical control of the
building with respect to property and the broadest ~hase
of conduct. He need not necessarily be the appointed,
trained counselor. The residence counselor should be
responsible in his area, without becoming an irritant.
Building inspection for cleanliness and general conduct
should be a part of his control.
The counselor is responsible for his living unit. He
is the first contact. He is expected to see that the
rule s (house) are lived up to, and that students are safe
and secure in their living units. If possible, he will
help the student understand the various phases of the
pror ram so that he is able to understand the program as
it has been established by the Board for Higher Education, the faculty, and the Board of Control.
The residence counselor fills a basic role in this "home
substitute" as initiator and as consultant or advisor.
Over against the growth potentialities of those in his
charge, he fits in as a part of the tota1 educational
framework of the school. Accordingly, his role and responsibility is 1n two directions--toward the student-residents and toward the non-resident faculty, especially
those with student personnel responsibilities. Toward
both groups, I think, his twin functions of initiator
and consultant are equally important.
The residence counselor supervises and directs the program that is carried out by the students. His direction
should give as much freedom for creativeness and initiative amon.g the students as possible. He needs to lead
the students to help themselves. The fewer disciplinary
measures that he is called upon to take, the better. If
infraction of rules is handled by the student dormitory
government, it permits the residence counselor to devote
his time to individual and group counseling and with
the students. This type of counseling should be on the
basis of student need or interest. It needs to be more
concerned with the prevention of difficulties. The residence counselor should be directly responsible to the
dean of men.
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Re is in charge of dormitory life, responsible to the
dean of students. He sets the spiritual and intellectual
climate of the dormitory in which he resides. Together ·
with student leaders, he deals with the spiritual, intellectual and physical problems of the dormitory and personally counsels with the individual regarding these
same areas.
The comments quoted above present the basis upon which
the follm·ring comments made by the administrators and residence counselors can be judged.

Generally speaking , the ad-

ministrators agree that the residence counselor is in control
of his living unit.

However, the extent to which this con-

trol is exercised will be noted in the remainder of the study.
The theories of dormitory life and con~rol, and the means
to most. ef :fecti vely r _e aoh these objectives, and. the place of
the residence counselor in these various theories of dormitory life presents the current thinking of administrators in
the area of the residence counselor program.

It is necessary

to understand that the remainder of comments presented by
the deans and principals can only be interpreted in the context of these theories.
The Residence Counselor - His Ao.a defuic Background and Experience
This section and the following sections of the study
will include two viewpoints, the viewpoints of the administrators and the residence counselors.

Bothof these aspects

were noted in the section dealing with the methodology.

The

residence counselors present a picture of their current situations.

The administrators, both deans and principals, present

I
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the "ideal" residence counselor.
The academic bacl~grounds of the present residence oounselors in the preparatory schools are very similar.

Four-

teen of the fifteen residence counselors who responded to
the questionnaires are graduates of terminal institutions
of the Missouri Synod.

The one exception is a graduate of

Valparaiso University, a Lutheran university closely related
to the ?.'fissouri Synod.

Seven of the counselors are graduates

of ministerial seminaries, and seven are graduates of teacher
colleges.
All of t he counselors are pre~ently engaged in graduate
work.

Four of the men are completing worlc for a master I s

degree in theology.

Eleven of the men are completing work

i n various areas for the roaster . of arts degree.
three are ·working in the field

cf

Of t hese,

physical education, two

in educational psychology, two in history, one in science,
one in geography, and t wo in unspecified areas.
Previous exloerience
which the present counselors felt
.
related to their present capacity ranged from seventeen years
in the parish m1nistry to no experience at all..

The majority

of these men, as one can readily note from their a ges, are
only recent ·college ~ra.duates and have had, therefore, 11 ttle
opportunity for professional experience.
spent time in the parish minist~y.

Two of the men have

One man was in the ministry

for sei..renteen years and the other for two years.

Two of the

men spent a few years in tlie ·teaching ministry in parochial

1~7

schools,

Four of the men received soI!le training and experi-

ence in guidance 1-rork as part of their high school a11.d college
training .

One men ·uorlced considerably id. t:1 youth on his

vlcarege.

On.e res:lde11ce cov.nselor -;-1orke<l a number of sur.i.ners

a:·~ camps 1.'or you:u.~.:y>c ople.

One rr.an included in hls e xperi-

ence :-~o:;:- counseli::1.::.; t 't",o yee.rs as a director of a c!1il.dren' s

Two men ste.ted that there ,-rere no :particular outsta..YJ.d-

home.

i n0; exp e:i:-iences t :.1.ey could mention e.s back gro1.u1d fo:-c tl,;..;;i:c
coi...tnsel1!:!.c; ,'i'Ork i:'l. the dormitory. ,.

The men i;-rere a Rl::ed if they believed t h at t h ere miB~lt

he.ve beei:. ar.y experience or type of ac2.denic background ":ihl. ch
uoul r have lrnen i)etter to prepare the~ f or their present positions.
Only t hree of t h e meu repl5.ed ·that t h ey bel:i.eved. they had

prope!' trai:ning for t hei r :present :9ost tions.

The rest of

the men e~presscd o. des 1r e to have more of a background in
youth i"7ork, psychology, a..YJ.d a.dminiot~D.tion...

This desire ex-

pressed i tsel:E :9articule.rly in t he men '\":ho went into the posts
of residence counseloi:-s immediately upon their graduatio11

from a. termine._l institution .
/hP.n. asko ,J. hvw long they he.d been in their present ?O-

~1

s1 tions , the mer.\ r esponded as f ollo~·: s :

Only one residence

counselor out of fifteen had been in his posttion for more
than two years,

This particular man is nm·i in his third

year f or residence counselor ~ark.

The other fourteen are

evenly divided; seven in their first year, seven in their

second ye2-:r .

The a,rerage tenul"e of office, then, for the
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current residence counselors is only a few days over one year.
The Residence Counselor-His Qualifications, Marital Status
and Age
The administrators concurred 1m.en asked to state qualifications of the "ideal" residence counselor.

The image is one

of a graduate of one of1le Missouri Synod's terminal institutions.

The present counselor is, in f act, a recent graduate

of one of the s e i ns tit ut i ons ; he has had some experience in
youth work; and he is continuing his graduate program.

The

single mos t noted i tem regarding the "ideal" residence counselor of t he a dmi nist rators i s that he be a gr adua te of either
one of Synod's teacher colleges or seminaries.

Two of the deans

state that he should have a theological background.

Five o~ the

adminis trators would lilce to see the counselor as a graduate
of one of the seminaries.

One man prefers the Springfield,

Illinois, seminary graduate.

Three of t he men stated a pref-

erence for a residence counselor who would have some counseling
and guide.nee training and background.

Three men eArpressed

the thought that, at least, the residence counselor have a
Christian liberal arts background.

Four of the ad.ministra-

tors voiced the opinion that they coftl d see a great deal
of value in pastoral experience, e:tther in the preaching
ministry or the teaching ministry, as good background for a
residence counselor.

One man noted the importance of activity

in student government while the ~erson

1,as

going to school,
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and one stated that the academic experience meant little.
The important thing, he said, was that the 1ndiV1dual was properly motivated and capable of the position.
Two-thirds of the current residence counselors are unmarnied.

Of the five who are married only one stated the size

of his family, which is four.

When the administrators were

asked what status they would consider ideal for a residence
counselor, t he responses were quite diversified.
preferred a married residence counselor.
counselor.

Five men

Two preferred a single

Three administrators said that either a married

or unmarried counselor would be satisfactory, and one man
stated that both situations involved problems and that neither
could be preferred over the other.

Of the deans who expre·s sed

a preference for a married counselor, the majority of them
gave the reason that this status of the counselor developed;
an "image of the Christian homelife" in the eyes of the students.

The reasons for an unmarried counselor in the dormi-

tory were that the "little available time and small salaries
demanded it," and that they find it "awkward for a family to
live in a dormitory."
The average a ge of the current counselors is twenty-eigh t
years.

Six of the men are below twenty-five years of age,

and a total of ten are still in their twenties.

The younge~t

resident is twenty-one and the oldest is forty-one.

The present

average a ge of twenty-eight agrees with the thinking of the
administrators oonoernin8 the ideal age of a counselor.

Over

two-thirds of the deans and principals said that they would
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consider a man in his twenties to be of the ideal a ge range.
The ae es of all the "ideals" were in "the twenties or thirties."
The important reason given for this age bracket is that "they
are able to maintain a decorum and respect and yet establish
youthful rapport with the students."

This seemed to be the

overriding single factor when the age question was answered.
One man stated that the a ge totally depends upon the individual.
The counselors were asked if they thought it might be better
to have a "housemother, married couple, or an older or a younger
man in their pos1 t1ons."

The answers were quite varied.

Over

half of the counselors stated that a younger man, and particularly, a single man would be better suited for the job.

Two

men stated that the man, by all means, should be young.

Whether

this man was s:1!.ngle or married made little difference.

Three

men stated that the counselor should be a marr ied man because
''the family image gives more respect to the position of the
counselor."

One man expressed the opinion that the counselor

should be an older married man, preferably without children.
One counselor ventured to say that a housemother might be ideal
in the position of residence counselor.

To two of the men

this question posed no problem for they stated that it did not
matter what aire or marital status of the counselor was 1 but
-.J

that he be qualified to do the job and oarry the responsibility.
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The Residence Counselor-His Personal Oharacter1st1os
The residence counselors and administrators were both asked
to rank a number of outstanding personal characteristics for
a residence counselor.

The counselors themselves were asked

to rank the characteristics in the light of what they deemed
necessary for their duties in the dormitory.

The deans and

principals, on the other hand, were asked to rank them in the
light of what they considered the ideal counselor should possess.
Nine of the characteristics were given:

a good leader, a father

image, athletically inclined, congenial, pastoral concern,
good organizer, neat in appearance and habits, studious, willing
to take responsibility.

A tenth n~mber was given and left

blank for the men to fill in a characteristic which they considered necessary.
Tables 2 and 3 show the results of this ranking.

The resi-

dence counselors felt that the most needed characteristic for
residence counselors was his "pastoral concern."

That the

residence counselor be "congenial," and a "good leader," were
also ranked high on the chart.

The items that were ranked in

the lower category of characteristics were "a father ima..3e,"
"neat in appearance and habit," and "athletically inclined."
One man stated that he considered "w1111ng to spend time" as
the most important character1st1st1c, and another stated that
the most important characteristic was that he be a "good listener."

Other expressed characteristics that ranked high were

"understanding and acceptance of the individual," "concern for
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TABLE~

Personal Characteristics A Residence Oounselor Should Possess
Ranked by 14 Residence Counselors *
Characteristic

Rating Levels

1 £ 2. !t .2
A

good leader

1

4

®· 4

Con.:?;enial
Pastoral concern
Good organizer
Neat in appearance and habit

3

Q)

3

®

1

1

1

1

3
1

1

1

3

3

©

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

1
1

®
2

2

2

-

®

2

1

3

1

1

4Q 3

3

4

2

3
1

2

1

10

1

3

®

1

Studious
Willing to tak~
responsibility

§.

1

A 11 father image 11
Athletically inclined

§.

G)

~

ranked

1

1
2

2

2

1

*Number 1 in the ranking was considered the most desirable
characteristic and number 10 the least necessary characteristic.

Each man was asked to ran..'lc the characteristics 1-10.

The average ranking circled.
The numbers in the body of the table indicate how many residence counselors ranlced each characteristic at the designated
level.
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TABLE 3
Personal Characteristics A Residence Oounselor Should Possess
Ran.'l.ted bi! 12 Administrators

it-

Characteristic

Ratin,Qj Levels

.1 _g 2 .!t
A

good leader

A

"father image"

1

2

2

1

,...
.2

0

2

A.theltically inclined
Congenial

3

Pastoral concern

®

6

Good organizer
l'~eat in appearance and habit

1

Studious

2

1-iilling to take
responsibility

3

®

®

2

1

1

4

®

1

2

1

-

3

2

G)

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

3

G)

2

CD

2

3

3
2

-6

2

2.

.1Q

not ran.lead

1

5

®

-

3

1

1

1

1

*Number 1 in the ranking was considered the most desirable
characteristic and .number 10 the least necessary characteristic.

Each man was asked to rank the characteristics 1-10.

The average ranlcing :i.s circled.
The numbers in the body of the table indicate how many residence counselors ranked each characteristic at the designated
level.
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others," "patience with and understanding of the age group,"
and that the counselor be "consistently fair and patient."
The administrators ranked the characteristics of a residence counselor in close proportion to the rankings of the
pres~nt residence counselo.r s.

The outstanding characteristics

desired in the counselor were "pastoral concern," "congeniality,"
and "willing to take respons1b11.1ty."

Those characteristics

which ranlc in the lower categories were "a father image," "studious," and "neat in appearance and habit."

The administra-

tors did not rank "m.llinB to talce responsibility" as high
as did the residence counselors.
and

On the other hand, the deans

principals did ranlc the quality of good leadership higher

t han the averag~~ of the residence counselors.
The current picture of a residence counselor at a preparatory school is that of a man in his late twenties, unmarried,
in' ~is position a little over a year, a graduate of one of
the terminal schools ·w ithin the "system; 11 and presently working toward an academic degree.

The "ideal" counselor should

have a good theological back3round, be a graduate of one of
the schools in the

11

system, 11 be married and about twenty-eight

years of age.
The Residence Counselor-His Living Facilities
The majority of the current residence counselors live within the dormitory of which they have charge.

Fourteen of the

fifteen men who answered the questionnaires live within the
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the dormitory.

Their living areas range from the basement

to the third floor of the dormitory.

One counselor stated

that there are no students on the floor where he lives.

An-

other man stated that he lives "between wins s of the dormitory
students."

Two of them noted that their apartments were in

the basements of the dormitories.

The one counselor who did

not live in the dormitory lives in housing adjacent to the
campus.
l1Iost of the counselors felt that their housing was of adequate proportions.
was very adequate.

Two of the men stated that their housing
Eleven counselors said that the housing

uas adequate; however, they stated that this applied for only
sin!3le men.

Two counselors said that the apartments were com-

pletely inadequate.
i'Then noting the size of the living quarters of the residence counselor, it is necessary to remember that 66 per cent
of the counselors were unmarried.

All of the men who are mar-

ried stated that the apartments were too small for adequate
family life.

Eight of t~e unmarried men stated that their

present housing facilities were adequate for a single man.
Two of the single men stated that their apartments were too
small.
The average apartment included one bedroom, one living
room, a bath, and kitchenette.

The majority of the apart-

ments were furnished, most of them inadequately, however; a
list of the apartment facilities of some of the counselors
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would give a better picture of the existing housing conditions.
Lare e living room, one bedroom, one small bedroom, bath,
small kitchenette, recently remodeled.
.

I

Located on the first floor of the dormitory along with
the lounge, med1 tation room,. conference room, kitchenette
with student rooms directly.:~ above and pool hall directly'
beneath . Apartment contains four equally sized rooms (12
feet by 15 feet), one of which is the kitchen. A separate
tile bath and is furnished. The dormitory is about six
to seven years old.
A furnished apart~ent on the flrst floor at t he front entrance of the building . Living roo~, kitchen, dinette,
two bedrooms, · bathroom, and closet.
Some of the residence counselors 1-rho stated that their apartments were adequate but that they would be inadequate for a
married man, especially with children described, their living
quarters i n t his manner:
Four teen feet by f ourteen feet and a connected bath. The
sink is the only kitchen facility available. The apartment is located on ·the middle floor of t he dormitory in
t he middle of the floor. It is furnished with a desk,
lamp, bed-couch, easy chair and a ni ght stand.
The apartment has three rooms: study, kitchen, bath.
It is located on the f irst floor at the corner of a very
old dormitory bu1ldin5 . The furnishings are adequate though
outdated.
The apartment is a single room with an attached bathroom.
Its size is about 11~ feet by 14 feet. Al thOUBh the apartment contains a sin.~ and some cupboards there are no other
kitchen facilities . The apartment is furnished and has
a telephone. It is located on the first f loor of the dormitory in the middle of the wing .
The apartment is located in the basement of this very old
dormitory building. It is partly furnished. It contains
a kitchen, living room, bedroom, and a bath.
The apartment within the dormitory is furnished. It has
a bedroom kitchen, living room and bedroom. The living
quarters ~e small but neat and comfortable for one. Both
office and apartment are located on the middle floor of~
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three story bulldin~ which is approximately twenty-five
years old.
The married men ste.ted that their facilities were too small
for a family life.

The following are some comments of the

married counselors:
The apartment has two rooms at one end o:f' the -basement
with one small pullman kitchen. It is furnished auite
completely and construction was completed in 1947:
The apartment is a small three room flat with a bath, lo, - cated in the basement of one of the men's dormitories.
.rhe building is thirty-five years old; however, the flat
was installed two years ago. It is unfurnished.
0

Two unmarried residence counselors felt that their rooms were
inadequate.

noth men lived in a single room with no kitchen

facilities.
When the residence counselors were asked uhat improvements
could be made in their living quarters the following items
were noted:

"1-liore space and an apartment separate from tn.e

living section of the dormitory, more furniture, more privacy,
a study, more kitchen facilities, · a kitchen, an o~tside entrance,
and another bedroom."

Only one of the men felt that no improve-

ments could be made in his living facilities at the present
time.

One residence counselor appended a very significant

statement to his answer regarding improvement in living conditions:
To keep any man in a dormitory for any length of time I
feel that some improvements would have to be made. I feel
that there should be only one full-time man in a dormitory
and that this man should have complete apartment facilities: a kitchen, a bedroom, a living room., and that these
facilities should be removed from the student's living
quarters in the dormitory. It would appear to me that
he should live 1n the dormitory; yet have facilities which
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would allow him to have e. close to normal living condition ••
Two thirds of the residence counselors stated that their rental expense is either part of their salary or that they are
not charged for living in the apartment.

Five of the men

stated that their room was deducted from their salary.
When the administrators were asked to describe the living
space which they would consider necessary for their "ideal"
residence counselor they unanimously said "adequate."

By this

stateraent the men meant to cover the possibility of both me.rr1ed and unmarried counselors.

One man noted that the apart-

ment should be attached to the lounge area of the dormitory
to allow entrance and exit of both sexes.

Another man stated

the.t the apartment should have at least two bedrooms in it.
One stated that he is so committed to the residence counselor
pro.gram that he ·would like to see someone make a career of the
position.

!Ie stated that if this would be the case the man would

he.ve to have almost ideal living conditions e.s if a home 't·1ere
moved into the dormitory.

All of the men stated that the pos-

itive minimum that they could consider adequate was an apartment '\"Ti th a kitchen, 11ving room, bedroom, bath, and a separate
office.

One dean pointed to the current s1 tuat1on 1d th an

eye to his ideal counselor ~hen he stated:
Our counselors have a small kitchen, bedroom, bath, living
room, and office. There is one provided in each dormitory,
and seen:sadequate for a couple, or stretchine a point,
for a couple ,-,1th one child. Already 'trl th the first child,
counseling days see.m numbered. Stude11ts make too much
over the child, ~po11 him. Others make fun of the innocent one. Normal noises 111ce showers, bath-tub tenor~,
dropped books, etc., become a strain on the counselors
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family ties. In some oases mutual irritations between
the counselor's family and students arise.
The Residence Counselor-His Office Facilities
The majority of the men have office f acilities in the
same dormitory of which they have charge.

One man's office is

located in the gymnasium because his duties also include athletic
director of the school.

Five of the men have their offices

directly across the hall from their apartments in the dormitory.

Three of the men have their offices immediately adja-

cent to t h eir dormitory apartments.

Six men use their apart-

ments as office s .
The sizes of these offices vary from what one man considers
very small to the other extent where one man considered it too
large.

All of the offices were furnished ·with some sort of

equip~ent needed !or cvunseling.

The six residence counselors

who were limited to office space within their present apartments felt that they considered this no office a.t alt.

The

furnishings in the offices usually included desks, chairs,
filing ~abinets, and bcokcases.
When asked if their offices coUld be better located, six
of the men stated yes.

All of these faltihe.t the dormitories

shoUld remain as the place for their offices; however, the
men felt there could be a better spot in the dormitory for an
office than their present facilities.
In response to questions relative to the facilities of
the "ideal" residence counselor the administrators stated the.t
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his Office and apartment should be located i n the dormitory.
Only one man stated that there was little difference where
his .office and apartment were located.

The reasons r:;iven. for

office facilities in the dormitory all centered a.round the
opinion that the residence counselor would be closer to the
people ·w1 th 1·1hom he was working .
for a more available counselor.

Such an arra~ement allows
One dean stated that his

college was attempting to experiment with a counselor who resided outside of the dormitory living area itself.
The current picture of facilities provided for t he residence counselor would include both an apartment for the residence counselor and an office within the dormitory in which
he worlcs .

Th e apartment is of moderate size and 11ould be too

small for a family.

The feeling is that many improvements could

be made in 11ving condi t1ons.

His office is located very clos·e

to his room and is of adequate size and furnished.

The ideal

residence counselor, according to the administrators, would
also have his apartment and office in the dormitory.

His

facilities, however. would be larger and better than those
pres ently in use throughout the preparatory schools.
The Reo1dence Counselor-His Counseling
The residence counselors are currently responsible for
a 3rou:p which numbers 72.
range from 30 to 130.

The sizes of the various groups

The majority of the various groups,

eleven of them, felt that their group was of appropriate size.
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The average size group with which these eleven counselors deal,t
was 59.

The four men who felt that their groups were much

too large for them to handle adequately worked with an average size eroup of 102.
107,130,123, a..~d 50.

In this latter group the sizes were
The largest group any one man mentioned

that he could handle adequately was 89.
The administrators, on the other hand when asked to express
the ideal size group for a counselor denoted an averae e fi gure
of 49.

The group ranged from a high of 70 individuals to a

group of 20 1n a eroup.

The statistics of both the residence

counselors and t he administrators are, of course, colored by
the f act that the men are not full-time counselors and are involved ln many other campus activities such as teaching and
sponsoring acti vi ttes.

Two of the adr111n1strators said that

if t he residence counselor devoted his time solely to coun-

seling his group .responsibility should be 100.

The variation

between high school and college counseling in both the answers
of the counselors and administrators varied little.

The ma~

jority of the men felt that the college s roup could be a little
bit larger than the high school gr9up.
Informal Counseling
When asked how much "in.formal" counseling they did, the
residence counselors stated that it was an average of two hours
a day.

Informal counseling was specified on the questionnaire

as counseling in which the man stopped in the boy's room and
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talked with him rather casually, when he met a student on campus and spok e to him rather informally, and oth er such types
of personal contact throughout the dormitory.

Most of the

men agreed that thi s is a hard thing to denote in amount of
hours per day.

The majority of the men, it appeared, stopped

in the rooms of boys periodically with a view toward more personal contact with students in their responsibility.

Three

of the men noted that this is the far greater aspect of their
counselin,g life.

Th e range of this type of counseling started

1-Ti. th. a half an hour a day to three hours a day.

When asked

to state the average amount of time spent a day on formal counseling t he men averaged out to one hour a day.

Formal coun-

seling was meant to imply that type of counseling which is
premeditated and in more formal atmosphere.
is, of course, controversial.

This definition

However, the idea was to see

if this type of counseling was going on and to approximate
the number of hours it involved a day.

Two of the men stated

t hat actual or formal counseling took none of their time or
very little a day.

Three men stated that they averaged over

two hours a day at this type of counseling .

Some noted that

it was hard to differentiate counseling and supervision work
in the dormitory situation.

Others stated that only a pro-

fessional counselor could be entrusted
ations.

~11th counseling situ-

The majority of the counselors said that most of their

counseling is student initiated.

Only two of the men stated

that they do the majority of the initiation process.
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Formal Counseling
The administrators felt that counseling should involve
an avera.s e of three hours a day.
quite arbitrary.

This situation, again, is

The deans and ·princ1pals all said that the

counselor should be allowed to exercise his responsibility in
this area as much as the occasion warrants.
can hardly be measured, they noted.

Such a situation

If hours along these lines

were to be approximated they felt that counseling should involve from one hour to six hours a day.

Two men stated that

there should be three hours of planned, formal counseling and
three of informal counseling each day.

Another man stated

that if specific office hours were noted the counseling process
could take place at that time rIVery day.
The residence counselors felt that vocational problems
and disciplinary problems 1n·volved the majority of their counseling .time.

These two areas were equal in response to the

question regarding which type of counseling talces the approxi:'!s/;e mF~jorit;y of thE:il' t11D.e.

Academic problems such as help

with studies, received a strong second vmice from the counselors.
Six of the men noted that this area was second in importance to
voeational and clsciplinary counseling.
When counselors were asked if there should be any accent
in their counseling prog~am on one particular type, 40 per cent
of them said no.

1i1ifty

per cent of the men said that there

should be an accent on personal counseling, that is, counseling
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in which the individual is encouraged to grow in Christian
character and principles.

Small percentage of the men said

that d£sciplinary counseling is presently occupying the majority of their time and should remain in such a positbn.
The deans and princip~ls felt that the ideal residence
coun selor uould spend the majority of his counseling time
in the area of i ndi v i o::1al and personal counseling.

They stated

that this meant counseling which dealt with dormitory living
and the interchange of problems in this living family.

One

man summariz ed the ideas of t h e admini s trators when he said:
Though some voca tional counseling will naturally develop,
and though he may well be forced into s ome disciplinary
counseling even through his o·wn relationship~ with studen·ts, I would like to have him concentrate ou personal
guidance. It s eems to be that the greatest number of
problems and the mo st 3erious ones have t heir roots in
attitudes and personal differences. If we had competent
~eople offering understanding help over such difficulties,
I feel our service to students would be enhanced greatly.
Two of the men stated that the majority of their t ime should
be spent in disc iplinary t ype coun seling .

A number of the

administrators al s o placed voca t i onal counseling a s their
second field of ma jor interest.
The counselors were asked if they were attempting in any
way to improve their counseling abilities.

Every man noted

his feeling of incompetence in this area and humbly stated
that he was both worlcing and interested in improving his counseling methodology .

Five of the men stated that they were

seeking help from books and other counseling material which
would present new techniques to them.

Four men stated that
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they ,rare constantly seeking the advice of other men on their
various campuses.

Three men stated that they are continually

self-analyzing in an attempt to better understanc1. ot._;:;·:'.'s .

Some

of the other statements which were mach~ in this area were the
follo1n.ng:

attempting to improve by gaining the boys' confi-

dence, "s queezing out a little more time," taking the 1nit1at1ve e.n.d talking to the boys, lceeping in close touch irl th the
students., prayer, posting office :·::n:;.rs to make counseling services available, and, in the high school case, using college
help as assistant proctors.
CounselinE£ Data
As an appendage· to the section on counseling, the residence
counselors were aslced a question concerning the records they
lcept of counseling situations.· :::'h ey were also asked what was
done with confidential data.

All of the prese~t counselors

said that· s ome form of reoord keeping was necessary.
suggested the anecdotal type of records.

Some

The majority of the

men agreed that their current system of noting information
was in need of impro·rement.

The men noted some of the proce-

dures they follow, including record keeping not connected with
their counseling,
were expressed:

The following are some of the exe.mples that
"monthly rer,orts," "a checklist," "the run-

ning note book," "Temporary notes," "anecdotal

reports on 10

per cent of the extreme cases, 11 and"family and ace.demic background records."

Only one man reported that

~J.e kee9s no records
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whatsoever.
problems.

Two men stated that they only take notes on major
Another said that he only writes somewhat of a re-

port on what he would consider a formal case and then sends
a oopy to the dean.
When asked holr confidential data was handled, referring
either to material which they themselves accumulated through
interviews, or other material now 1n the school personnel files,
there was a great variety of answers.

One man stated that he

didn't think there was anything on his campus such as confidential data while another said anything even considered confidential was never given to a third individual lr.lthout the
consent of the person involved.

Generally, the current resi-

dence counselors felt that all personal materie.l:s in school
files or in the hands of a personnel 1rorker on the campus were
treated very confidentially.

One man said, "In cases of

emergency or at times when the case is extreme and demands it
information is passed on to the dean."

Others stated that

confidential data is "sifted to the guidance council, 11 ''used
only by necessary persons, 11
principal' s office,~'

11

1<:ept in students' folders 1n the

One counselor expressed his views con-

cerning the handling of confidential data in individual cases:
If the student indicates it is confidential, I keep it
strictly to myself. However, if before the student gives
me confidential information and I feel this concerns other
students and the welfare of the school; then I indicate
to him and I will,. if he still desires to give me the
information, share this with the dean or whomever else
it might seem advisable to talk to.
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When deans were asked to comment concerning the type of
records which they thought the ideal residence counselor should
keep of his activities and duties, the replies were quite diverse.
The following is a sample of some of the replies:
He should .have a file for each student in the dormitory,
and keep a complete record of interviews in each student's
file. Also, any items of importance to the school or the
particular student should 'be recorded in the student's
file.
Sufficient to support whatever is. required for sound admin~
istration; some may be needed in relation to routine administration ill the dormitory (cleanliness, hours,etc.), others
may be needed in relation to student pers9nnel problems
and become valuable in the study of individual student
problems 1-rhere a guidance committee is at work needs this
contribution.
Perhaps a logbook of some kind indicating matters relevant
to dorm life.
First, there ought to be at least a checklist record of
the individual contacts he has had. These can be kent
on a weekly basis, a.nd summarized for a permanent record.
Individually, he should keep written notes on his own file
for fllture reference.
Reports of recommended disciplinary action. Room cleanliness, reports of counseling sessions--at his discretion.
This should usually be done orally at the regular weekly
dee.n's meetin; .
He should keep cumulative records in ·writing. Ordinarily
these would be destroyed by him and not . given to the administration, though there may be occasional instances when,
for the good of the individual involved the records are
made av~lable to the administration.
He should keep a tabulated record oi' his counseling activities a.n:d contacts and anecdotal records to be used 1n counselor--principal conferences and in compiling llis monthly
reports.
He should keep as complete and accurate records as is possible. This is one area we have to work on here. We will
also have to recoc;nize that he is not simply a record clerk.
Records of counseling sessions, room inspection, e.nd similar
matters would be most helpful..

- - - - - --
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Written anecdotal accounts of all student's departure from
normal behavior and oonduct--both good and bad.
A composite picture of the current residence counselor
would shol-r him to be a man who is in charge of : 7 2 ~tudents.
The counselors spend about three hours a day couns el.in~, two
of t hose hours informally and one formally.

The two most im-

portant areas of consultation a.re disciplinary and vocational.
The counselor is continually attempting to improve his counseling techniques end methods by a variety of approaches. He
kept · some f orm of record of his counseling sessions.

These,

ho·wever, are not demanded by the administration of the school
and kept mainly for t he counselor's own interest and u se.
The counselor feels that there should be some better system
of handli ng information and recording counseling data.

The

administrators, on the other hand, would picture the ideal
counselor as a man in char ge of 49 students.

He would coun-

sel an average of t hree hours a day and concentrate his counseJmg on the area of personal development in a Christian atmosphere.

The administrator would also 1nvision his ·counselor

as keeping some sort of record of his counseling activity.
The Residence Counselor-Hi s ~Disciplinary Procedure
The pz•oblem of :discipline

111.

a dormitory is the most impor-

tant aspect of a residence counselor's responsibility, accord-·
ing to the majority of reports received from both counselors
and administrators.

In order to der,ive a picture of the feeling

of the school in this area the administrators were asked to
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describe their concept of Christian disc1p11ne.

The fo11ow-

ing answers were g1ven: ·
"Bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord."
Nurture is guidance. The direction of such guidance ·is
found in the two tables of Law: toward God and toward the
neighbor; and the motivating force in both cases is Love.
In this ",ra.y students a.re guided to practice good stewardship
over all the ta1ents which are theirs, and to exercise consideration toward their ~~t ghbor. They a.re a1so led to
more responsibility, toward a growing concern for fellow
students, and he1p1ng to manage school functions. In the
face of such Scriptural references as: "The good that I
·wou1d do I do not, but the evi l which I ·would not, that I
do," the counselor becomes tolerant but not blind or soft.
The oounse1or becomes sympathetic as one who wants to help
an erring brother, not push him further into the depths of
despair. He ·po1:nit9 to the guilt of the world, "including
the particular sins of which the individual is gui1ty."
First, .tha:t the rules and regulations for living together
be made by students a11d faculty. That a good form of democra tic student government be estab~ished. That matters
of discipline be handled by the Student Judicial Council
or some similar group with a faculty advisor . That the
student learns to accept the consequences or his acts and
lea...T'lls to decide for himself ·w hat behavior is ' or is not
acceptable rather than have it imposed upon him. This
means that action taken by any disci 411ning group whether
student or faculty needs to be for the purpose of teaching
and not punishment.
By its very nature, Christian disoipline suggests standards which are to be adhered to and sought after. Yet
these ideals should be carried out within a framework of
love and understanding including a special. allowance for
the contradictions and frustrations of the maturing process.
As far as personnel a.re concerned, a double personality
would seem to be the only answer: 1) a best liked person,
2) a.n authoritative person. Whether these can be combined
1n a single person is, I think, debatable. In families
one often sees one of each in the mother and father • .Even
voluntary groups organized for a purpos-e often have an
authority leader and one the other hen.d a best liked perso.n
who makes the group "jell."
Flagrant; repeated violations of any of the Ten Commandments indicate a flaw 1n a person's character, making it
questionable whether the person shou1d continue to pursue
a professional career in the Church. Offenses which are
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kno,;·, n to only s. fen, and where the person guilq{ is sincerely sorry are handled according to Matthew 18.
This may sound paradoxical, but I believe in "evangelical
firmness." I believe it is necessary to be kind, understand, sympathetic, empathetic, and to operate within
t he la"C:1 of Ohristian Love. At the same time, I believe
it is possible to stay w·l thin these bounds and st.ill '1a ve
t he stude~1ts lcnow precisely wn.at is expected of them~ c..:.:c
hold t hem to a communication of those cn.aracteristics .
1. Evangelical and done in love. 2. Reason s f or actions
and necessa r y consequences are dis cu s s ed and explained in
the light of Scripture. 3. A learning process 1n the best
sense. 4. La:t·7 is used only when the Gospel approach is
manifestly not reaching the person. 5. A balance is sought
between concern over the i ndividual a11d group ,;-relfare.
t.1a tthew· 18 should be used.

In a school situation the couns elor s hould be the first to find out about an offense.
If it can be dealt with in the dormitory , fine. At the
discretion of the counselor it may be turned over to the
school administration handling discipline.
Christian discipline involves t"t·To basic principles to me.
First, forgiveness. 'rhis means that a student is assured
and sho1·m by word and deed that he is f orgiven for whatever transgression he made or has committed. He is forgiven by God t hrough the merits f or Jesus Christ and by
man out of love for Jesus. This does not negate his res:ponsibili ty for what he has done, nor does it mean. that
he i;-rlll not be :;,unished. Simply stated, "I may spank , but
th1s must be done in l ove, and only in a cause-effe di relatio:1.ship, not becau~e I want or need vindication."
Secondly, the Gospel must be freely used to strengt hen
and gird the student against further temptation.
This virtually becomes a matter of distinguishing Law and
Gospel. However, strong emphasis must be given to t he
Gospel. We are inclined to use Law, because it is easier
and possibly achieves quicker outwardly discernible results. The Gospel approach may talce a little longer but
it is most long lasting, This may sound idealistic, and
noss1bly it is. It is essential, on the other hand, to keep
this in mind as a primary approach. Since these young people
are in the stage of development1hat they are, the Law 1s
required to bring them to see tile ·wronc; direction when
they are pursuing it. It bringJthem f'ace to face ·with
something they understand. This use of the Law is also
accompanied 1·Ti th use of the Gospel so that there is Love
involved here. Even love says "no" at times and love may
even hurt, temporarily. There is also a tension between
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the individual and the group. The individual must be
given consideration, but there is also the effect of
that action on the group. The person who fully understands he is 1·rrone; and full.y repents still faces the
con.sequences because of the group and also for his own
t::;ro ~ith i n Christ. The last t hought is always u ppermost
in any disciplinary action and is really ta.ken for granted
among Ohris·tia.n. people. It is mentioned because e iTEL
Ohristie.ns can lose their perspective,
one should act in a manner 1·:rhich reflects glory
to God and respect for fellowman.

That

Generally speaking , the administrators agree t nat the Chris-

tian approach to discipline involves a thoroughly evangelical
man..YJ.er always tempered by the Law.
The Residence Counselors' Theories of Christian Disc~.pline

"\"Then the residence counselors were ask ed ,-,hat Christian

principles underline their approech to discipline and how the
princi ples were t h en carried into ef fect in

the dormitory

they gave essentially the same basis as the administrators.
One man stated that t he underlying Christian concept of f orgiveness 1·T1 th a ,mind towards spirl tus.l grmnh i"Tas essential.
He stressed cooperation

and

tried to sho,;·r that he was trying

to do everything he could for the student.
there

,;-1as

He stated that

very little punitive discipline but th.at the accent

was primarily on the counseling aspect.

One counselor described

his very practical approach to dormitory regulation in these
words:
We have a very effective system ~-Thereby I choose si::.( college
men to serve as colleee counselors in the three high school
halls with two men per hall. These men are responsible
tor the routines of their halls ( room cheolc, bed oheclc,
etc.). They do the routine discipline in the hall. When
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any of these areas become a problem the individuals are
referred to me. I maintain a very close relationship
w1 th these men so that I am in close touch ,n. th what is
going on in these halls. I am also personally 1n the
halls enough myself that I can have a first hand feel
of the situation and can also evaluate the work of these
counselors. I believe that this is a very effective system
and especially permits the residence counselor to be just
that--a counselor and not :primarily a policeman whose
chief duty it is to make checks and enforce rules.
Another man st~tes his practice of his Christian discipline
in these words:
Primarily there ls a concern for the vielfare of my fellowmen. Secondly, we attempt to retain as many prospective
church worlcers as possible through this d~scipline coupled
with counseling . Carried out in the dorm the discipline
must be handled in the dormitory itself. Also due to
this necessary evil much of the "counseling" relationship
is broken do,;-m.
Other principles and practices expressed are the following:
Christian disciplining involves consideration for the
total welfare of the ~tudent a.swell as for the care of
the physical plant. To this end the attempt is ma.de to
accept and understand each etud-ent·. ,_according to his needs,
interests, and ability. However, it is also expected of
the student to show the proper respect for the facilities
provided them.
Christian discipline in a. Christian school must begin
with the nurture and factor of total growth, and view
the special problems of infraction of rules as setbacks
which are to be solved, not contrary to the principles
of growth, but in accordance ,nth them. Discipline as
nurture means that each pupil is growing in the basic
Christian scale of serving the next individual so that
the entire group achieves its objectives. Insofar as
carrying this into effect, I let the lc1ds govern themselves
as far as possible. However, whenever I have something
to say I expect to be listened to.
We must attempt to do everything out of Christian love
and concern, remembering that every student is a bloodbought soul of our Savior's love for all men. Our discipline should be as nositive as is possible. When the
students can handle it, we should encourage them to do
so and discipline themselves in the positive manner.
This is why we have student proctors and a judicial council.
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Major offenses must be handled by the faculty.

The approach to discipline which I would like to see 1s
the following : concern for the brother as all are members
of one body, spealcing the ·word to one another. The approach
is this: we are responsible to G·od finally for uh.at happens
to these boys, therefore, Counselor, take over. I would
like to see the students do more disciplining among themselves. Because of our particular campus background situation the counselor has to take a big part.
The approach to discipline involves a Christ-centered,
Christ-following daily life, motivated by God's love for
each,one and everyone, and bolstered by the means of grace-the Word and Sacraments. We try to stress God's love for
the individual and the individual's reflection of this
love to God through and to the other students in community
Christian living . The emphasis then is on the individual,
but as he is responsible to and for other individuals
and ultimately to God~
The Means of Discipline
As members of the dormitory Christian community violate
the laws of Christian love, the counselor is, by his position,
involved in the disciplinary process.

The means that are used

for discipline on the yarious campuses involve four different
types.

The type which is the most common and used by nine

of the fifteen counselors is the follouing chain:
cil, residence counselor, dean, faculty.

dorm coun-

Another type noted

by four of the counselors is simply the residence counselor
and then the dean.

A

third type follo·wed this chain:·

college

counselors, dorm council; residence counselor, and the dean..
J\.n.other noted this chain:
selor and dean.

college counselors, residence coun-

Many of the men stated that these were the

systems set up on their campuses; however, in many cases the
progression as noted was not al,rays followed for reasons of
expediency.
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The counselors were asked which single element in the
chain of discipline did the majority of the exhortation.

Eleven

of the fifteen men noted they had this job themselves and did
the majority of the disciplining.

Two men stated that the

dormitory council was most prevalent in this area, while another
noted the college counselors and another the dean.
The counselors ·were next asked to describe the steps they
toolc in a discipline case.

Particularly, they were asked to

state when they too le the case to the dean or faculty and by
what means they notified the dean or the faculty.

All of the

fifteen men stated that in the majority of the cases, they
were able to resolve the discipline case themselves.

However,

i f the case was an extreme one and flagrantly violated the

rules of t he school, then by either a written memo or a conference with the dean, they would pass the information ·o n to
him.

One counselor was explicit when he stated that in cases of

theft, drinking , moral offense, or smolcing, the cases were
passed on to the dean and principal.

Two men noted that in

the monthly reports all cases of ~discipline were described.
The term "extreme" was undefined on the questionnaires.

Only

one man noted what some of the offenses would have to be to
be considered extreme.
The deans and principals were a. little more explicit as
they tried to draw a line between those cases which should
be handled by the counselor and those which should be referred
either to the guidance council or to the administrator.

The
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follo1,r.tne replies are those 31 ven to a Q.Uestion which asked
what steps t he ideal counselor should take in a discipi.:lne
case:
I assume t h ese are major disciplinary problems--the minor
rule infractions can be handled by the counselor to ~e ther
with the dormitory council. However, ·when a major n:roblem is involved which 0 perhaps, "affects" a sizeable por tion of the dormitory or student body, after ga thering
the details, the counselor should present the matter to
t he dean of students together with his recmmn.enda.tions
as to its disposal.

With respect to serious breaches regarding such things
as to involve · the college in relation to church and commu.ntty, such notification should be given at once. Probably most :problems, even of a minor nature, will be she.red
with the Dean of Students to ,;-rhom he is responsible so
that while he is handling them, there is awareness and
communication. Under any circumstances, whether a probJ.em is large or small, the Dean of Students becomes the
cha1mel through which other admin1strat1 ve officials and
the faculty are informed.
If it is an infraction of group standards and pri marily
an offense against g~oup living 0 t his could proba bly best
be han.dled ·w ith cooperation and support of the dormitory
council or executive committee. I n the serious c.:~.ses involving breach of morals, he would well sit down with the
Dean of Students and decide on the course of action . In
this situationp his most important job is to get a clear
and unwei ghted picture of t he caso.
Theory is, unq.oubtedly easier to attain the..n practice.
As intimated in the previous Question, I don't see how
he can avoid becoming involved in disc!tlinary counseling. If 1 t is possible, 'Cd thout jeopardizing the school
and necessary record keeping , I believe in him dealing
confidentially with the student. During counseling , he
should maintain adequate recor.d~., Al ter11ately • llowev~r,
either when the case is successfully closed, there should
be some report in wr1t1n~ to the head of t h e counseling
programp so t hat adequate records are kept. Thes e reports
should be held in a confidential file. If action is necessaryp he should work through the head of the school, with
the Dean of Students. The practical. difficuJ.ty ts to maintain student confidence through all this.
Ref errai · t 'o ·· the Dean of Stu.dents for action ( we have a
small student body). Regular reports to faculty student
11r·e committee. Dean's report to faculty, and recommendations to the faculty in cases of expulsion or suspension.
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Should handle all ordinary dormitory discipline himself.
If there is a breach of the ·student code, he must nofify
the ad!"Uinistr.ation immediately. He may do some of the
initial spade work involved 1n the discipline case, but
major disciplinary action comes from ~he administration
aud/6r facu.lty and not from the counselor.
He should report all disciplin3.+y
self for the student government.
weekly conference between him and
cipal. Oases of major impor~ance
etc.) I report in writing monthly
president.

action as taken by himThis is done during the
the hig4 school prin(involving dorm arrest,
to the principal and

This is most difficult to ans1-rer because some of this
is going to be colored by the type of situation • • •
and the seriousness of the problem, I can vision his
taking ca.re of the situation ·without letting the administration or faqulty know about it. However, if the matter
becomes a matter of offense to the community and a situation w'.aich is dangerous to his spiritual welfare, this
must come to the attention of the administration. My
counselor and I meet weekly, and he gives me a rundown
on matters on campus. He has been most happy to tell
me whenever a problem arises. He may indiuate he is or
has taken care of it. Otherwise he may indicate cooperative action.
Should handle all matters by himself if at all possible.
Should mcike regular reports '4-0 administrators, and keep
his own files available for perusal.
The question of notifying the administration in discipline
cases is, as one man said, difficult to answer,

The majority

of the admi11istrators, as can be s~en from their comments,
feel that the situation varies according to the individual
residence counselor.

Generally speaking, whenever the resi-

dence counselor feels that the student is continually ex_lrl.biting attitudes which show him to be of a caliber unsuitable to
campus life, or if the counselor feels pressure from another
source would stress the importance of the case to the student,
then it is felt tha.t the counselor irill refer the cases to
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the proper administrators,
Enforcing Dis cipline
The administrators were also asked to ·what extent they
felt the ideal counselor should be involved 1n enforcing the
standards of the dormitory.

Their replies stated generally

t hat the counselor should work t:arough the student leaders
in the dormitory as much as possible.

This ~uestion, as one

man stated, "Put the finger on the problem.,"

of whether the

residence counselor was a counselor or a policeman.

Here are

some representative comr4ents of the administrators:
He is to work through the dormitory council (student 0 over11m.ent). Only when there is a major breakdown in this
organization does he "step in a..'rl.d enforce directly.;'.'
worJcs through his student proctors or representatives
who operate in this area. If they can't t ak e care of
the si tuatton, t hen he steps in. In .general, ho"rmver,
he keei:s t he boys on their ·coes by means of reminders of
diff erent thine s ~ He obviously does this in the s·p 1r1 t
of Christian love, in public or private, depending on
the circumstances.

He

Personal resppnsibility through organizational setup in
dorm. Believe he could handle room inspections, general
control of passes, general control of study hours, and
per.sonaJ. control of any permissions granted.
Deals ,d tl1 all 1Jroblems involved. Private discussion
and counseling best procedure. We have deliberately not
ma·de him a disciplinary 6ff1cer, leaving this to the deans.
He is to enforce the standards of the dorm as little as
'l)Ossibie, al~hough the 1:!Xtent Of his invol vement is somewhat dependent upon the quality of his dormitory council.
His methods will be determined largely by prevailing dormitory conditions. He may even be forced to assume the
role of "dictator" if conditions demand that role.
I.f he is the residence counselor, in charge of the bu.1 ld1ng and counseling, he is caught between two seemingly
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opposing jobs, As building supervisor, he is adm1n1strat1ve; as counselor, he is not. But if this is his job,
he cannot afford to neglect either. Dorm1tor1es must
be kept clean, sanitary, conducive to study; and students
need mat.u re, helpful guidance tha.t comes without threat. ·
For these very reasons, I would like to see us try having
a building supervisor as residence counselor, but a counselor who maintains counseling hours, and these people
cooperatively as they concentrate on their areas.
The fifteen counselors were asked if they felt that they
had sufficient authority in discipline cases.

Thirteen of

the men stated that they felt that they had sufficient authority; however, most of the aff1rmat1ve ·answers were qualified.
The men who q~alified their replies stated that under the
present conditions and prevailing policies of the school, they
felt their authority was enough, but most of them felt that
improvement could mainly be made in this ·area.

"I don't be-

lieve the administration uses its authority 1n the student
conduct area as much as they ought," one of the men ·sa1d.
Another qualified his affirmative answer with this reply:
Suff1c1en t• yes, but not a de.t'1n1 te progression of i'back•
. up authority. 11 My belief, 1s that a student has to see
his behavior continually being handled in a more serious
w~y if he doesn't change it. We can campus, give work
hours, room arrest, but then something more serious must
follow, At this point, it doesn't always follow and the
whole system breaks down in the process.
One counselor felt that the administration and counselor commun1oat1on needed to be tightened.

He stated that the "adm1n•

istration is hasty in some decisions of dormitory incidents
and places undue emphasis on minor problems."

One counselor

who replied negatively to the question concerning sufficient
authority said that he "sometimes wishes he had much more
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authority."

The other counselor who replied in the negative

stated 1 t ·with a very vehement, "NO."
A final question the counselors were asked relative to
discipline cases within their jurisdiction was whether or not
the faculty should review such cases.
selors said "no."

All of the fifteen coun-

Nine of the counselors qualified their neg-

ative replies stating that only in very extreme cases; particularly those which would require expuls·ion, should the faculty
enter into the case·:

Six of the men stated that the faculty

was not an administrative body and such problems should be
handled simply by the administration and, particularly, by
the men who kno·w the case well, the personnel officers.
To combine into a montage the current rel~tionship of
the residence counselor on the preparatory school campuses
in disciplinar.r matters within their responsibility, it would
be noted that the average residence counselor does the majority of the exhortation in his dormitory.

He has a dormitory

council mad~ up of leaders in the dormitory 11'ho are the first
people to work with the offenses of their dorm mates.

The

counselor feels that he has sufficient authority to handle
most of the discipline ca.see.

When a case getP '>U.t of his

control and he feels that it should be referred to the administration of the school, he will either confer or send a written
memo to the dean or principal.

The average counselor is not

the final word in discipline ce.ses on the co.m_t>us, iY~t his
opinions weigh heavily and his recommendations for probation
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and expulsion are forwarded to the proper personnel offices.
The Residence Counselor-His Status
This section of the questionnaire dealt with the relation•
ship of the residence counselor to other personnel officers,
the administration of the school; and the faculty.

Both the

administrators and the counselors were asked to express their
ideas concerning the residence counselor's authority and jurisdiction in the dormitory.
The residence counselors were first asked to state if
they felt the~ had sufficient jurisdiction in the dormitory.
This question was phrased to receive answers concerning interference by other faculty members and to arrive at the feelings
of t he students on the campuses concerning the authority of
the residence counselors.

Thirteen of the fifteen present

residence counselors stated that they had a "free hand 11 in
the dormitory.

These men stated that there was little inter-

ference from the faculty as a whole, and other personnel oi'ficers
in general.

In fact, many stated that they felt the faculty

was quite complacent and disinterested in student dormitory
life.

These thirteen men felt that they had sufficient juris-

diction in the dormitory under the present conditions.
of the men stated an absolute "NO."

Two

All of the men qualified

their statements concerning sufficient jurisdiction in the
dorm with an additional statement,

One of the men who gave

an affirmative reply to this question stated his limitations
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in these words:
Under our setup, where a dorm counselor is 3ust a teacher
vrho happen.as to live in the dorm, I wouJ.d rather see more
participation by other faculty members 1n the life of
the dorm. I think outlines ha.Ye to be set up by the counselors, but I thin.~ other !.a.culty members oa.n easily help
to carry them out •. Only through a complete reorganization
of the dorm counselors on our campus will 8IJ:3" progress
be made.
Six of the counselors expressed opinions about the feelings of the students in their dormi tor1es concerniii..g the residence counselor's authority.

Three of these men stated that

the students could easily circumn.av-igate the decisions of the
residence counselor by going straight to the dean or principal.

One man stated that the students will normally not go

to another administrator, but, ·1 f they happened to do so, the
residence counselor's decisions were usually not backed up~
Two of the men stated that the students ·were uot allowed to
go to another administrator.

Such a .process, they stated,

should be talcen through the residence counselor on to the dean
or principal.
words:

One of these men stated his feelings in these

"This is a situation. to be avoided at all costs.

If

the dorm counselor makes too many costly mistakes, he should
be replaced,

If the dean and principal do not back him up, he

should quit."
The residence counselors were also asked to state whether
they felt the lines of authority could be further outlined
and tightened.

Thirteen of the men responded to this question.

Four of the counselors felt that the situation ·was "ok~" as
far as they were concerned and they would recommend the status
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quo~

One man stated that he felt the dean should delegate

much more authority than he did.

Etght men felt that the

"lines of authori ty 11 could be much better ou·clined than they
were presently.

One couns.eler put 1 t this way:

written statement.

"We have no

I thi1uc we should have one, stating basic

principles in this area, from which specific applications could
then more easily and precisely be drawn. 11

Some men felt that

they were in thei.r jobs long enough to now have the lifeel" of
the job.

However, three men rec.ommended that a written out-

line of some type would help them considerably when they first
received their positions.
The fifteen residence counselors were then asked if their
school has a:ny written statements relative to the status and
position of the residence counselor.

Seven of the men said

that they know of nothing and had seen no written statements
at their respective campuses.

Five men stated that there were

manuals and outlines for the residence counselor on their campuses.

However, some of these men s·tated th.at the outlines

were scanty outlines in the faculty handbook.

These men also

stated that a much more thorough job could be done.
In an attempt tq become specific as to th~ authority a
residence counselor possessed, a number of items deaJ.ing ·with
perso:p;nel work in dormitories were arbitrarily selected and
stated in the questionnaires.

The residence counselors were

asked to put a check 1n front of the items 11hich they were
able to authorize.

The results are these:
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15--ohange roommates

8--change handbook or dorm rules

3--put a boy on probation

14--oheok out a student for week-

3--exouse from olass
14--excuse from campus for
even;j.ng

end
10--excuse from study period
12--confine boy to his room

Only in one item, the first one, were all fifteen· counselors
unanimous i n agreement and of equal authority.

The three who

stated that they were able to put a boy on probation limited
the type for probation to dormitory probation.

Theeaight coun-

selors who stated that they were able to change dormitory rules
rather arbit rarily, · or to change handbook rules, noted they
could only change handbook rules with the consent of the administration.
The Administrators Discuss Authority
The -administrators were asked on their questionnaires to
state some of the items which they felt the "ideal" residence
counselor should seek permission.

The following is a typical

reply:
"J?~rmission" seems to be a strong term here. I prefer
to sho1-r con!idence 1.n. the counselor's judgment, so that
he can feel free to make changes which affect his dorm
directly without seeking permission. At the same time,
presW!ling that there are weekly meetings between dean
and counselor, and more frequent when necessary, rules
and personality difficulties that can be discussed without betraying confidence, can be aired with mutual benefits and for the good of the students.
Ali of the deans and prino1pa1s stated that the residence counselor is responsible for the "internals" of the dormitory and
therefore has the respons1b111 ty and author1 ty to change _the
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dormitory rules.

However. when it came to the handbook :for

the dormitory the administrators stated that the whol.e personnel staff should be involved 1n its change.

The adminis-

trators stressed the· importe.noe of continual conferences between the residence counselor and the administrator.

Once

confidence has been gained on the part of both men, one dean
stated, then there is very little difficulty in the problem
of permission seeking.

Another man stated that if the resi-

dence counselor is expected to run the dormitory he should
be given sufficient permission to run it as he sees fit.

--

Personnel Workers' Conferences
The deans were asked on their qu~stionnaires to state
the number of conferences they felt the ideal residence counselor should have with the personnel officers during the year.
Nine oi' the men res.ponded to this question.

Seven of the deans

and principals stated that the conferences should be held regularly at least once a week.

Another man simply stated they

should be regularly scheduled and the last man stated they
should be held at least every two weeks.

Generally, the admin-

istrators felt that the ideal counselor should come in often
and discuss problems with the a.dmini·strator as he feels necessary.

The feelings of confidence seems to underlie the whole

answer.

All of those who answered this question stated the

in:formal counseling conference should be a daily thing.
The current residence counselors were asked how often
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they conferred ·with their dean or principal.

They were also

asked if they thought that more or less conferences ,-rere necessary~

All fifteen men responded to this question.

Five of

the counselors said that they conferred with the administration at least once a week.

Three men stated there was a sin-

cere attempt to meet informally with the dean at least once
a day.

:E1our

men stated that they scheduled meetine;s ·w:t th the

dean at least three times a weelc~
their dean every two weeksi;

Three counselors met with

Two men responded to the question

of suffi~lency of their conferences with the dean.

One man

stated that he felt once a week was enough and the other stated
that he felt three conferences a week were necessary •

.AJ.l

fifteen of the counselors said they were in continual contact
with the dean or the principal.

They regarded this contact

not only as beneficial but also important.

None were able

to state how many informal conferences they held with the administration; however the couns·e lors implied that these informal
sessions were quite frequent.
The Residence Counselor and The Administration
The deans and principals were asked to express their opinions concerning the rank in the administration of the school
the ideal counselor shou1.d :posse.as.

All. thirteen of the ad-

ministrators stated that residence counselors should be directly
responsible to the dean of students.

The dean in turn is re-

sponsible to the president and through him to the board of
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control of the school.

The men stated that 1f the residence

counselor was on the faculty of the school he should rank as
other faculty members would on the instructional staff of the
institution.

The residence counselor's "chain of command" was

descri bed in the majority of the questionnaires as going to
the dean and from there to the principal or president of the
school.
A final question asked the counselors was how they felt
themselves related administratively to the rest of the staff.
The fifteen men who replied to this question stated that they
saw themselves responsible, first of all, to the dean or principal.

However, a larger and unanticipated area developed

from the question.

Seven of the men expressed ·what they con-

sidered a very real problem to them.

They stated that they

were torn between their positions as instructors and residence
counselors.

They felt they were not quite clear as to whether

one or the other position was to be accentuated.
feeling into these words:
pens to live in the dorm."

11

One put his

I am a full-time teacher-, who hapAnother counselor was quite per-

turbed about his relation to the rest o:f the staff:

11

I am

responsible for the cleanliness and orderliness of the men's
dormitory that makes me superintendent of the building but
not of the grounds."

Another expressed his administrative

position in these words:
deal in academics,

"I deal 1n dormitory living .

They

I am on the bottom of the administrative

ladder which is the correct position for

my

job,"
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The composite picture then of the residence counselor
and his status in the dormitory is a complex one.

The aver-

age residence counselor fe.e ls that he has a free hand in the
dormitory and that there is little interference from the faculty.
However, he feels that the faculty as a whole should ta1ce a
better interest in the affairs of dormitory living .

The aver-

age residence counselor also would like a well written description of his position as it relates to the total cam.pus picture.
He feels that he should confer 'With his dean at least once
a week formally and several times a week informally.

He feels

first of all resp·onsi ble to the dean or :principal under whose
direct jurisdiction he works.
The Residence Counselor-His Extra-Counseling Duties
The questionnaires revealed that all of the men were quite
active both on and off campus in co-curricular and extra-curricular affairs.

Twelve of the fifteen counselors who returned

questionnaires were deeply involved in the teaching program
of the school.

The three men who were not on the 1nstruct10llal

staff of the school were working on advance degrees at the
University of Minnesota.
The teaching load of the twelve residence counselors vary
between one unit; or £1 ve high school hours, and twenty-three
high school hours plus five hours of study lla.11 per week.

In

three of the twelve cases the men were either athletic directors
or thoroughly involved in the athletic department's program.
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This, of course, must be taken into account in the number of
class hours and teaching assignments presented.

The twelve ·

who are on the instructional staff taught a total of 163 contact hours per week.

This averages out to thirteen and one-

half contact hours per week per counselor.

The twelve men had

a total of thirty-one units taught by them which required separate
preparation. There was a total of thirty-six units taught by
these twelve men of which five were duplicate preparations.
average teaching unit per counselor was three 1lni ts.

The

".: he resi-

dence counselors taught in various departments; physical education, religion, math, Latin, English, history and Greek.

The

majority of the hours spent 1n the classroom by the resid~~ce
counselors was ln the religion department.
When the deans and residence counselors were asked to state
how many hours the ideal counselor shoul1 taach they stated an
average of t wo and two-thirds units per semester.

Eight o:f

the administrators answered in time allotments so that thfs
average could be derived.

The replies varied from five hours a

week to eighty-five per cent of the average teaching load.

One

dean sta":._ d that the cuunselor would be assigned no teaching
hours at ell.

Rather• this administrator would have the resi-

dence counselor taking advanced work at a neighborhood university.

Another dean stated that his teaching load would depend

on how many students are under the counselor's responsibility.
When the residence counselors were asked if they consider
their teaching loads too heavy seven of the twelve men stated
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that their loads were too heavy for what ·was expected of them.
They felt if t hey were to do their job in the dormitory ade-

.

I

quately their teaching load should be lightened.

One man stated

I

that he didn't consider his load too heavy as long as there
were not too many preparations involved.

The reactions, of

course, f rom those who were teaching approximately two units
per week to those· who were assigned up to five units per week,
varied.

The counselors who were teaching below the average

of thirteen contact hours a week were generally satisfied lrith
t heir teaching load.

Those who were teaching above that aver-

a Ge were in favor of a lightened load.
From the residence counselors' questionnaires it appeared
as though t he men considered teaching as an important a djunct
to their counseling responsibilities.

Eleven of · the twelve

teaching counselors stated that they received contributions
from their teaching experiences which lended themselves toward
their counseling in the dormitories.

Most of the men expressed

the opinion that by teaching one was able to better see students 1n all relationships and aotivitt es on the campus.
typical expression was this:

One

"I have a closer relationship

with the students and derive many valuable insights concerning their behavior."

Two of the men expressed the view that

teaching added presti ge to their counseling situations.

One

man stated that he received no value from his teaching experience which contributed toward his residence counseling.
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The Counselor and Student Activities
The extra-curricular activities, with the exception of
counseling , of the campus, involved all fifteen residence counselors.

Only one man who is on the instructional staff stated

that his co-curricular load was a very light one.

Three of

the men who were not on the instructional staff of the institution stated that their extra-curricular loads were also light
ones.

Eleven of the men, however, stated that their co-curricu-

lar and extra-curricular activities were too heavy.

The aver-

age organizational load per residence counselor was two and
one-half. Besides this average load, three of the men were,
as stated previously, thoroughly involved in the athletic proi ram of the campus.

One man was athilletic director in charg e

of the whole campus, one was the high school athletic coach,
and another spent a considerable amount of time both in the
high school and coll§ge a.thlletic programs.

Only three of the

men stated the number of hours they spent in their co-curricular activities durin3 the weelc thus the average time spent
per counselor per activity was unable to be determined.

The

activities in which the residence counselors were concerned
together with the number of men involved in each one are these:
Chorus manager --1

High School baseball --1

School paper --2

High School basketball team --2

Debate coach --2

Athletic activities --2

Class advisor --6

College baseball --2
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Latin club --1

Bowling leagues --1

Yearbook --2

Student Union Com.~ ittee --2

Chaperon --3

Student ·Li:f'e committee --1

Student council --1

Judicial council . --1

Public reJ.a tiol'ls ~-1

Wrestling team - - 1

Tenn.is team --1
. . .ne 1 oad of assig:".llnents varied from five act1 vi ty sponsorships

. m•

to one.

The ma jority of the men expressed the opi nion that

if they ·were to spend the a.mount . of · t :b'ne ~emanded by their

residence counseling res ponsibility both the teaching load
and activit y load were too great.

The administrators stated that t he "ideal" residence counselor should be involved in ext.ra- counsel:1.ng duties.

They

stated ·!;hat her e is an opportuni.t y for the residence counselor
to de ...,relop a total image of the studen·ts who are under his
respons ib~lity:

"Enough so that he is able to see and under-

s ta..'l'l.d t h e larger i nterests of t he campus and also enough so
that students would see hi m in a role other than residence
counselor. "
0

The reactions of the adminis trators vari ed from

very limited" to "a good bit."

Five of the t welva deans and

principals s ·ta.ted tha t his load should be limited.

man

Another

stated that he "should spend several hours dt;i.:lly" in co-

curricular activities.

?here seemed to be general a greement

upor.. the note t..11.et he 1•1a.s to s pen_d nc more hours in co-curricular actiYities than anyone else on the c0.1J1pus.
say that co-curricular activities are:
job but are appointed by t he presid.e nt."

One dean did

"not inherent in the
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Off Camnus Jobs
A question concerning rem.UTuerati ve positions outside of
campus activities produced a full spectrum of ans1·1 ers.

'r he

residence counselors were asked if there were a:ny limits set
as to remunerative positions and, also,to what extent they
participated in these positions.

All fifteen of the counsel-

ors stated that there are no set limits of jobs or hours to
which they were so restricted.

However, of these men, the

majority qualified their statements by saying that outside
position s all had to be accepted in the light of their campus
responsibility.

Four men noted that they were allowed to take

positions outside of the campus but they have never done so
or have never had time to do so.

One man made the interesting

remark that he must necessarily accept outside employment because he "couldn't make it on the salary I get from the school."
Five of the counselors stated that they preached in surrounding churches..

One man stated that he preached every month;

three said they preached twice a month; and one man said his
average preaching assignment was once 2a month.

Three men stated

that they were active in youth work in local congregations
in the oity.
tion.

They avaraged ~even hours a week at this occupa-

One man stated the work he does talces t ·e n to twelve hours

a week for outside o! campus act1 vl ties.

Anot.c:i.er man. stated

that he wo;rks without remuneration as the director of the local
church choir and as the circuit youth leader.

The majority
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of the men, 1 t appears, are

Q.V..i te

aoti ve in positions outside

the car.1pus.
The adminis·trators ste.ted that the residence counselor

should be treated in
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way different to tha"i; of a faculty

member regardin6 off ca..~pus employment.

The only restriction

and difference iYJ. these tuo types of people would be that the
counselor has a t"t'renty-four hour resp.onsibili'ty a:nd he mv.st

accept employment only in the light of his campus responsib111 ty.

On e dean stated that l1e would not restrict the ''ideal 11

counselor to oeunpus 11:fe. because the campus is sv.p:9osed to
serve the church sJ; larr; e.

Any opportunity a counselor ;;rould

have to do t his i n the co1nitl.1.1.11i ty should be permi"c;ted him~. a.~ain ,
'

in li13ht; of his respon nibllity on campus.

None of the admin-

istrator s sta/c;ed a particular or specific amount of employment
1-1hich wou.lcl. be l)ermi "c;ted bu:'t:i, as a mru1, t h ey stated the coimselor should. <lo off campus work only after he he.d fulfilled
his oblig ations on campus.

.rhe majority of the ·men could not

1

invision t,he op9ortuni ty for an abundance of off-campus work.

On Campus Hours
Th e iesiclence counselors, in answer to a.'11.other question,

stated that there were no specific hours designated per "t'reek
cluring which time they had to be on campus..

Seven of the fif-

teen counselors not.ed that there lrere · particular times when
they considered it important and necessarJ to be1n the dormi-

tory.

One man stated that he was al·ways in the dorm! tory to
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check during study hours in the evening and at bedtime.

Three

of the men said that they aluays sou3ht to see that they were
in the dormitory over nlsht and available sufficiently during
the day to perform their proper functio:a.s.
that he uas scheduled together with

t1·10

Anoth er man stated

clther counselors to

check on t wo different days of the week durin; the study hours.
One man s tate d t hat he rotates -with t wo other counselors and
is obligated to ta.'l{:e one out of every three weelcs of t wenty£'01..u-

hour a day responsibility in the dormitory.

T 't'TO

counsel-

ors fro m t he same school said that they mutually a greed to
the f a ct t hat one of them will be on campus at all times.
The "-, eueral f eelin _, of t he residence counselors 't'ras that t here
uere no demande d hours for them to be on campus; ho1:1ever , t h e
men all felt a r esponsibility toward their job and scheduled
themselves accordlnGl y .
Six of the t welve administrators felt t hat t he "ideal"
residence counselor should have regularly scheduled times when
he shoul d be available on campus.

One stated:

"Evenin 5 hours

throu;;hout t he 1·1eelt are very conducive to student intervie1-rln3;
also, dormitory supervision demands his presence at certai n times
t hrou3hou.t t he weelc ."

Another said:

"At t he very least ther e

should be regular hours when students lcnow they can s et in
touch with him.

In his position,. however, a general sort of

availability is more desirable. 11
The general feeling expressed or implied by t h e administrators was that t here should be no set number of hours for
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which tho "ideal" residence counselor should be on camnus·
- ,
however, they felt he should be ,;·rell awai"e of his job and
arrang e his schedule according1.y so ·t!:c:·~ he is available for
both counselinc and other dormitory occasions.

One man stated

the ,ri ew ·tho.t 'the dorrni -'GorJ should never be lef"G alone •

Another

stated that he 1-rould rather look at the 1·1hole questi on of hours
from the point of vlei·T ·that the counselor nas respon sible for
the dormitory t 'uenty-four hours c. day and that he 1-ro1A.ld be
relieved of this responsibility only -:fae:::1. h e felt it appropriate,

Campus Devotional Life
The r esidence cou!'lselors were asked:

na ow do you co11-

t 1"1but.e to the devotio11al life of the dormitory on campus? 11

Four"ceen of the fifteen men s.nsuered in a very positive ma.n..71.er.
One stated t hat he a.id:il' t feel JGhet he was contributing at

all to t he devotional life in t~e dormitory .

Six of the men

stated t hat they preached in chapel at vari ous time s .

Nine

of t h e men stated that t hey either organized l"oom o.e votions

or became active in visiting and encouraging such devotions.
l!,i ve men stated t hat they continually encouraged stv.dents to

a better devo·tione.l life by means of consistent co~seling .

The mo.jori ty of the men e:1:pressed the opinion that by their
Clu"istian example th.rougnout everything that they did, by their

attending chapel as often as possible, and through their Chr1s~1~n relationships in the dormitory they 1-rere oontr ibuting
to the devotional life of the students who were wider their
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responsibility.

Three men said that they worked throv..eh the

student religious committees on oa.T.~us for further devotional
prozrams in their particular dormitories.
When t.he deans and :princiyals uere aslced. in uh1oh ·way
the "ideal" counselor should contribute to t:'le devotio~l life
of the campus and dormitory the majority of them stated that
he should be particularly responsible for the religious ton e
in the dormitory and should do everythin3 possible to further
that environment.

One ma..~ stated it in these terills:

He sets the spiritual tone of the dormitory by schedulin3
and conducting regular dormitory devotions and encoura~ing room and individual medi~ation. Hts counseling procedures e;re spiritual in nature, and his personal i1te
and habits are a constant testimony to his faith .
Six of · t l':.e :iil.en ::;tated that the "ideal 11 coun.i:H·} lor should preach
regularly in chapel~

Five men said that the counselor should

take part in dormitory devotions and another said the counselor should be responsible enough to ma..~e tho~e students on the
reli:1iou.s life 0omm1 ttees aware of the spiri tu.al ton~ in the
dormitory.

The student planned program in his dormitory was

considered an essential factor, as one dean sa.1d:
He should be auare of the :planned pr0gram of t he devotions
for the two, so that he can augment or reinforce it (Strengthening ) through counseling .· His ·work contacts ,·r lll or~1ina.r1ly
provide a "pulse-reading" of the spiritual tone prevelent.
I should thinlc that his main emphasis here ought to be
that of'practica11ty: Is the planned program translated
into evident, Christian livinE, a witnessin~ student body?
If, in his worlc he detects weakness in the program, he
should 1·1ork throu;sh the Student Life Com.mi ttee and/or
through the dea.~ of the chapel ~dth the Christian Growth
Committee, to suggest modification.
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The Residence Counselor-His Orientation

Fift<=ten re~iden oe coun selor s were a sked how they were
orien ted to t heir job.

Three of t h e men s tated t hat they

received an e::rnellent or ientation to t h e responsi bilities i:·rhich
·were to be theirs.

One man said:

"Th e prin cipal explain ed

the objectives to me very closely a..11.d let me knoi-r exactly 1·rhat
,,ras expect,ed of me i n t his n err posi t:1.on ~"

Seven of t h e men

s t a t ed t hat t here was a s light orient a tion. perio d i n which t h ey

rec el v e d both corr espon den ce

an.cl some f i rst h and knou led'~ e

t hrou3;h confere!lces w1en they a rri ved on t he campu s a t the
be gi nnin~ of the s chool year.

However, t hese s even men sai d

t h o.t the ·c,rientati on wa s n ot a s gbod a s 1 t cc'.lld ~eve bee··;i..

T~r ee m0n commented t hat no pri n ted materials Nere sent to
t h em and anot her s ai d t hat t h e materials h e di d receive 1·1 ere
n ot a.l't"iays clear.
t h ey were n o·t

i n r:::n..y wr:;y.

at

lili

ve of t he residen ce counselors sai d that

all ori ente d to t h e job which was to be t h eirs

The me n ·who dl d receive some or1entat1011 state d

t liat it consisted mainly of rema:c2-cs con cerni n 3 t h e campus ,
its studen t s, and physical plant, but very 11ttle

"t·ie.S

stated

about t h e i r responsib1iit~~s.
The counselor s i:rer e esk e·d, a s t heir lest question on t he
question.""'l.aires, what i mprovements oou.ld they suogest for t h e
orientation o:f the next res iden.ce counselor.

One man stated

ther.e could be no improvements t hat he c.ould think of .

He

saicl, "You must first 11 ve end worlc i n the dorm before you
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can fully understand ho,;·r the objectives actually fi·t ln:to place. 11
The other four·teen counselors e.11 stated some form of i mprovement uhich m.igh·i; be inclttded. for the orientation of t heir

successors.

~he following are some of the exai~ ples of these

I1i0uld try to leavl:} bettGr records of what I had do11e
and su. ,r-;estions to i:·rhat I found, e;ood, bad, etc. He.rdly
e.:ny records i1ere available to me.

A meeting 1dth t he administration of t he school. careful discussion of t he objectives and regulations of the
dorm counselor.
All procedures should have been more thoroughly laid out.
to us at the be8innin.g rather than later.
Exact statements of duties and jurisdiction presented
at t h e bec l nning of' the school yea:r if possible, :personal
discu ssion between prev:ious residence counselors and pros pective ree:ldence counselor.

Exact s tatement of duties, responsibilities, authoriJGY,
status, procedure, etc., handed out at the beginninJ of
orien tation .
An opportunity to tallc wl·th the prev'lous counselor.

1. Outline w.aa·i; ls expected of him. 2. Help him to become acquainted 1-rl th t he ,-ray a dorm is expected to be
r..1n . 3. Gulde him in some reading matter in t his a rea.
4. Give him major responsibilities ln. the dorm aud only
limited duties 111 o·ther areas.

I believe a few day 's, possibly a week's orientatttm by
the dean and/or other faculty would be extremely helpful.
Individual cases of students- could be reviewed before
the school yea1· begi11s, in order that the counselor could
better understand ·the students that 'tTlll be .l i vin£?; ,·ri tu
hi;n. As comnlete as possible a conference SllOUld be helci
with ·the administration to understand the system of disciplinary action, division of authority,etc.
Perha:os the details and accounts of all necessary ini'ormation, also a chart listing ~
re? ulations re~~din3
time ·when students are to be in the:t.r rooms, lig r111s out,
rules on long weelc-ends, etc. Sometimes these points
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are overlooked and even thou:;h t hey are included in the
ha nc1boolcs , may ch.an3e or vs:ry from period to period. I
beli eve by d111~ent study of t h e school's handbook and
regular meeting s with the president a.'Yld dean of stude nts
most of the problems will be solved,
The deans also expressed t h eir vie1-1s as to

te.ti on progr am f or a residence counselor.

0.l'J.

ideal orien-

The i'ollm·rl ns a.re

some of t heir expressions:
Orien ta·t:ton meetine s with administration nersonnel e speci ally the dean of stude!l.tS and a detalle~l descri ntion
of exactly what is expected of hi m. There is no ;ubstit ute . for experience in this area. By t r ial and error
the ~ounselor determines the best course for hi m personally. His interests, person~iJ.ity , etc. are important
f actors :ln determining his particular action.•

Intr oduce hi m end have, him participate i n t he orientation u eek progr am a t tt.a beginnine; of t h e school yea:r 9
f ollo1-n..n.:; careful briefing sessions 1>Ti th hi m bef ore t he
school yee:r ends.
Three day orientation before school be-17ins.

Le t hi m live f or a month rieht on the campus with t he
pr evious cou.nselor .
I uould prefer t he.t he spend a week or t wo livin3 in the
spring mo:a:'chs pr:tor :to his tenure, In. add1 tion to t his
e. series of conferences "trl. th the d.ean or principal a nd
-with the student government officers prior to t h e a r rival
of the resident body i-rould be most desirable.
By setting up a s et of guid·e lines for his use indicat-

ing privileues end responsibilities· of t he of fice. It
"t·rould be most de sirable to have a series of conferences
before he embarks on his job. Foilow-up conferences i n
the first 1-reek, followed by regular con.ferences on t he
s t atus of his dormitory life. In hirine him it uould
help also to s1..1.3gest some courses uhich h e mi ght t a.lee
1·rhich ·wo.uld a ssist hi m in his job. Bril1~ to his attention that his own gronth in Word an d Sacrament are most
essential to his heewy responsibility of sharing the
Gospel irlth the students.
Service as in an assistant to en experienced man. Possibly some s pecific academic t reinins at t he Semi nary.
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1. Spend at least several days with a competent resideuce counselor (at another school if necesse.ry ) to observe ai."1.d see scope of uorlc, 2, '. rhrour;h discussion· of
specific duties. 3. Frequent meetin~s "t·ri t l1 t he dean 9
especially the fi rst days and ,-reeks of the school year.
14-. Study and master contents of the · handboolc and other
statements of the colleJe on dormitory life, philosophy
of the school, etc. 5. Regular study of prof essional
literature i n t hat field.

1 • Arrange an informal meeting lri th him soon after h e has
accepted the position, and before he has begun his activ e
duties. The president~ dean, and principal ( guidance
coun cil) should meet uith him. I n this conference lin es
for responsibility and the overall view of t he style of
the system should be discussed. The faculty handbook
(or at least an abridged addition), t he student handqook ,
t h e clormi·cory han.dboolc (if there is a separate one). sh ould
be provided a...~d summarized briefly. ·He can take thbse
printe d mater ials f or closer study at his leisure. 2.
If step one has occurred before the end of the school
year pre vious to his assumi:n.2; duty, he mi ght h2ve the
oppor t uni ·t;y of meeting ui th the dormitory, studen t hov.se
coramitteet e speciall y 1-Tith student dorm proctors. He
ml s ht also be· introduced to a gr oup meeting of those studen ·t s uho w:i.11 return. to his dormitory the followi.ns yea:r.
3 . Eh.en h e r eturns ·co the campus for actv.ai uork there
should be another mee tinG with the guidance co u.ncil to
clarify matters uhich may have come from his studied readin.?; of t he ha..12.clboolcs he reoei ved earlier or from thoughts
abou t hi s worlc s enerelly. 4. As students arrive he s hould
have oppor t unity ·to meet them~ esP,ecia.lly the leaders.
Th e admissions off icer should have alerted him by now
regarding EJ:..<'l.Y special cases of need. 5, Any events in
the orientation 1-r eelc which uould give him an· -opportun1 ty
to be with the students info.r mally, should be particularly recommended to him. 6. He should be mads to feel warmly
lrelcome in the dean I s of fice at e:n:y time especiall;Y durin3:
t h e early 1-reeks of his arrival. -.;.one t alces for granted
that all the amenities of hov.sin e; , wel9ome, contract ai."1d
t h e like, have been. adequately provided by t he school's
administration . An u..11.happy be(;inning f rom this view is
very difficult to overcome.

The present orientation programs in the majority of the preparatory schools according to the reports, are inadequate.

The

majority of t he residence counselors uould suggest im1,roveme:µts

to the orientation program for the next residence counselor·.
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The admin istrators t hemselves 't"Tould attempt to ori enta:'.;e t h e
next residence counselors on their campuses in a much more

t horouch proces s t h an those who have been oriented i n t h e past.
The ideal s i tuatio11 wot-1.ld be to he.ve the new counselor a:rri v e

on campus e:t. the encl of t h e school yea:r prev1.ous to h is arrival
f or fv.11-,t:lme dlJ.ties and at that time receive a pre11mil1ary
overvle1-i of the objectives and responsibilities his job 1-rill

entail.

Above all, t he admin1 strators say , t h e

11

1 deal" re s:1.-

den ce coun selor will be in very close contact with t h e dean
of etv.den ts a t the be3inning of the school year .

Th e g eneral

feeli ng of the admi ni s "'lira tion 1s "'vhe.t more study should. be
done in -chi s are a.

CHAPTER VII
UlPLICATIONS

Introduction
The qu.estio11..naires have presented a picture of the residence counselors' present status.

The administrators o.f the

school s i have, by means of their questionnaires, expressed t heir
views concernin3 an

11

ideal" residence cov.nselor.

The deans

and principals have explained many of the reasons for the presei:t status of residence counselors, have presented e. set of

ob jectives for i'v.ture counselors, and have expressed their
f eelin ~s about t he residence cou~selor proeram in Syno d.

This section will investigate the implications of t he
statem.e:'lt.s me.de by
counselors.

bo"ii}l

the administr·a tors and the resi dence

The :tmplicet:1ons ·will be made in the light of

current e du cational ·thousht concern1n!3 the residence counsel. or.

The implications will measure the development of the pro-

gram a.ccordin6 to t l1e idee.s, objectives and prof'.!edures prev-

alent i n educational circles a?ld inherent i n t he ori -;i nal 1947
proposal of Synod.
Commitment to the Program
The need f or a residence counselor as head of a dormitory

is stated or implied by all of the administrators.

This con-

tention agrees vTith the 194J proposal for the progr am:
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The problem centers around the need for constructive
c;u.idan.ce ::-.nd counseling proc;rams :ln the residence h:alls
of our educational institutions and the need for spiritual oualifted and uell-trained individuals to supervise
s-i.dl Pl"oe;rams.• 1
The administrators, with the exception of one, no·t only

stated "Ghe need for such a pro;;ram but have in the years since

1947 committed t hemselves to the implementation of such a program on t i1eir campuses..

The extent of t a is commitment varies

from camp u.s to campus; however, :1.t can be i mplied from t n e
findin3s of t h e study that a ·thorough commitment to and i mplementation of t,h e

p rO(!.:!'.~aill

report l s s t:1.11 lacl:i ng..

as outlined in -'Gh e 191:-7 Synodical
?he i mplications sta·t e d below ·will

explain and el\}.ci date this statement,.

Qualifica tilll'l.s of a Residen ce Counselor
The qv.ali fications necessary for a residence counselor

seem to be 1) a theolo:Sico.l orientation. 2) e. 1c."l'lo,dedg e of
com1seling ~ its techniq_ues a:nd applications; and 3) outstandins person.al characteristics..

The 1947 resolution encouraJ •

inG t h e progr am stressed h eavily the importance of a t heoloclcal back grcund, 2

The accent in current counseling literature

is thE;tt the coun selor be generally trained, experien ced, and

able in his field.
1·1.rhe Lutheran Church.. -Missouri Synod, Reuorts ~
Memo- .
ri~ls, 1947 (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 19'2j:ff,'"
p. 16l~, hereinafter cited as Re·p orts ~ Memorials,,

- 2Repo~ts ~ Memorials, 1947, P• 166
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A thoroughly trained in.dividual is the core of a:n:y adequate counselinic:; program. Especially is this true when
counselini of a vocational or personality development
nature is undertaken • • • Such an individual has training in the fields of psychology s clinical procedure; case
work, vocational, social, and e:conomic chan3e, mental
hygienep and educational organization. • • • He must be
a leader of the faculty developing a better quality of
counseling throu1hout the 1nptitut1on, a person skilled
in using his resources with individual students, and a
clearing house for ell of the counselin~ in the institution.3
Current counselin~ literature also stresses the importance of
personal q:.ialities:

But above all, personal qualities of a superior order are
essential. Everyone who is employed by a college to supervise livln~ units for students should be a person of ~ood
moral character, personal dignity, and emotional stability.
In add1"';1.on, such an officbr should have a sincere interest i n young people and the ability to hold their respect
and ,.)ood ,·rill. L}
The qu.estionnaires imply that the majority of the residenca counselors possess t ·uo of the three qualification areas:
a theolo gical orientation and outstanding personal characteristics.

However" the second area of qualification, a back-

ground in counseling experience and techniques, is lacking in
the majority of the men.

The residence counselors themselves

readily acknowledge this fact and attempted by variqus means
to improve their standing alon~ these lines.

The administra-

tors state that the ideal counselor should have a thorough
orientation in the counselin~ :field.

The simple fact is that

3c. Gilbert Wrenn and Reginald Bell, Student Personnel
Pro bl ems (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc. , 192~1 ) , p. 143f.
~arriet Hayes, editor, Residence Halls !Ql: Women Students,
(Washinzton, D. c ,,_: National Association of Deans of Women, 1947),
p. 12f.
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there is a present void in this area in the residence counselor program.
Orientation of the Resl dence ·Counselor
The vast difference between the orientation program which
is presently conducted for the majority of the residence counselors and the . orientation the administrators envisioned of t he
"ideal" counselor implies a necessary revolv.tion in this area.
Current literature states that a . continual and thorough orientation program for the residence counselor is essential:

"A

clean understandins · of what the job is, .its responsibilities,
the expecta~cjions of t he· administration, the philosophy nnderlying t he uork to be done will help both the advisor and superv1s1n3 per son."5

Dr. Ohlsen stresses the importance of on-the-

;Job-traininr;-::, :
Every student personnel administrator recognizes the need
for on-the-job-training . Ho1·1ever, most administrators
have been inclined to take the easy way out. That is,
they have heen satisfied with theoretical lectures about
the job. To ma.lee matters even worse the administrators
have usually planned the program. Individuals cannot
be expected to ~roi·T on the j,ob just because the administration reco gnizes certain "!'rea.'lcnesses in the staff. If
there is to be significant grolrth the staff themselves
must recoITnize
the need for the program and help plan. it •
...,
Then in-service training becomes a learning process in
in1ich t he staff members define the problems and actually
help solve those problems.6
r.::

::,Katherine H. Read, "The Role of the Residence Adviser,"
Journal of Home Economics; LI (April, 1959), p. 459,

--

6Merle M. Ohlsen, "An In-Service Trainin~ Program for
Dorm1 tory Counselors," Occupations XXXI (March, 1951), P• 531.
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Record Keepln3 in Counseling
The questionnaires of both the residence counselors and
administrators stated that some records for counseling ·worlc

should be k ept,.

Lloyd-Jones and Smith a gree lrl t h t his idee:

Th e head of residence will n.eed to k eep certain reco rds .
The system evolved should be based on principles of simpllci ty and consideration of the purposes to TThich they
are to ·be put. Card files of: names, home addresses, parent's names and occupations, telephone numbers, students'
seco11dary scllools, interests and skills, as well as date
of birth, are useful. A card file of class schedules is
necess ary, for the head of residence may need to send
to class for a. student, should some sort of crisis occur.
A folder s hould be set up for each resident conta1nin0
hls applica·i;ion f or the dormi to17 . an d EJXJ.Y confidenJGial
info:r-m8/Gion t he head of resi·d ence may 1-ri sh to add • • •
The system of re cords maintained in the dormitory s h ould
not duplicate a:n.y more than is necessary t he records kept
i n the central persolll'.l.el offi1Je of t he institution. The
director of personnel will wish to work ou·t 1Ti th t h e heads
of residence the type of information he ,-T ill ,;·rant added
to t he records in t he central office.7

The lack of uniformity a:nd divergent opinions concerning t he
records of the residence counselors in .Synod's preparatory
achoo~ implies t hat more study is necessary in this area to
determine ·the con stituJi;ion of proper records.
The answers on the questionnaires concerning the hand~
~

of confidential counsel1n~ data i mplies an investigation

of the same on the part of me..:ny campuses.

Current literature

stresses the importance of correct handling of such confidential deta:

7Ester Lloyd.- Jones and Margaret Sm1 th,
.!2!. H1p;her Educati~n (New Yorlc:
companyf pp. 190-207

~ Pro.eoram

! Student PersonMcGraw- Hill Book
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Records of counselin::; relaJGionsh1ps--intervie1·r notes,
..~es·t; date !I or correspondence--and professional information shall not be made available for any purpose other
than the.t for which tiley were compiled, unless permission
of the client is obtained ·to do so. Repor·i.s to other
persons shall be of a. summary na'i:,ure and in such lan3ua:;e
a.1:1.d conce12J.;s that the recipient can han dle them profe~sione.lly. ts
Conferences betueen the deans a.Yld principals and the residence cou:a.selors: accordinz to the questionnaires, are quite
frequeu "i:; an d 1n.£ormal..

Dr. Ohlsen ag1"ees vd:th t h e procedure

lThen he says that the administrator must make his office open

at all times ·to the counselors, bu·t sessions should be voluntary on ·th e pt:.U't of t.he couU:selor. 9

The majority of these

conf e:cen ces d eo.l 't"rl th current problems.

Current literature

on the sub ject stresses the importance of a continual orientation sx.i.d "i:,r ainin.3 pro::; ram ·through· the reg ular meeting s.

A

system f ollm-red a "'G Hor·!ihuestern University. exemplifies this:
Each 1-m ek durin~ t~he semester ·we meet for an hour and
a half to d:lscuss ··:111 more detail our purposes, procedures,

records a..11.cl general ms:t;eri~l on how to handle various
We try . to teach the counselors t hat
a sdc:tal -or c r~~rs.m as such needs to be developed 1·Ti thin each
living 6 !'oup - so that it meets the need of that group.
T.hat means ·fuat some "t-Till have a more extensive prog;ral'!l
tha.."11 others ~ end some groups need to have their pro::;!"am
curtailed. iUso, 1-re try to tee.ch them a fe·ff of the fundar. hentals of group uor1q the role of the leader as a guide
a n d not a domina·~in,:, force; l1ou to get students to ta.k:e
t h e :1.11:l. tiati ve; how to get them to accept responsi bill ty
ar.cl. 1·0 conform ..liO social stande.rd·s in the maltins of uhlch
they have had a share; how. to scrutinize the socie.l pro:~ra.m so that for the t -r i vial and the juvenile there. can
be substituted gradually a soc:l.al program that carries
ltinds of problems.

8 naiph F . Berdie, editor, Oounselin.~ and the ColleGe ~ P,ram fo:,: Higher Education (New York: MoGrmr-Hill Bool-c Company)
pp. 190~207.

9ohlsen~ .Q!?.•~.. , P• 534.
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with it some justification. 10
The ans1·1 ers on the questionnaires in this area v1e1-1ed in the
l1 ~ht of recent literature are an evaluation by some counselors
and administrators of this phase of the program.
The Counselor o.nd Discipline
The questionnaires imply that the residence counselors
are either the main disciplinary officers in t h e dormitories
or t,hey are in some manner thorouc;hly involved in the disciplinary process in the halls.

The 1947 Synodical recommen-

dation states:
While it becomes very plain that the counselor uill not
be a disci plinary officer, it will become necessary at
times, particularly in the process of transition, to
devise ad justment procedures and. to supervise t he activities involved. An arrangement which gives him direct
responsibility 1n this area would, t herefore, be desirable. 11
The concept as stated i n the 1947 recommendation that the counselor should not be a disci plinary of.'.f'icer agrees uith the
current thouB;ht in this area.

Micl:1ael Cortale expressed thi s

thought in a recent article in iii:lich he stated that the counselor cannot es~ape involvement in disciplinary procedures,
for here is e. perfect . opportun1 ty t0 uorlc with a student in
a counseling. situation.

However, he states:

"The majority

of educational couns~lors believe that t he guidance staff should

10Ruth Mccarn, "The Housing of Students," Student Personnel Services in Oollenes and Universities, edited by John Dale
Russeii (Chicago: The university of Ch1ca~o Press, 1941) p. 205.
11 Reports ~ Memorials, 1947, p. 165.
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not h&..udlc t h e primitive aspects of dlsc1pl1ne.ry problems. 111 2
The resu lts of t h is sti>.dy imply t hat t h e various cainpv.ses e r e

still i n

11

t h e :process o:i: t:!:'ansition."

The counselors a.re still

directly respon si ble i n the area of disciplin e i n t he dormitories.
Hsny of t h e residen.ce counselors stated t hat t h ey a.re

at"Gemptin _; to u s e an d d.evelop studen t parti ci pe.tlon. i u dormi-

tory re --ul a:tion and control.

Thlo theory a ::;r ees ~Ti t h curren t

coun selin g belief o:
The udmi nis t ration of the dormitory ca'l'll1ot be s uccessful
unle ss t h o s t ucle_-'Gs play a part i n. t h e aclrnl n.is·tra "'~ion .
St ude nt par·t1 oipation in house govern.rnent is both deBi!':::.blc an d essential. It is the studen ts 1:lvin,:5 i n
t h e houoc that nalce "the house," and it is only t o t h e
de :::;reo ·i;hat they fe el that t h e differ011t hous e pz-o0 ra.ms
are "their pro:;rams and to the de gree t hat the hea d of
resid0nce r eal izes ·the studen ts' interes·ts t hat t h ese
pro~;r o.ms e..ccom·oli sh. ·Gh e i r real educat,i onal and social
purpo ses . 13
•

Th e successf ul r epoxts and recommendations of t h:ls procedure
a s a..."'l a djunct

J.:;o

'the resi dence cou_-r1s elo:r proera."!l i mplies t h at

furth er 9A'1)lorat:1.on of t l11s fa.cet is n ecessary.

Livlns Qu artaro of t h e Residence Counselor
One qualif ication stated i n t h e 1947 recommendati on f or

t he residence counselor progr am stated:
12tiichael J. Corte.le, "Counselors and Discipline," Th e
Personnel and Guidanpe Jourria.J., XXXIX (Ja.."luary, 1961) p . 351.
1 3Lloyd-Jon es and Smith , op . ill• , P· 19 3.

-
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He should reside 1n the hall for full realization of
Gtlide.nce 09portuni t1es. A non-resident oounse·l or is
often a.pt to be at-my at the times uhen students are .
most in need of him. His work is made easier by bein6
one of the 0roup.14
The fact that fourteen ou.t of the present 'f ifteen counselors
uho an.si;-1ered the questionnaires live in the residence halls

implies an acceptance of this particular ~ual1f1cat1on on the
part of the admin:1.strat1.on.
Facilities of the Residence Counselor

The survey of hous1n~ facilities for the residence counselors i n the dormitories showed the avera:)e apartments to
be a.dequ.ate fo1.. a single man only.

Hany of the apartments had

no cook l n:; facilities e.nd fe-u 11ere ~quipped to handle a famTh e 19lq recommendo:tion said:

ily.

" :Ho cost should be spared

to make available ad.equo..te 1:J. ving quarters as 1-rell as effect1 ve counseli:as facili·ties for the housemastcr in a dormitory. 11
The majority of reports indicate that most campuses are still

1n a

11

tre.nsition period 11 in this respect and have not, as yet,

reached their goal.
A..~other implication in this area is that most schools

are committincs themselves to an unmarried residence counselor.
The unmarried counselor seems to be more popular as a type of
housemother nou days.

c.

Gilbert Wrenn makes a note of th :. s

1~eports and Memorials~ 1947, :P. 167 •
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fact in his boolt Student Personnel ~ ~ Colle··se. 15 With

this practical consideration in mind questions might be ask ed
relative to "the importance and permanen cy of the position in

Are the residence counselors expected to come

the dormito17.

out of the Seminary , as on.e administrator said, stay about t i;.ro
years and then move on 1-rhen they ge:b ready to

0

et married?

Rank of t he Residence Counselor
One of the main points in the 1947 recommendations to
Syi1oc1 is that the residence counselor first be "appointed"
'

to his positi on and t llen after an "appropriate period of satisfactory serv-ice" he be called a.13 a:.."l associ a te professor. 16
The study reveals that none of t h e residence counselors ~e
called t o the associate professors ra.nlt, but all are under
a ppoin t ment as :lnst:ructors or assista.11.t professors .

The ma-

jority of r esidence counselors who remained one campus for
a period of. years a.i.d were later elevated i n ranl:: left their
jobs as counselors af"'~er only a .fm-r years to devote full time
to teach ing responsibilities.

The implications are many, but

one a pparent fact is that the position of residen ce cotu1selor

·u as regarded a.s temporary and a "steppin:3 storre' to

s job on

the teachin3 faculty.

15c. Gilbert Wrenn, Student Personnel

rn !B Colle'3e

( New Yorlc: · Ronald Press Co., 1951 ) , P. 311.

16Reports ~ Memorials, 1947, P • 169 •
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Co-curricul::-;c Ac·ti vi ties and the Residence Counselor
The admini s trators a:1.swered that they would like to see
the ideal couns elor have a limited po-curricular activity and
teaching load.

The ,1'947 recommendation e:icpresses a similar

attitude:
It is expected, also, that the housemaster ·w ill be • • •
consulted on the ·scope and ad.ministration of co-curricular
activities. • • • It 11ould seem to be desireble to have
the Headmaster come into contact with actual teaching
problems throuc;h an as.s1c;nment which would enable him
to do a limited amount of teaching particularly in t he
f ield of religion .17

o.

Gilber t Wr en.n ' s f l ndin~s relative to t he teachi ng respon-

sibilities of r es i dence counselors in public institution s today reveal ed t hat ebout one-fourth .of the men taueht in addition
to cou.ns elin~. 13

Four-fif ths of the counselors covered in t h e

Synodi cal s t udy "Gaught and all ·were involved in co-curricular
student ac"(;ivit.ies.

The avera3e class loa.c1 was thirteen class

hours a 1reek plus an average acti v1 ty load of a number o:f hours
a weelc.

One man said:

"I spend too much time in class and

have practically no time for e:n:y cotmseling ."

In the light

of these facts the i mplication would be t hat a standard definition of "limited" load must be developed.
Status of the Residence Counselor
~rhree-fifths of the residence counselors stated, 1·ri thout
provoc~tion on the part ot th~ questionnaires, that t h ~y nere
17Reports ~ Memorials, 1947, PP• 165-1 67.
18wrenn, .Qll• ill•, p. 311.
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not truly residence counselors as the term implies.

Here are

some of t heir statements:
I do no formal counseling in the true sense of the words!
This is where I feel "residence counseling " is a misnomer.

We spend two to three hours a day in the dormi tory superv-lsin:3 and n o·!; co1111.selin;z .

Don't think I really am a counselor, only a resource l?erson.
They t hink we ei"'e policemen.!

We teach a full load, coach athletics, 8ponsor clv.bs,

end have oth er assorted duties. Our counseling , therefore, in t he sense of really eominf§ to t:,rips u:lth studen t problems is very liraited,
"Sta·tus wise 11 a:'1.d "pay wise" I am a dormitory supervisor,
a "hou semother. n

Uc

o.2... e

:1.n a ra·i;her vatJUe position as to our status.

On ly t h.l"OU.Gh complete rcor.::;anization of our dorm counsel-

or set up co1.1l<J. our lines of authority be further outlined
ru1.cl -'G:l 0 h tened.

!-lore o.efini te statement is needed of just lihere I stand
lrlt.h re2,;a.rd to a.u.thor:1. ty. Don't often lcnow just hou far
I could ~;o if certr::,.in situations would occur.

I am responsible .for the cleanliness and orderliness of
the men's dormitol"J. That mal~es me superintendent of
the buildin5 but not of t h e grounds.

I deal in dormitory living . They deal in academics. I
am on the bottom of the administration ladder, tn1ich is
the co1--rect position for my job. (There is a lar~e turnover of dorm counselors, why?)
Just where do the pres,e nt residence counselors stand?
It appears t..liat the ma;j·or:i.ty of the men feel themselves to
be more of a supervisor of discipline than a counselor.
contention is evidel'lt in other institutions.

This

Robert Callis,

after a study of the house counselors at the University of
Missouri, makes this statement:

"We contencl that our uersonnel
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assistants are not counselors and that their duties as stated
are not synonymous with usually accepted definitions of counseli'Y\ rr . 11 19

"""'-I·· ·

Oonclusion
Around these final remarlcs of the current residence counselors the· total program revolves.

The implications of these

statements sound the warning note that the pro~ram, "t·rhich was
recommended by Synod fifteen years ago. is dying i n e. "state
of transl tion.• "

The counselin6 accom:plisll..ments of these men

cannot be evaluated if they primarily consider themselves no
more t han housemothersp supervisors. building and grounds
superintendent s and policemen.

The dan ?;ers of this "proctor"

system uere stresse d in t he 19i._7 recommendation:
Obviov.sly t he accepted definition of "Proctor 11 as 11a. college
or university official who enforces order and obedience"
does not define our purpose in this respect. Since it has
proved neither adequate, practical, nor suffloiently effective:m ordinary educational projects, this plan is
still less suited to our specialized . and spiritualized
objectives. The extremes of too little and too much discipline usually appear as its characteristics. Its contributions touard the development of the cardinal virtues
of fa.ith.t hope, and charity have been weighed and found
wanting .c!O
The developments of the pro ~ram have also been weighed and
found wanting.
19Robert Callis, "The Relations of Counseling to Personnel °t'Torlc in Residence Halls," Oounsel1n,% ~ the Oolle 1e ~ 5ram, edited by Ralph Berd1e (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1954), P• 39.
20The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, Reports ~ t-1emor1als, 1947 {St. Louis: Concordia Publishing Holtse,194'7TP. 164.
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CONCLUSION
The s·tudy attempted to present a pictui~e of the cl:l.rrent

status of the resio.ence counselors 1n ·i;he men• s dormitories of
Synod's ten preparatory schools.

Questionnaires of two differ-

ent t ypes, one for residence counselors and one for school admilu.s·t;re.tors, were s en·i; to a.11 of the preparatory schools.

Fifteen residence counselors and thi. vesn deans and principals
responded fore. 93 per cent return of the questionnaires.

One

a.dmi11istrator st,ated that his school had abandoned t he residence

counselor :program.

The residence counselors were 2.slted to pre-

sent a curren·G s :i. tuation

0:1.

their respecti v-e campuses ·while the

ad.:unis"tira to:rs were aslced to p:('esent the ra:t1onale, objectives,
a.."fl.d ideals of .,~he r e sidence counselor p:rogram.

The results of

1;he study were cornparec.1. vrl ·th some of .,iihe original 1947 recommen<.lations f or the pro 5raint and, also,w·l th contemporery literature
in this a:cea..

The implications inherent i n the pro ~;r am were

varied and numerous.

The Present Residence Counselor
The average residence couns,e lor now at ·work in the dormitories of Synod's pre.r,a.ra·tory schools is about twenty-eight years
old, a s raduate of one of Synod's preparatory schools, theologically trained, untrained in psychology and counseling , in his
second year as oounselor, single, and continuing a graduate
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program.

He feels he could be better trained forthe job and

states tha't"'th.e ideal a ge for a residen ce counselor is about the

same o.s his present a r.:;e, t-;.mnty-eiglrt .

The averar;e counselor

says he 11 ves in the dormitory ,;d th his office across the hall

from his 2.partraent.

He feels his room is adeq1,ta.te onl y for e.

s1n.gle me.n, al1d, even si.t that, i _t could sta.i"'l.d. improifs!l'lents.

counselor is !'esponsible for seventy-two men.

The

He does t,-ro hours

Of i nformal co~nsellng and one hour of formal counseling daily.
The majority of his counsellng is in t ~"'o area of o.1sc1:9line,
academics , e.21d vocation.s.

He keeps some soxt of records, but

he feelo they should be bettor ;:e:i;,t and better used.

The coun-

selor states ·Ghat. the:re is little interi'ere:nce from t h e facu1 ty
in :h.ic dormitory s.:f.:'air::,; 1101,mve:r, he attributed this to the lack

of. tnterest hy ·the f.acul ty in t h e students' total c&>.mpus life.
Th e counselor f eels th~.t he was inadequately o.r ien.ted to his po-

s1 t1on, that t h ere is little available material outlining his

s ta.tun a...YJ.d responsibility, and that :hi s vreekly conferences w'ltb.
the other pereon.:n.el officc:rs are sufficient for dion emination
a nd acc1..1mule-.tio11 of :f'ects and cases.

Under the present system

the averag e counselor feels that he has sufficient authority in

the dormitory, but he st.ates, the lThole situ.ati on needs another
evaluation to d.ete:rmine his standing.

He is responsilJle for the

discipline in the clorml·~ory and uses a dormitory council of stu-

c.c·-1.t inhabitants to help regulate and control.
"le1 officer is notified in

'l'Tri ting

The head !)erson-

o:f disc19linary cases of cer-

tain individuals in the dormitory who are constant troublemakers
•

•

~

I

f17
or uho become involved in- 11hat he considers a major vlolation.
The e.vera,2;e counselor "'.;eaches thirteen · class hours a. 1-:-eez.: a.nd

is deeply involved ln co-curricular :..:tn dent activities.

He 1s

21ot requi!'ec1 to be on ca.1I1pus a certain number of hoL1.rc per 1·,eek,
1)U..." _h.e

""'.CP]_::-:
- --

.1.

i·::" !'-! J.S
• respons:i..1: bi
' lit
· y t o •oe ave.1labl: as often as

Possible for counseling and dormitory control.

He i s a:t.lo1·1ed to

tt>.ke ::'Em1unex-~tl ve pc si tions a.nd does so by prea.ching abou"'c t1-i1ce

a month.
The Administrators Speak
The administre.:co!'s see t h e :tc!eal residence counselor as
one Hho io uell versed i:.1 coun s eling , a m2r:::-ied ma..."'l. in his late
t ·wentl c s , a 3raduate of o~e of Sy!lod's terminal scl'icol:3 11 and a
man ~-r i th deep pastoro..1 concer:n for the students.

Hi s J.i ·,ring

facil:1 J~ies s .._ould be ndequate :mcl within the dormitory.

Tb.e

Broup undex t ~e ideal counnelor's responsibility s~ould be fortynine according -'uo t h e ad:Jlir.istre.tors..

He sl1ould s pend as much

time e.s poss ible counseling 111 the dormitory .

His a.cademic load

shoulcl be l:lglr;:;, less than ten hours a ueelc, aud his mttra«•cur-

rioula1" load no mo:re than the average fa.cul ty member.

He shouJ.d

offer and see1;: advice f reely, at lee.st once e week in conferences.
He should ha~1e enough o.uthori ty to ru.u the dorm:t tory "tlJ'i thou t
consta.ntl;? se.elcing per:-.r.i~c lon .from t he dean or principal .

011J..y

on. matters of policy change should the a:lministration be contacted,
not on points of the dormitory ~dministration ~echanios.

The

cou..">1.selor should be on camp·1,rn enough to exercise his responsib111 ty, but no set number of hours should be stated.

He should
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be instructed 1n carrJing out a devotional program in the dormitory and he should be thoroughly oriented to his job.
The Implicetions of the Present Program
The ::;i~.ctures of the current counselor and those of the ideal
counselor leave room for many implications.

The majority of this·

implication comes to the fore in the light of the 1947 recommendations of the Board for Higher Education to the Synodical Convention proposing the implcmentati~1~. of a residence counselor program
throuehout Synod.
have been met.

Some of the objectives of this recommendetion

The program has been underway, or at least attempted

in all of t he preparatory schools.

The structure is present.

The

personnel are in their positions, facilities have been set up for
the counselors.

However, it appears . from the reports that the

structure has a. hollow center.
in transition.

The residence counselor is still

He is still a disciplinary officer and dormitory

supervisor, but not primarily a counselor.

The majority of the

campuses have committed themselves to the program but have carried
it only partially to ful.f.'..i·.llment.

The 1947 recommendation stated

that the counselor was to be a counselor and dormitory supervisor
and control was to be exercised by others not mentioned in the
recommendation.

The majority of the current counselors are per-

ple.xed and confused as to their objectives, status, and respons1b111t1es.

Could this be the reason. as one counselor answered,

that the average tenure of counselors is only two years?
These implications demanded a thoroug_~ reevaluation by
each campus of' their objectives of the residence counselor pror;ram.

'
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The problem confronting most is 1tl1ether or not the program should
be carried to its logical extent.

Preston B. Albr1gl1t stated

the need for t his constant evaluation of the status and responsibilities of 1he residence counselor in his article

11

The

Place of .:.1.:!.Jldence Hall Orcaniza.tion in the Student Personnel
Program. ,i 1 If the original recommendations are to be met studies
must be underta~en in the follow1ns areas on many of the campuses:
· 1). Clear objec tt ~,es of ·\inc status and responsibility of

the residence counselor
2). A more qualified counselor in the fields of psycholo~y end counseling

3h Better facilities for the counselor, especially the
married men

4). Counselors who are to be primarily counselors and
not SUJ)erv"isors or disc1plina.r1ans

5). Academic and co-curricular loads· for the counselor
Only after these and similar areas relating to the structure of the proGram have been studied and put into operation
can a proper evaiuation of the benefits of the pro gram be

derived.

Only then can a study be made of:

1). The value of the residence counselor in the dormitory

of Synod's preparatory schools, and
2 ). Types and techniques of counseling proved successful
1n a dormitory i.~e·:"':'1oping future pastors and teachers.

-1:ereston :J. · A1't!'1ght, "The Place of the Residence Rall
Organization in the Student Personnel Program," Educational
~ :esycho1o#,fcal' I4e'a surement, XI (Winter, 1961), pp. 700-103. ·

\

•
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APPENDIX A
1947 REC01~1ENDATIONS
Student Counselor Program
The problems center around the need for constructive
guidance and counseling programs 1n the residence halls of
our educational institutions and the need for spiritually
qualified and well-trained individuals to supervise

8UCli

programs.
ObvlouGly t he accepted definition of "Proctor" as ira
college . or uni ver sity official who enforces order and ob~dience" doea not define our purpose in this respect.

it

Since

has proved neither adequate, practical, nor sufficiently

effective 1.n ordinaey educational projects, this plan is still
less suited to our syecialized and spiritualized objectives.
The extremes of too little and too much discipline usually
appear as its characteristics.

Its contributions toward

the development of the cardinal virtues a£ faith, hope, and
charity nave been weighed and .found wanting.
The housemaster iu oui• system may be expected to plan
and to direct a po.s i ti ve program cf student act1 v1 ty designed

to create ltnpnGved basic s:pii·i tual, scholastic, and professional attitudes of the program.

This 1dll be accomplished through

personal counseling traditions wherever the need of improvement
is indicated.

Much which essentially attempts to establish

1
I

!
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the relevance of the will of God to all areas of life; t.o
1dent1fy and formulate the spe01f1c application of this divine
Will to the practical aspects of the student's current pattern
of life; and through the means of grace to create and strengthen a love-motivation which will lead to a ready acceptance of
that will 1.n the spiritual, mental, and plzy's1cal aspects of
the stu~ent's daily life at sohool•

It is expected, also, that

·the housemaster will be a key factor in the determination of
both worship and the cultural program on a given campus and
.
.
that he idll be consulted on the soope and administration of
co-curricular activities.

While it becomes very plain that

the counselor will not be a disciplinary officer, it will
become necessary at times, particulEµ:"ly 1n the process or
transition, to· devise adjustment procedures and to supervise
the activities involved.

An

arrangement which gives him direct

responsibility in this area would, therefore, be desirable~
The cloistered atmosphere which surrounds student life is
an unfortunate heritage of the past which still persists on
many campuses today.

Within the last few years it has been

les·s conspicuous 1n public schools f but 1 ts grip is strong
and tenacious in private residence institutions~

School life

divorced from reality to the extent that it precludes practical
contact with the problems and respons1b111t1es of community
11:f'e manifestly increases the need for guidance •.

In many ways, the dormitory offers better opportunities
for guidance than do other situations.

One reason for this

/
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lies in the fact that there is more time for conferences and

follow-ups than elsewhere.

Students are available more often.

and more easily contacted.
The second reason is that students are much more apt to
be relaxed, receptive, and responsive in their "homes" than
1n ' an ·office,

This lack of formality 1s conduo1ve to fruit-

ful interviews and conferences.
The third reason lies in the variety of channels through
Which a student may be approached.

In terms .of the total

guidance picture it is unexoelled,

Spiritual, social, scho•

lastio, personality, health, and professional choice problems
can be more readily observed in this atmosphere than in that
of the classroom or office.

This does not mean that student

· gli1dance should begin and end 1n the residence hall.
section is only one phase of the program,

This

To be successful,

all the work at the school should function in co-ordination
with the guidance program,
Because of the nature of his work, it will probably be
most effective in our schools to apply the system first to
the high school boys only.

To establish proper traditions

as original attitudes will be easier than substituting good
attitudes for inferior ones.

Accordingly, it is also nec-

essary that considerable patience be exercised 1n the early

evaluation of results, since the suggested process of infiltration will requ~re a substantial amount of time to achieve
readily observable results • .
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Qua].1 :t'1cations

When listing the qualifications of Residence-hall Ooun •.
selors we need to remind ourselves that mere technical training and interest will not suffice of themselves.

To serve our

Ohurch '·s needs in this respect, more than a knowledge of
psychology and psychoses is required.

The vastly more im-

portant ability rightly to divide and correctly to apply the
Law and

the Gospel are unoondi tional pre~equi-s i tes.

The Housema.ster must have many othet attributes, for
he Will be meeting his students in all sorts o~ situations
1n what amounts to almost a twenty-four-hour-a-day job.

Even

a par~ial 11st of qualifications appears to be quite long;
yet it is necessarily so:
1. A Housemaster and Counselor must be a man of deepest
personal faith.

He must have~ profound love for and

knowledge of the Worci of Go.d, which h.e desires to use
as the guide and motive 1n the training of the Church's
future servants • .
2. A Housemaster and Counselor mus~ possess a detailed
knowledge of the attitudes and qualities required 1n
the work of the Lutheran ministers and teachers and a
thorough understanding of tb.e very extensive variety
of qu~lifications whioh might serve the Synod 1n its
vast mul t1pl1o1 ty of function.a .
3. A Residence-hall Oounselor must possess sympathetic

understanding of the student's problems.. In other words•
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ability to "walk in the student's shoes" is of paramount
importance.
4. He should have some training and experience 1n the
field of guidance, so that he will realize his limita•
t1ons and capitalize on his opportunities.
5. He should have a general knowledge of educational and
professional trends, so that he can acquaint students
with desirable procedures 1n making their choices.
6. He should reside 1n the hall for .full realization of

guidance opportunities.

A non-resident Counselor is

often ap t to be away at the times when students are
most in need of him.

His work is made easier by being

one of the group.

7. Quick, mature judgment, tempered

by humor, is often

the saving grace in an otherwise trying situation.

Un-

expected incidents o£ten happen 1n a dqrm1tory, and the

way 1n which ·t hey are handled make or break the Coun•
selor.
8. A genial, unruffled disposition will "carry a lot of

weight" with students.

They are quick to appreciate the

qualities of congeniality and calmness.
9. A Counselor must always be tolerant of the opinions

of his students,
tween them.

A scoffing attitude puts distance be•

Patience 1s a companion attribute.

It is

often sorely tried, but without it a Counselor may as
well retire.
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lo.

The need for a good scholastic background is read111

apparent in terms of ability to advise or tutor students.
ll. A Counselor must know when to listen and when to
talk.

Proba~ly more interviews and conversations have

been ruin~d by his inab111 ty to tr11sten well •1 than by
any

other one thing.

Practical Considerations
It would seem to be desirable to have the Housemaster
come into contact with actual teaching problems through an
assignment which would enable him to a limited amount of
teaching particularly in the field of religion.

An

arrange-

ment whereby the Housemaeter is 1n continuous residence 1n
the dormitory, or in a residence attached to a dormitory,
offers additional advantages.

The entire program will be

impaired to a critical extent if the school fails to provide
adequate counseling facili tie_s or fails to g1ve proper evidence of the value it places upon such a counseling program

and its effective direction,

No cost should be spared to

make available adequate living quarters as well as effective
counseling facilities for the Housemaster 1n the dormitory.
It would be well, also; to consider the ·possibility of
according tu1i recognition to the status of Housemasters by
prov1ding for attendance at all faculty meetings and giving

careful consideration to the potential effects on the guidance
program of any academic proposals..

Equal! ty 1n salary would be

another factor indicating the importance attached to this position.
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Faculty Status
It might be difficult to determine whether a candidate
·has suitable qualifications for the work 1r ·1t were .felt to
·be necessary to .first approach such a candidate by extending
a formal call.

There are so many crucial personality charac-

teristics involved that persona1 1~terv1ew, more intimate
acquaintance, and reasonably extended ·tr1al tenure will usually be required to determine with a proper degree of accuracy
the possibilities of successful incorporation of an individual
Uousemaster into an existing system,

The questions o:f age,

interest, experience, t~a1n1ng, travel, practical success,
personality, marital status, adaptability and religious background and experience are so delicate and at the same time so
v1 tal that 1 t would be ·wise to provide for full exploration

·of. these pertinent areas.

The :freedom necessary to conduct

. · su~h extensive investigations might not be readily available
· under the Church's traditional view of correct procedure in
the ~atter of extending calls.

T~ recognize the fact that this position 1ilvolved genuine
"pastoral" work of the highest order, a divine call and high-

est faculty status ~e appropriate but the original approach
which requires such extensive

and

direct examination could

perhaps best result 1n the offer of a series of appointments
at the instructor level with the definite understanding that

When the results achieved indicate .the Lord's blessing upon
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these labors, a call to an associate professorship or a full
professorship ·will be extended.
Staff Co-operation
If there is to be an effective program of guidance, there
will be a need for extensive co-operation by the administration and by the entire teaching staff.

Information needed

to counsel a student at any given time covers very considerable areas.

It may concern the student's spiritual state,

health, educational achievement, attitudes, interests, abilities, family relations, hobbies, work experiences, or other
pertinent characteristics.

Obviously, it is essential that

these data be cumulative, recorded, and available for use.
No individual could assume exclusive responsibility for providing and using these tools; on the contrary, to be successful, such a program requires the active sympathy a.ud co-o~eration
of the Board of Control, the President, and the entire faculty.
Counseling is both an art and a science.

It would be

fortunate indeed if all the members of a given faculty and
staff were equally able to clo good counseling and to plan proper
guidance.

It is quite evident, however, that such elements

as personality, interest, training, and experience nill make
some spiritually qualified individuals more able than others
to carry on such worlc.

In sp1 te of that fact, the total

counseling job must not become a one-person responsibility.
In large, medium, or small schools it 1d.ll be necessary to
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make definite assignments in this field to certain faculty
members, even though a technically trained and competent person is available to direct such a program.

It 1s apparent,

then, that any currently existing program of guidance at our
schools should not be eliminated, but should, instead, .be in•
tegrated with the program which- may be developed under the
Housemaster's direction,
It is apparent that the program could not be carried out,

no ma tter .how well the s,o hool might be· ·provided w1 th a sp.ee1.a.l1st in, the field, unless there .i s staff participation in many
of t .he activities.

Sp,e cific a.r.eas of participation for the

Housem.aster will be sugge.sted by the .Board for Higher Educa-

tion.
Conclusion

. It is expected , finally, that the school ·will be ·willing
to offer complete and !'.rank repor·ts for the use of the :Board

for Higher Education in its further study of the procedures
which Synod has authorized.

There is no doubt that real and

lasting benefits will accrue to the students, the school invo·l ved, and, eventually, to our entire Church 1f the best
techniques for this type. of gu,idanpe can be discovered and
put into practical operation on our various camyuses.
Recommendation
1 • .That the Board for Higber Education be directed

·,.
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to authorize the appointment at the instructor level of
Resident Student Cotmselors on a.ny campus where the nee.d
1s indicated and where staff and administration give
-evidence of sympathetic approval ·o f the principles and

purposes described in the pr.oposal here ·.p resented.
2. That the Board for Higher Education be directed to

authorize local Boards of Control to call Resident Stu-

dent Counselors af'ter an appropriate period of satis•
factory service to an associate profe·s.sorsh1p upon the

request of the local Board of Control . and ·u:pon the pre"'!'

sentation of .satisfactory ev1·a enee of the eligib111 ty
of the personnel 1rtvolved and the desirability of such
action.

APPE11fDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO DEANS OF STUDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
The Residence Counselor
I •. Do~mitory Livin 5 •
A. State your theory and/or objectives of donnitory
lif e and its control on your campus ?

B. rThat means do you see as those most ef'fecti ve to reach
your objectives?
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c. What part does the residence counselor play in your
theory of dormitory life and control?

D. What is your concept of Christian discipline?

II. H.i stor

of the Residence Counselor on Your Cam us. (If
you have no know ed~e of the total history, answer within
the realm of your experience on your campus.)

A. How long a ~o did your first residence counselor take
up his post? (If the history is lon~, you mi~ht state
the approximate number of years.)

B. How did this implementation come abou t ? (Who or 1-rhat
was the movini force ? )
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c.

Give a brief history of the 3rowth as to numbers, status,
and rationale of the residence counselor on your campus.
{Was he formerly part-time? Was he an older layman or
custodian. etc.? How has the co:acept of the position
changed?)

D. What, would you estimate, is the average term of office

for the residence counselor on your campus?

E . What happened to those i·rho were once residence coun-

selors'? {Went into a parish?

Teaching full time?)

F. Ho1-1 do you envision t he future of the residence counselor on your campus? (Has he impressed the administration enou.:,h to warrant status in numbers? How many?
etc?)
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III. 'l'HE I DEAL RESIDENCE COUNSELOR
In an a·l;"'.;empt to ::;et at your ideas and f eel1n3s about
t h e place and position of the re s idence oov.nselor on
your campus t he hypoth eti cal si tua"'.;1on of an "ideal 11
r e s i clence counselor is here constructed. It is understood that the lack of money, lack of students, administrative or faculty bias , and other reasons; will keep
you fror;i :::i.'chie..;tr..g t r..e "ideal." In ansl'rer to the follo1·1i ng questions plaase be as realistic es possible under
t h e prevailing conditions on your campus, keeping 1n
~i nd also such conditions as you can envision i n t he
immediate future. Feel free to depart from t he question .
A. Bs.clc >round
1. What type of academic baok 0round and exper ience

woul d you fe el woul d qualify a man to do the best
residence counseling job in your situation?

2. What type of academic baclcground and experience

would you consider acceptable for this job?

B. Character
1. Should he be a married ma n or single?

2. What age area would be best?

vHiy?

°\·lhy?

3.• W'.aich outstanding personal characteristics should
(

he nossess? (Rank 1-10; number 1 being most important~)
(
) congenial
) a good leader

(

) a "father image"

(

) athletically inclined (

(

) pastoral concern

) good 01"ganizer
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(

) neat 1n appearance

and habit

(

) studious

c.

Facili ties

(

) vTill1n3 to take

responsibility

(

1. '\'There should his off ice

) • • • • • • • • •

oe

located?

Why?

2. Should h e live i n t he dormitory or near it?
plain..

3 . Ho1·r much l i ving space should he have ?
lei t chen , etc . )

Ex-

( I n det·a il;

D. Coun selinr.s
1. For ho't'r lar5e a gr oup should he be responsible ?

2. Hou much counseling should he do a day ?

3. What type of counseling should h e emphasize?
( Vocational, ·di·s ciplinary, daily course work help,
course advis1n3 , etc.)
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i~.

lfuat steps should he take in a d1scinline case?
(When should he notify the administration or the
faculty? How should he notify the admi nistration
or faculty?)

5 . To uh a t extent :ts the cov.nselor {personally) to
enforce t he st2.ndards of the dorm? How should t1.e
do i ·t ?

1. 1ra et place should a residence cou ns elor h ave i n
the "chain of command" concerning his a ctions in
t h e dor mi to ry ? {Rank i n administrati on.)

2. · 0n what items should he seek permi s sion fro m you?
( Roonun~:t.0 clle.nge : Ha.r1dbook chan::::e:
etc. )
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3. What type of records should he keep of his activities and duties?

4. How often should he confer ,;·ri t l1 the dean or principal?

F . Ex'tra-Counselin17, Duties
1. How much time should he spend ~Tith co-curricular

activities on the campus?

2. I-Io,.,r heavy a teach1n 6 load should h e carry?

3. Do you believe he should have a certain number of
hours he must be on campus ? Explain your reason.

4. Should he be allowed to preach or to talce other
remunerative jobs? To what extent? ( ifuat do you
consider "not interfering" 1'71 t h his oounselin.~ work? )
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5. In which

wey should he contribute to the devotional
life of the campus aud dormitory?

G. Orientation to His Job
1. rI'a.at would be the ideal way to orient this "ideal"
residence counselor to his job on his campus?

APPENDIX 0
QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO THE RESIDENCE COUNSELORS
The Residence Counselor
I. Backii:round
A. What is your academic background (colle3e and above)?
B. What is your background (previous experience) for
residence counseling ?

c.

Are you presently engaged in, or planning to do any
further academic work in the near future? If so, what
type?

D. How lon 3 have you held your present position?
E. W~at ·type of academic baclcground and experience would
you feel mi ~ht have better prepared you for your present
position?
II. Image of the individual
A. Are you single or married?
B. Your age.

c.

Which of the following characteristics do you deem
necessary for your duties in the dorm? (Rank in order
of importance, 1-10, number 1 being most important.)

(

)

a $OOd leader

(

) congenial

(

)

a "father imaJ e"

(

)

(

)

athletically inclined

(

) good organizer

pastoral concern
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o.
(

(cont.)
) neat in appearance

{

) wil;I.ins to ta1ce
responsibility

(

) studious

(

)

and habit

.. ..' ... .

D. Do you feel 1 t ·would be better to have a housemother,

a married couple, or an older or younger man in your
position? Why?

III. Facilities
A. Where do you live?

B. If you live in faculty housing or the dormitory, what
type of quarters do you have? (How large? Kitchen?
Where located in the dorm·? How old is the building?
Furnished? etc.)

c. Do you consider your housing adequate?
D. What improvements could be made in your housing ?
Give reasons?

E. Is rent deducted from your salary for room and board,
or are you not charged for your room?

F. Where is your office located?
G. vraat type (size and facilities) of an office do y@~

have?
H. Do you feel it could be better located?

Where?
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IV. Counseling

A. For how lar~e a 3roup are you responsible?
large a group?

Is it too

B. Ho"T much "informal counseling" (Stoppin 6 in a boy 's

room, meeting him on campus, etc.) do you do a day?
Please try to be specific.

c. How much formal counseling do you do a day?
D. Is the majority of this counseling initiated by you

or by the student?

E. llhat t ypes of counselin5 taJ.c es t he majority of your time?

(Vocational, d1scipi1nary, study help, course advisin~,
etc.)

F. Do you feel t he accent should be on any one particular type? Which?
G. Do you feel you are dol;"l.g an adequate job of counseling ?
H. In what ways do you se<='k to improve your counseling ?

I. What type of records do you keep of your counseling
and other activities? (Are they adequate? How could
they be improved? Should there be none at all?)

V. Discipline
A. What is your theory about discipline in the dorm?
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B. What are the Christian principles underlying your
approach to discipline?

C. What are the mea.n.s of discipline in the dorm'? ( Dorm
council P faculty; you?)
.
.

D. Who does the majority of the exhortation'?
E. What steps do you take in a discipline case'? (When
do you notify the dean, principal, or faculty'? How
do you notify the dean, principal, or faculty?)

F. How much authority do you have i.n disciplinary oases?
(Can you say, "If you do that , I'll see to it that you
·won't be back next year. n?)

G. Do you feel that you have sufficient authority in the
. discipline cases? To what extent?
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H. 3h oi1ld discipline oases be revie1·1ed by the faculty?

I. Ho,·r is confidential data. handled?

VI. Status
A. Do you feel J~hat you have sufficient jurisdiction in

t he dorm? (Is there too much interference by other
faculty members? Ce.11 dorm1 tory studen.t circumnavigate
your decisions by going to the dean or principal?)

B. How could the lines of authority be further outlined
and tightened?
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c. Which of the follow1n!3 may you do ~dthout the consent
of the dean or another person?
) change roommates

(

(

) put a boy on probation

(

)

(

)

(

) excuse from study per1od

(

) excuse from campus f or

(

) confine boy to his room

(

excuse from class
evenin1

) change handbook or dorm

rules

check out a student for
week-end

D. Hou often do you confer uith your dea.n or principal?
(On which matters? Should you have more or less conferences?)

E. What 1-Tri tten statements does your school have relative

to t he status and position of the residence counselor?
(You might attach a copy.)

F. How do you relate administratively to the rest of the
staff?

VII. Extra-counseling duties
A. How heavy a teaching load do you carry? (Names and
course hours, indicate quarter, semester or high school
unit .)

B. Is this load too heavy?

c.

Explain.

Whe.t contribution does teaching make to your residence
counseling?

muoll time do you spend on co-curricular activities
. outside of counseling on campus.
1q·ame organization.

D. Hmf

E. Are you allowed to truce remunerative positions? (Preachin~, choir director, etc.) · How much are you allowed
to do? How much do you actually do?

F . Must you be on campus for a certain number of hours
or at a certain time durine; the 1-reek? ·what are the
regulations?

G·. How do you contribute to the devotional life of the
dor~itory and campus?

VIII. Orientation to .your 1-1ork

A. How were you oriented to your job? (Were the objectives
0£ your job plainly stated?)

D. What improvements oov.ld you suggest for t he orien·tation of the next r esidence counselor?

APPENDIX D
MILWAUKEE'S NOTES TO PROCTORS
Proctors and Residence Hall Men's Guidelines for Serving
Their Fellow Students
I• The Fro.o tor and the Residence Hall Comm1 ttee Man
l. You will, with the help of God, do your best to present
yourself to God by your student-leadership service, as
one .approved, a workmaJ.1 who has no need to be ashamed,
correctly applying the Word of God to every 11:fe situ-

ation.
a. by your o·wn living, as a Obr1St1an e::x:ample to

others;
b. by Christian admonition;

o. by Christian counseling;
d. by Christian exhortation and warning;

e. by Christian d1sc-1pl1n1ng, when necessary,
2. You will, as student leader, administer the affairs

of student life on this campus, under the direction o:f
the Dean of Students, accord1ng to the Student's Guide

Book.
3 ., You 1·r111, as student leader-, diligently and :faithfully

perform the duties ef your of:f'ice, in accordance with
the 1-Tord o:f God, the principles and praot1oe·s of our
Church; and the policies of Concordia College, according

to the ab111ty which God gives.
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4. You will enforce the rules and regulations in the
sp1.r1 t of Christian love., f'or the benef'i t of all con-

cerned.
a. so that each 1nd1v1dua1' 1 s personal health, safety:,

happiness, and profitable living on the campus of
Concordia will be assured;
b. so that the rules and regulations will serve
for common guidanc~, !.or the coordination 0£ aot1v-

1ty, for the assurance of justice and fair play.,
and for the preservation of the welfare of' the

total group against the imma.t ure judgment or actions
of some of 1 ts members.
II. f'he Student in Pers.on
l. You ind1 vidually 1·1111 aoce·p·t the responsib1l1 ty to
11

adjust yourself to, and to

fit in" the structure of'

Concordia's residence hall boarding school living.
a. by making yourself well•inf'ormed concerning all

rules

and

regulations which govern your living at

Concordia;
b. by learning to cooperate 1n every way, to help

promote God-pleasing decent and orderly living for
all;
c. by learning to 11.ve agreeably with others, to
11

give and take, " to

11

11ve and let 11ve";

d. by makUlg yourself personally re,spons1ble when•
ever in doubt to ask and before you act; to think;
e. by availing yourself of the many opportunities £or
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receiving proper counseling and guidance, whenever
you have need for such services;
f.

by learning to make your o,m decisions, and by

being ready and willing to ·aocept the responsibilities and the consequences of your decisions ,
2. You will keep your per son and your belongings neat,
clean, .and orderly, becoming of a Christian gentleman.·

3. Your personal dress and grooming will be aypropriate
for the occasion, and will at all times reflect good .
taste.
4. You will avoid all radical or questionable styles of
dress and grooming, language and manners, that might
reflect the extreme, radical, queer, or the presumptuous.

5. You will refrain from all forms of boisterous, loud,
horsep·l ayish, and rough housing behavior, or in pe-r sonal
harm and ·i njury, or in destructiveness and vandalism of
property, both on and off campus-, which might result in
disturbance or 111 will of others. ·
6. You will keep yourself especially alert to avoid
any and every semblance or appearance of the evils called
"social" sins, suoh as, profanity, lying, cheating, stealing, drunkenness, immorality, and perversions.

7. You will hold yourself personally responsible, and
liable to a fine for any l'Tear-and-tear beyond proper
normal .use, for any marking or destructiveness caused by
carelessness.

( When specific blame cannot be placed,·

the entire community group of the area in question, will
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be proportionately disciplined.)
8. You will hold yourself' personally responsible for

your personal property, valuables, books, clothes, health,
studies, dress, conduct, manners, and spiritual life.
9. You will not "shag," haze or mistreat anyone in any

manner or form whatever.
10. You will not deceitfully or fraudulently make use

of . the College infirmary 1µ1d nursing service in order
to cover up a:ny childish behavior, lack of class preparedness, or any immature judgments concerning the
laws of fat1gu.e, expenditure of energy, and of the necessity for regular refreshing sleep.
III. The Student in Residence Hall . Living .
1. You will lceep your living quarters, y~ur residence
hall, and the . outside grounds areas neat, . clean, and
orderly at all times.
2. Your choice of room decoration~, pictures, posters,
souvre.nirs, books, magazines, and re·cord1nga ·w ill ref'lect
good taste, and ·will be in harmony w1 th Christian principles and dignity.
3. You will recognize that an atmo$phere of' "quiet" is
a most important necessary quality and condition 1n resid~nce hall living at all times, 1n order to promote a
proper study and learning environment.
4. You will protect your personal property and valuables
at all times, . and ldll avoid any carelessness that might
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be a source of temptation to a weak or erring brother.

5. You will at all times observe all proper check out
and

check in procedures and regulations.

6. You will receive permission from your proctor for your

monthly overnight weekend off campus leave.

For any

additional or emergency condition, you will in person
present such requests to the dean of students.

7. You will not permit trunks in residence hall rooms.
8 . You ·w ill not place anything on window sills, nor hang

clothes or bedding out of windows.
9. You will request your proctor's permission before
adding any furniture, or before changing about any furniture.
10. You will keep out of all out-of-bound areas, whether
open or looked, such as kitchen, living quarters of college
workers, bakery, laundry, engine room, store rooms, hospital supply rooms, general basement areas, fuse boxes,
and all building roofs (except gym roof for sun bathing ).
11. You will not permit any outside sales people, delivery
people, or any unauthorized stranger beyond the entrances
of residence halls, and never 1n any residence hall corridor
or room.
12. You will at all tim.e s be considerate of your conduct
and good manners towards all visitors, our neighbors,
and the general public~
13. You will observe all scheduled time hours at all
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times, and will request beforehand . any exception you
feel to be neoessary or desirable, from the authorities
1n charge.
!.l~. Ii' you are a

II

c1 ty" non• boarding s tu dent you w1ll

malce 1 t your res:pons1 b111 ty,

a. to observe all general rules of Concordia;
b, to attend all chapel devotions when on campus;
c. to have your parents telephone the college office
between 8:00 a~m. and 9:00 a.m, (WE 3•2080), when-

ever you must be absent;
d. to restrict yourself to the campus from the begin-

ning of the class day until the. end of classes for
the day, if you are a high school department student;
e. to drive a oar only with your parent's permission,

to never drive it during the regular class day schedule,
and to use it only for the purpose of your personal
transportation from home to school and from school to
home, if you are a high school student.
15. You will permit no overnight visitor in your residence hall without specific approval of the dean of students.
16. You will net visit residence hall rooms .from which
you are prohibited .

IV, The StudeRt and the . School Program
1- You w111 observe all time schedules pertaµi1ng to

your Concordia life and activities and will present
yourself promptly"! ·
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2. You will faithfully attend all regular chapel worship
a e ·w ell as living a daily life of. pr;yate and room group
·\t'.

prayers

and

devotions.

3. You will choose your .i;!ilwauke·e communion churoh home

and will repor t such cho1ce , to the Director of Student
Activities by October 15.

4. I£ you are a high school student you will regularly
re port your communion attendance to your instructor 1!l.
the first religion elass of the week following your partal::ing of the Sacrament.

5. In your liturgical practices you will yield to the common
practice of the majority with whom you worship~
6. In your class work you will
a~ attend all classes as scheduled;
b~ be prompt at all times;
o, be prepared at all times;
d, report yourself at onee to the Dean of Students
after having been absent .from any class for any
reason whatsoever;
e. report yourself at once to the professor from

l·Those class you were absent;
f, request an excused absence beforehand from the

Dean of Students for any unavoidable appointment,
acti v1 ty, or e.meFgenoy.

7. You will observe all dining hall regulations of procedures, dress, and conduct as directed and enforced by
the committee 1n charge.
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8 •. You \·Till not leave the campus ille3ally, nor fail to

properly check out and in on the required cards.

9~ You will return to the campus before the expiration
of the time limits, as specified.
10. You i:·Til~ obse~ve all regulations coverin g tlle proper
hours and the proper use of recreation, game and loun3e
rooms, as enforced by the committee in charze.
11. You will observe the follolTin ~ recess and vacation

rules:
a. you will malce no plans or arrangements to leave
before the officially scheduled time, without first
havin·:; received specific permission from the Dean
of Studen ts;
b. you will malce no arrangements to leave later than
24 hours after the start of a vacation;
c. you will not make any arrangements to return to
the campus earlier than on the afternoon precedin.~
the first day on which classes are resumed.
V. The student and General Asuects
1. You will do your share of free-service work and cooperate with those in charge, as scheduled.
2. You will make requests to the proper authorities for
authorization to use, move, or change about any school
properties and materials.
3. You will report all damage and Dre·akage at once to

the proper authorities.
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4. You will request permission from the Dean of Students
bef ore accepting any of~ campus work, or before becoming
a member of any off campus group, orJ anization, or activity.

5. Your campus limits are as follows:
a. to t he west , North 33rd Street;
b. to the east, North 29th Street; ·

c. to the north, West State Street, i ncludin~ t he

athletic field;
d. to the south; l-Test Kilbourne avenue, including the
athl etic f ield.
6. You will respond to messenger service calls immediately .

7. You will seek help and counsel at once when problems
f a ce you, so that you can learn to face you r problems
successf ully.
8. You will recoc;nize t hat Concordia will accept no responsibili ty for t he care of your personal belongi n3 s and
valuables ,
9. You will protect your money by depositing it in the
colle 0 e student b a.nlc .
10. You ~-1111 recognize that as a boarding school, no studen t will be permitted to room and/or board off campus,
e~cept when livin 3 with his parents or other close relatives 11 with full written consent of the parents and ·with
t he a ppr oval of the Dean .of Students.
11. You are not permitted to use classrooms for your personal or for a small group purposes.
12. Students of the three lower classes are not permitte d
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to visit 1n residence hall livin ~ rooms of students of
the upper three classes, and vice versa~
13. The bulletin boards are to serve you by keepin~ you

well informed.
dail~.

You 11111 read the bulletin announcements

You will refrain from any form of marr1:n.g the

materials on the board.

VI. The Studen t and 01v11 Law
1. You will recognize that it is your personal respons1-

bili~y not only to obey all rules and regulations because
they are of Concordia, but also because certain areas of
living are covered by city ordinances, state laws, and
f'.e deral la-i·1s, violations of which by you as a Concordia
student could result in severe penalties to you, s reat
sorrow to y~ur loved ones, much harm to the good name
and cause of Concordia, as well as your immediate expulsion from Co~cordia.
2. Jay-1-ralking is prohibited by city ordinance.

In ,;', oing

to and from the athletic fields, you must walk at right
an ~les to the stree~, you may not run, and you may not
in any interfere with the flow of traffic.

You must elso

obey all traffic light controls and an::, traffic control
of police officers.
3, Sidewalk, street ru'ld alley pla.y - Concordia prohibits

all play of throuin~, catching, or hitting games on any
btiilt up areas of the campus as well as on la,ms and walks.

The city permits no play on s1dewaiks, streets, and alleys.
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4. Hitchhikin~ is prohibited by Concordia as a potentially dan~erous activity and in certain areas, it is
a violation of the law of the community.

5. Smoklnf>i is prohibited by Concordia for students of the
three lower grades.

No smoking is permitted by anyone

in bed rooms, dining hall, hospital, library, classroom,
and administration buildings, chapel, gym and gym annex.
City and s·tate la·us also control sell1n~, purchas1~g and
use of tobacco.

Milwaukee Fire ordinances are most strict

concerning a:11y and all fires started as a result of carelessness associated iTith smoking; also, any careless use
of candles, hot plates, irons, etc., may leave us open
to sharp criticism and even civil action.
6. Fireworks - Concordia as well as city and state government prohibits the sale, purchase, and use of any such
materials, under penalty of severe fines.

7. Weapons of

a.n.y

k1nd 1 such as guns, knives, clubs, brass

knuckles, etc., are not permitted on Concordia*s campus.
The la\·T prohibits any potentially dangerous weapon on
t he person of an individual.
8. Sanitation and Cleanliness - Concordia prohibits any
litterbugging and careless clisposal of waste and refuse,
as well as a:n:y unsanitary roo'D. condition because of food
stuffs and edibles, which also are violatiQD.S the city
health department health laws •
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9. Di sturbances and public nuisances are also under civil
or dinances and mi3ht result in arrest and fines.

You

mus t so conduct yourself at all times, mindful of your
conduct , the good name of the school, and t h e i mpression
you give to our neighbors and the public i n general,
especially i n t he areas of loud, boi s terous yelling ,
loud music, calling insults, encouragement or i·rolfing
to passerby etc.
10. Curfew - Violation of campus time limits may result

i n violation of city curfew laws which could result in

arre s t and fine.
11. Thievery i n any form is a most serious offense on
aud off campus .

Shopliftins in stores may result in

ar re st, poli ce record, and 1ncourt action.

Failure to

i mme di ately r eport los t articles uhich you find, ml 3ht

l ea'Ve y ou open to s er i ous suspicion s as to your character and conduct.
12. Automobiles - Any careless or illegal use of an

automobile or o·ther licensed vehicle mi ght make you
guilty of a city or state traffic violation ·w hich can
resul t l n your arrests fine, loss of driv'in8 privilege ,
and dismissal from Concordia.

It is a city ordinance

Violati on to sound your horn ~or arr:1 purpose exce~t as
a i;-rarning to oars a.11d pedestrians.
13. Liauor of any ldn d 1s not permitted on campus.

M11-

1·ra.u1cee city law and 1Usconsin State laus cover tl1e sale,
purchase, and use of liquor; a ge limits ~overn t h e purchase
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and drlnlci:c.:3 in taverns, as 1·1 ell as in public places

and in automobiles.

A Concordia student dare noT, even

3ive an appearance of evil in ·this matter.

14. Teleuhones - You will use the telephone system in
such a way .only that 1 t serves ·the convenience of everyone, both in and out-going callers.

Any dishonest ·tam-

perine; in:th the service could result i n action by civil
authorities.

15. Impro·o er use of keys or forcible entry to any ou·tof-bounds or locked area can result in serious conse~
quenc es .
16. Civtl.:1 Defense and Fire and Police Control, re:.,ulations,
a."'ld direc ·tl ves must be promptly and cheer.fully obeyed by
everyon ~ for the good of all.

APPENDIX E
POLICIES ~lllTIJ RESPONSIBILITIES OF RESIDENCE COtnlSELORS
Concordia Oolles e, Saint Paul, Minnesota
1 • The residence counselor of the ·women's dorms shall be re~ .

~sible, i n direct succession, to the Dean of Women, the Dean
of Students, a..~d the President in exercise of her functions.
2. For t he school year, it will be expected t hat:
a. The counselor set a pattern of consecrated Christian
life for their co-uorkers and their .:;roup.
b. The counselor is available for individual and group
counselin3 both at stated times and upon request.
c. The counselor measures the living conditions of the
dorm daily a3ainst the patterns of cleanliness, orderliness, good stei:-1ardsh1p of personal and public :pro:9erty,
and good taste.
d. Th e counselor ~ actively foster the participation of
those for whom they are responsible in the ourricular and
co-curricular life of the school.

To that they shall see

that :ls possible for a student to study under condi ·tions
as ideal as possible, and that students are encouraged
to develop their sk1llsm. human relationships.
e. The counselors insist that the heart of their own lives
and the life of the dormi toriJ to be cul t1 vated in the
devotional life.

1§0

f. The counselors furnish the responsible student personnel off icers evaluation of students under their cha.r1e.
S • The counselors recoi n1ze their limitations and call

upon their co-wor1cers for advice and assistance when needed.
h .• The counselors recognize that their taslc is never done
in the possible i mprovement of an academic and religious
climate.
i. The counselors do everything that can be done to in-

terpret the position of the school to students; parents,
and the public.
j.

The counselors solicit and receive th~ help needed to

tak e care of the facility without their personal involvement.

Counselors are not salaried to be janitors, chauf-

fers, etc. for t he student.
k. Th e cou.nselorsobserve

the physical and mental health

of their s·t11dent popt1lation and report .. to the Heal th
Center indi viduals needing assistance and that they encourage students with such needs to report to the Health
Gen ter.

On. iTeek-ends the counselor must decide ·w hether

to call the college doctor or send the patient to the
hospital.

The nurse ls not to be contacted unless it in-

volves questions the doctor may aslc about previous medica"tic:n.•

1. The Gounselor seeks to discredit rumors and statements
which are prejudicial to the school.

Students found guilty

of such practices must be reminded that they are dama3in3
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the reputation of the school and hindering the recruitmel'lt of new students.
m. The counselors see "tha.t students realize "Ghat 1 t is

a privilee e to attend the colle 3e and t hat 1t 1s not a
ri 3ht which is inherently theirs.
n. Th e counselors refer students lrl th problems of an aca-

demic nature to the student's advisor or to the college
counselor (Prof . Heuer), problems of a financial nature
to ·the Business Office.

o. The counselor sees that rules adopted are to be lived
u p to by ·l;h e s"i:;ucrent :popula:tion.

If changes are desired,

such changes may be requested but in the meantime the
r ule is t o be observed.
p. The counselor in her personal life be-spea..~ t he support

of ·!;h e patron s 0£ the school and discredit rumors which
they h ear 1-1hich uould dal!lage the reputation of the school.

The counselor will decide the information to be passed on
to friends and relative by i-rord of mouth and/or correspondence and 1-rhether 1 t should be re:peated to those not lcno,;·ring all of the facts if such problems are harmful to the

school.
q. Th e counselors see that the property and area neei'

their dorm is lcept free of debris, snow, etc. thl1ough the
use of students i n the dorm.

GENERAL DUTIES
1. Lock doors at closing hours:
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Monday

--

Jl'r1day

Thursday

Saturday

---

--

Sv.nd.ay

10:30
12:00
11: 00

2. Check the wludows and 11 ~•hts in the basement and loun3e
areas.
3. Distribute and check in the linens. {This responsibility

may be dele3ated t o corridor chairmen . )
on l'iednesday evenin3s and picked

up

Linen is distributed

by the laundry Friday

morning .
4. Late pers or weelcend pers must be signed by the housemother

m char3e before the ~irl leaves.
inform t h e ,;;lrls.
clos1n j t1me.

l~o late per

If you have a deadline,

may

be issued an hour before

They may be granted by telephone if the girl

calls i n before the:!; time.

5. Be seen i n chapel--not necessarily every day--sometimeo
1 t is i·n.se to remain in the dormitory to note 3irls who are

habitually absent.
6 . Check the rooms occasionally .

Expect reasonable order,

but don't na~ or piclc v.p for them.

7. If de-merits are issued for any reason, inform the s irl
immediately by note or in person.

De-merits are issued for

for~etting to si3:n i n or mrt., untidy room, rowdiness or excess:tve noise.
8 . rn1en. an:y girl has viole.ted hours or h e.s received three

demerits inform one of the members of the referral board.

9. Eoccuses f or minor illness may be 3iven by the housemother.

I
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Do not issue medication.

Headaches and cramps unless severe

should not absent student~ i'rpm class.
student.
10.

Keep jottin13s on each

Quarterly reports. are required.

Mr. Mueller is Supt. of Building s and Grounds.

He will

take char~e of maintenance and supplies.
11. During the first weelc of school, hold a.'1 election for a

dorm president.

Each floor should also elect a corridor chair-

man.
12. Respect the 11rivacy of your students.

Knoclc and wait

to be invited :1.n before enteI1nr5•

13.

Show an 1nterest in scnool functions.

some of t he fun games and parties.

Plan to attend

APPENDIX JJ1

SEW.Ar1D HIGH SOHOOL

Duties of House Counselors
House counselors are appointed by the President on recommendation of the principal, who in turn shall a.ave consulted
the respective dean to secure his sugs estions.

They are re-

sponsible to their respective personnel deans for the perform.anca of their duties.
duty, and

The house counselors' areas of service,

responsibility in accord ·t-rlth

-

(

adopted policy , are:

1. To supe rvise all phases of living in their dormitories.
2. To set a pattern of consecrated Christian life for

their co-wor!-<:ers and char3es.
3. To 1.m rk :J.n cooperation 't-rl th the studen t advisers ~..ncl
the dea~'l of students i n encoura0ing each student to par-

ticipate i n the entire life of the school in a balanced
and

pr ofi ta:ble ·,way.

4. To assist in developine and maintaining in their charg es
the proper Christian attitudes and behavior.

5. To

be

available for individual and 1roup counselin~

as needed and to keep the deans i nformed concernin~ all
important problems which become apparent as a result of
such cou..'i'lselinz .

6. To maintain accurate records of the activities of dormitory residents and to furnish evaluations of the students
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·to the dean as requested.

7. To u phold e.nd enforce the rules and regulations set
forth in the Concordia Code,

8. To cultivate private and group devotions in the dormitories.
9. To assist i :n developing proper habits of study and
the proper ste1·rardship of time and talents on the part

of students.
1o.

To maintain acceptable:: standards of clea.."1.liness and

order i n the dormitories, and to develop an attitude of

:,;ood ste1·rar dship of property in the stucl.ents.
11. To a c·t; as steno.rds of all supplies and. equipment i n

t heir dormitories.
12 .. To take the i n i"'ij:1.ati ve in full charg e of all cases

of emer::;ency.
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